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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation describes the design and implementation of an algebraic 

axiom support environment for software testing. Since absolute software correctness 

is undecidable, "approximatell correctness is as good as software engineering can hope 

to do. The approximately correct behavior of a software system with respect to a 

specification can only be demonstrated incrementally, beginning with the modules of 

a system and finishing with the external interface. 

Software module specification in the form of algebraic axioms provides a base 

from which we can be complete and concise in developing and testing the behavior 

of modules. Algebraic axioms can also be useful for a variety of software issues such 

as reusability, completeness and consistency of a requirements specification, and the 

definition of abstract and hierarchical data types. The primary focus of this 

dissertation is that algebraic axioms can provide a complete and consistent means to 

record a specification with which to test a software system's behavior at the module 

level. A major aim of this research has been to specify and develop sufficient support 

software to demonstrate the viability of this approach in actual software development, 

making design for testability a development parameter. 

This research focuses on the following issues: 

1. The relationship between algebraic axioms and other formal methods for 
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specifying software behavior. 

2. Extensions needed to make the algebraic axiom method encompass testing. 

3. What software support is necessary to make algebraic specifications, with our 

extensions, useful for real-world software development. 

Results indicate that using the formal method of algebraic specifications can 

have a positive impact on software development when adequate and realistic support 

software is introduced into the process. The approach results in additional initial 

labor for a software system, but is shown to be economical in terms of testing 

completeness, maintenance, and potential reuse. 
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Software development can be considered from two contrasting views. In the 

world of science fiction, where anything is possible, we see computers with enough 

sophistication in their software to carry on intelligent conversations with people. 

Androids are often used to fill in for a person at a social gathering, or to attend 

boring meetings or high-risk activities. Software development is at best a trivial 

exercise in this world. In the real world of science, it is hard to get a robot to do 

anything outside of very primitive tasks in limited domains. Computers can be used 

to calculate numerical values and follow well defined algorithms such as updating a 

series of values or welding metal in pre-defined locations or placing a windshield in 

a car in an assembly line. In this world, computer hardware and software systems 

can't even recognize a human face, something any newborn infant can do, and 

software development is anything but trivial [Har92]. 

We first present and then briefly discuss some highlights from science fiction 

before constraining our discussion to scientific reality. For practical reasons, it is 

useful to have an understanding of both worlds so that we don't mistakenly 

interchange elements between them. If we view the two worlds as opposing ends 

along a software-development-views spectrum, it is then useful to know what point 
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in the spectrum concepts and elements are referring to. In the world of real life, 

software development views populate the science fiction - real science spectrum in 

its entirety. For practical manageability reasons, we consider only the two extreme 

opposing views, much as for beauty and art we consider only the portion of the 

electromagnetic radiation spectrum visible to the naked eye. 

Asimov presents a mind-computer interface in Foundation's Edge. Golan 

Treviz makes contact with his spaceship's computer by placing his hands on a 

command desk. 

And as he and the computer held hands, their thinking merged ... he saw the room 
with complete clarity -- not just in the direction in which he was looking, but all 
around and above and below. He saw every room in the spaceship, and he saw 
outside as well. The sun had risen ... but he could look at it directly without being 
dazzled ... He felt the gentle wind and its temperature, and the sounds of the world 
about him. He detected the planet's magnetic field and the tiny electrical charges on 
the wall of the ship. He became aware of the controls of the ship ... He knew ... that 
if he wanted to lift the ship, or turn it, or accelerate, or make use of any of its 
abilities, the process was the same as that of performing the analogous process to his 
body. He had to but use his will [As82,As90). 

Neal Stephenson's Snow Crash presents the "Metaverse," a computer-generated 

universe accessed through a computer, goggles and earphones [St92]. A character 

in the Metaverse is a piece of software, an "Avatar," who's eyes and ears echo directly 

to the goggles and earphones of its owner. Snow Crash's main character has the 

following business card: 

HIRO PROTAGONIST 
ofaJl o///'P /rpptu,cp /'actprJ 

(jroa/PJ/ JworJ /Uj/'/pr "' //,p world 

Str"'1pr, e.II/ral..f),,,p/!IgPllcP Corfora/ioll 

S,JPdafu"'fJ il/ Jo/twQl'P.rp/b/pJ ""pI 
(muJic, mOIlWJ & micl'oroJ,.,) 
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"When Hiro first saw this place [the metaverse] ... he and his buddies had to 

write car and motorcycle software to get around. They would take their software out 

and race it in the black desert of the electronic night [St92]." Software comes out of 

factories, like so many other goods, in Stephenson's world. 

Allen's Caliban is a robot whose brain was designed by one man and whose 

"basal programming" was written by two people over a period of weeks. This "basal 

programming" produced software that would allow Caliban's brain to adapt and grow 

and learn. The end result: "Caliban is the first robot with no shackles on his 

intellect. He is the first with the potential to think the way we do, except that perhaps 

he will do it better [AlI93]. " 

In reality, software does not roll out of factories and neither we nor our 

computers can read each others minds, though we certainly have access to everything 

inside the computer's. In all likelihood, Stephenson's Metaverse and Asimov's, 

Shatner's, and Allen's robots capable of passing the Turing test will forever remain 

in the realm of science fiction. Writing a little software to give a computer human

like learning capabilities through a few weeks effort by two programmers represents 

the best of programming dreams. In reality, even simply determining software 

correctness is undecidable. Correctness has been shown to resolve to the halting and 

totality problems, both of which admit to no solutions [Har92]. Alan Turing proved 

the halting problem undecidable in the mid-1930's [Gar79,Tu36]. As a consequence, 

the best one can do is develop "approximately" correct software. No silver bullet or 

other miracle cure exists to slay the software development beast, there has never been 
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one and there most likely never will [Bro87]. These are well known facts in the 

software engineering community. Though they often do not, both academic and 

commercial sectors should approach software development in this context [Br075, 

Har92]. Science-fiction recognizes this as well. " ... there are ... difficulties .... We 

have merely spent decades programming more powerful computers and they have 

devised and stored the equations, but of course, we don't know if they are valid and 

have meaning. It depends entirely on how valid and meaningful the programming is 

in the first place [As93]." It is unfortunate, as Brooks, Boland, and Hirschheim and 

Newman point out, that real-world views held by both management developers often 

incorporate overly optimistic development expectations that are more in line with the 

"triviality of development" views found in science fiction [Bro75,Bro87,BoI87,Hir91]. 

We review these facts because if it were the case that establishing software 

correctness was common place and the development and testing processes weren't 

labor intensive there would be little impetus to develop toolsets supporting various 

development and testing methodologies. If one could write an Avatar which wrote 

software, as Stephenson's Metaverse allows Hiro Protagonist's Avatar to do, there 

would be nothing for us to do. One might do it out of boredom, or out of 

inquisitiveness to see if achieving an already easily and often reached end could be 

reached by another means. Though these reasons justify academic curiosity, they 

provide inadequate motivation. Since software development is a labor intensive 

process, research to develop methods and toolsets has important practical 

motivations. 
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Algorithmic problems can be viewed as questions to be answered, usually 

possessing several parameters whose values are unspecified. A problem is specified 

by giving a description of its parameters and the properties the solution is required 

to satisfy. Enumerating parameter values for a problem defines an instance of it. 

Algorithms, in this context, are step-by-step procedures for solving problems. An 

algorithm solves a problem if it can be applied to any instance of that problem and 

if it always produces a solution. The resource requirements for a computerized 

algorithm are defined in terms of quantities of space and time that are determined 

by the size of a problem instance -- though time is the dominant factor 

[Gar79,Gr81,Har92]. 

An algorithm whose time performance is bounded from above by a polynomial 

function of N, where N is the size of its inputs, is called a polynomial-time, 

reasonable, or tractable algorithm. If N appears in the exponent, such a function is 

called exponential. A problem that admits only unreasonable or exponential-time 

solutions is termed intractable [Har92]. Most of the apparently intractable problems 

encountered in practice are decidable and can be solved in polynomial time with the 

aid of a nondeterministic algorithm. A problem that is solvable in polynomial time 

using a nondeterministic algorithm is termed NP. The hardest of the NP problems 

are termed NP-Complete. A problem that admits no algorithmic solution is termed 

undecidable or non-computable [Gar79,Har92]. 

In attempting to solve problems that turn out to be NP-Complete or worse we 

have to resort to approximation algorithms, or to probabilism and heuristics. In some 
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cases we can solve undecidable or intractable problems in ways that are less than 

perfect, yet of considerable practical value. Algorithms designed for this purpose are 

based on the assumption that in many cases a less than optimal solution is better than 

no solution at all. A problem is not considered "well-solved" until a polynomial time 

algorithm is known for it [Gar79,Har92]. 

Approximate software correctness is based upon the idea that a system's 

correctness can be approached successfully one module at a time [Be91]. Confidence 

in correctness is often gained through exercising a test suite against an 

implementation. When the suite indicates that the implementation is equivalent to 

its specification we gain confidence that verification is likely. Operational testing 

itself consumes massive development resources. Numerous testing methodologies 

have appeared to combat this and new techniques are heavily researched 

[Ham89,Har92]. 

Since we cannot rid ourselves of software development problems we try to 

reduce their effects through the use of various toolsets. This dissertation describes 

the requirements and development of a testing toolset, adequate enough to support 

small and medium sized systems, and hopefully larger ones as well. Whether or not 

it can support the largest systems is currently unknown. If not, we hope to gain 

enough from our experiences using it to give us ideas for building additional tools -

recursively, until we have what we feel are good, even if only partial, testing toolkit 

solutions. 
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Software toolsets can only help us to help ourselves. To best use them a 

complete and elegant design is needed, since that is what all "good" software systems 

are based on [BroS7]. A constraint is that designers capable of these designs are 

hard to find. Brooks recommends identifying designers and nurturing them along as 

a means to improve products and processes [BroS7]. 

Formal methods for software development are represented in the literature 

as being the basis for a future generation of Computer Aided Software Engineering 

(CASE) tools [Pr92]. Advocates of prototyping and formal methods argue that the 

way to reduce software development costs and improve quality is to invest more 

resources in early stages of development, thereby reducing the risk of discovering 

errors later when they are more costly to repair [Mi90,Pr92]. When supported 

adequately in software, algebraic specifications can be made to serve as a "next 

generation" back-end CASE tool. This dissertation presents research intended to 

support this next generation of CASE. 

This dissertation is about the design and implementation ofAXEnvironment, 

a toolset for software development using algebraic specifications for approximate 

correctness proofs. The development ofAXEnvironment using algebraic 

specifications serves as a "proof by example" of its utility and validity. 

In terms of development, the use of our algebraic approach in 

AXEnvironment begins after analysis, requirements determination, and system and 

module interface designs have been completed. It captures and refines these 

interface designs into particular syntactic and semantic forms. This syntactic and 
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semantic information serves as an implementation base for both a system's modules 

and their test suites. These test suites are subsequently used for verification of the 

implementation. 

In terms of Pressman's generic, three phase software engineering model, our 

toolset provides a mapping between the first phase, software definition, and the 

second phase, software development [Pr92]. Having a formal specification detlliled 

and recorded is also useful in the concluding maintenance phase. In other words, 

AXEnvironment provides a mapping between what we design and how we implement 

it and serves as a basis from which to make change [Pr92]. 

1.1 What is Module Behavior? 

The behavior of a module can be viewed as a table of interface operation(s) 

called and return value( s) expected pairs. The interface operations represents a 

sequence of calls to the module's interface. The behavior of a stack with make-stack, 

push, pop, and empty? operations could include Table 1.1's entries. 

Stack Behavior Table 

Interface Operations Called Return Values 

push Citm (make-stack)) stack 

pop (push 'itm (make-stack)) 'itm 

empty? (make-stack) True 

empty? (push 'itm (make-stack)) False 

... ... 

Table 1.1: A Partial Stack Behavior Table 
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where ... represents the remaining infinite entries. 

Axiomatic specification provides a means for stating module behavior in a 

finite manner. To further define the term "behavior," we need to distinguish 

operations according to whether they are query routines which can only return a 

value, or operations, which, for now, include everything else. The behavior of a 

module is the infinite set of all pairs according to the following: 

new"sequence-of-operations"query ~ output 

New is creation of a module, sequence-oj-operations is a legal sequence of operations 

(including the empty sequence), query is a query, and output is the value returned by 

the query -- a value in the range of the query. 

The behavior of a module is thus an infinite table listing all the possible 

sequences of calls to its interface routines together with the values they return. Since 

we need some finite representation, the algebraic axioms provide one means of 

approximating this infinite behavior table finitely. The entries in the infinite table 

can be derived from a set of axioms. Guttag's, Hoare's, and Breu's proofs that the 

algebraic axiom approach can be used successfully to do this provides the background 

we needed to do our work [Gu78b,H069,Br91]. 

We have operationalized previous theoretical algebraic axiom approaches and 

in doing so have extended vague generalities and approximations to precise 

requirements and specifications. 
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1.2 Algebraic Specifications 

Algebraic specifications for software systems have been categorized as a formal 

relational means for module and system behavioral specification [Fa8S]. The 

algebraic axiom approach originated with Hoare [H069,H072] and Guttag 

[Gu77,Gu78b] and is a means of using mathematics to specify the algorithmic 

behavior of modules. 

The algebraic approach has been used to prove the correctness of a software 

systems on a module by module basis [Be91]. It has also been used as a description 

language for a software repository [We91]. From a design perspective, algebraic 

specifications lie between finite state mechanisms and logical formalisms [Web88]. 

1.3 Software Testing, Axiom-Based Test Suites and Our Theory 

The research presented here is based on the high level module interface 

routine categorization and axiom composition techniques presented by Guttag, 

Fairley, Williams, Zeigler, and Weide et. aI, including concepts of reusability from 

Weide et. aI. [Fa8S,Gu86,We91,Wil92,Ze92]. It is an extension of Breu's suggestion 

for further research which realizes the algebraic approach in a concrete environment 

[Bre91]. In accordance with Hamlet's suggestions, it attempts to provide realistically 

complete testing coverage of a software system's module's "state space [Ham89]." 

Our testing is based on a set of heuristics which include techniques from boundary, 

statistical and partition testing (these methods are described in some detail by 

[Bei90,Pr92]). By generating the test suite semi-automatically from the algebraic 
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axiom specification, this work follows Goguen and Tardo's recommended directions 

for further algebraic axiom research [G086]. 

Since deciding whether or not a software system is correct is provably 

undecidable, our approach presents a reasonable methodology for "approximate" 

correctness on a per module basis [Gar79,Har92]. In order to generate a test suite 

from the algebraic axiom specification, the semantics of the theoretical approaches 

of [Fa85,H072,Gu77] were extended and operationalized in AXEnvironment. 

Specification information inheritance helps to promote reuse. 

The extension of the syntactic and semantic information representation for the 

algebraic axiom approach, test suite generation, and the inheritance of specifications, 

are new contributions. These contributions are what allow us to generate test suits 

useful for operational "approximation" proofs. For a modularly designed and 

implemented software system, our work follows both Gries's and Harel's advice to 

develop a program and its proof hand in hand, a form of "as-you-go" verification 

[Gr81,Har92]. 

1.4 Research Motivation and Questions 

Despite industry efforts to have things otherwise, bug-ridden products are 

commonly found in the marketplace and software release schedules are, more often 

than not, years behind marketing promises. OS/2 2.0, Paradox 4.0, Paradox for 

Windows, a reliable version of Microsoft's Windows (3.1), a 32-bit Windows NT, 

Clipper 5.0, Solaris and NEXTSTEP for Intel compatible platforms (i386 & i486), 
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and a host of other products are finally getting close to reality, or have recently 

become available, years after pre-set and pre-promised delivery dates. OS/2 2.1 only 

recently acquired its 32-bit graphics engine, marketed to do so many wonderful things 

for the pc-desktop, after 2.0's 5-year-late release this last April 92'. It is also 

currently held in common belief that over 70% of the cost and efforts of developing 

a complex software system is devoted, in one way or another, to error correcting 

[Har92]. 

The motivation for tools to help software development is evident from the 

preceding paragraphs and introductory material. Not only are software projects often 

years behind release promises, they are often still full of bugs when released and 

consume enormous resources to fix and maintain. Responses to this have taken many 

forms. Companies have both piled additional labor on late projects and pulled 

existing manpower off of them. Neither of these approaches has proved to be 

productive [Bro75]. 

Developing testable software specifications are a means to alleviate some of 

the testing and delivery problems described above. In his guest lecture here at the 

University of Arizona, E. J. McCluskey! described similar problems to the late OS/2 

2.0 release with hardware systems. The title and focus of his talk was IIDesign for 

Testability [McC92].1I Rettig relates that over a period of 11 years of software 

development he had only been involved in two projects where testing was anything 

1 E. J. McCluskey was the IEEE's first president. Dr. McCluskey currently teaches and conducts 
research at Stanford University, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. 
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but unguided and ad hoc, let alone a design parameter [Re91]. 

AXEnvironment's creation is also motivated by the fact that capturing a design 

in an algebraic formalism without specific computerized support (by hand in an 

editor, for example) is both time consuming and error prone. There is no easy way 

around doing lots of typing, however, doing set manipulation algorithms in a text 

editor via cutting and pasting text items is particularly vexatious. Design refinement 

in an editor requires even more cutting and pasting and the update algorithms are 

more complex than simple set operations. With tailored computerized support, 

however, we can cut down on our "editing" labor and a substantial number of errors. 

For example, both the set manipulation and update algorithms can be performed for 

us speedily and automatically. 

A toolset that supports testable specifications as well as test suite development 

offers the software development process a means to reduce related problems. We'd 

like to be able to develop software that is reasonably correct, developed on time, and 

is within estimated budgets. This desire is a principle aim of software engineering. 

The research question is whether or not using our extended algebraic axiom 

methodology for software development can help us accomplish this goal. Assuming 

that it can, we are still faced with the question of what implications this has for the 

management of software projects. 
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1.4.1 Basic Assumptions 

1. The first assumptions is that algebraic specifications for software systems, 

particularly when taken down to the module level, can assist greatly in the portability, 

testability, reliability, maintainability, and the resulting correctness of the 

implementation. 

2. A second assumption is that algebraic specifications can greatly enhance 

a project manager's ability to keep track of progress once a system design is complete 

and module development is underway. 

3. An additional assumption is that the benefits to be gained from using a 

properly supported formal software development methodology scales more than 

linearly with a system's size. 

1.4.2 Goals 

There were several goals driving the development ofAXEnvironment: 

a. The first was to produce a system powerful enough to be useful for 

developing medium to large scale software projects with "scale" defined according to 

Figure 1.1. Formal methods have traditionally been criticized for lack of useability 

on large projects. Providing that medium to large scale systems are designed using 

medium to large sized modules, as defined in Figure 1.1, using formal methods at the 

module level makes their productive use feasible. 



System: 

Small 

LOC< = 100,000 

Module: 

Small 

LOC<=l,OOO 

Medium 

100,000 < LOC < 1,000,000 

Medium 

1,OOO<LOC<5,OOO 

Large 

1,000,000< =LOC 

Large 

5,OOO<=LOC 

Software System and Module Scale in terms of Lines Of Code (LOC) 

Figure 1.1: Software System and Module Sizes 
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b. The second goal was that the additional time needed to use the system for 

development should, in the long term, be labor-saving. The whole point of CASE 

is to save labor. Software development is labor intenseive already and is most 

definately not in need of anything that makes it moreso. Adding to development 

costs in the short term is acceptable, providing that AXEnvironment reduces the 

resources needed overall for a system's development. 

c & d. Two additional goals were that AXEnvironment should be portable 

and reliable. By portable we mean that our system should run on the majority of 

popular computing systems in use. By reliable we mean that it should run for 

extended time periods on these systems without errors and, more subtly, that its 

algorithms give consistent solutions. Achieving portability and reliability allows 

consistent use ofAXEnvironment for development on different systems. 
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1.4.3 Research Method and Background 

Software Engineering methodology was used to answer the above questions 

and examine the basic assumptions [Nu91]. Current techniques were used in context 

of the algebraic axiom approach -- a form of bootstrapping. Freeman describes 

"software engineering, or the research aimed at improving it," as covering a "wide 

range of activities, from basic research that will not be applied for years, to the 

assessment of past development projects from which we hope to learn, to the 

application of techniques for future projects [Fre91 ]." In this context, our work 

involves both basic research and the application of fairly novel techniques for current 

and future project development. It is exploratory in attempting to create support 

useful for building real software systems. 

I.! Axiom Based Testing Magnitude 

An adequate testing suite for a module using the algebraic axiom approach has 

an upper bound based on the number of its axioms. Since generating a minimal test 

collection is an NP-Complete problem, our test suite's size is somewhere between this 

and the size of an exhaustive one [Gar79]. Since generating the minimal axiom set 

is also an NP-Complete problem, our axiom suite's size is also somewhere between 

the minimal size and an exhaustive set [Gar79]. 

A test suite can be derived directly from a syntax and axioms specification. 

The axioms are derived from a given syntax set (relational specification). And, the 

syntax set explicitly represents the module's interface routine set (functional 
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specification, as it is a categorization of it). The number of tests per axiom is also 

influenced by the number of available queries at the modules interface. The amount 

of testing needed is thus determined by a module's functional relational specification. 

Exhaustive testing of any software specification, including our axiom approach, is an 

intractable problem [Gar79]. 

1.6 Results & Applicability 

With this work we demonstrate that Assumption 1 can be taken literally. We 

will show that the algebraic axiom approach is useful for achieving the goals of 

software engineering. 

We also prove that Assumption 2 is reasonalby attainable. As a consequence, 

AXEnvironment is shown to support project management. 

Assumption 3. In time, refining and using AXEnvironment to develop a 

variety of systems will demonstrate a development environment that provides benefits 

that scale positively, and perhaps more than linearly, with size. It is definately so for 

those composed of even large modules. 

AXEnvironment itself is a small system and was tested as both medium and 

large modules, in terms of Figure 1.1. Using it to specify and test itself worked well 

and made testing an efficient experience. AXEnvironment is very useable for 

developing medium or large software systems systems even if they are composed of 

medium and large modules. In achieving our portability goal, the software was 

implemented in and supports development with Common Lisp. IBUKI's efforts 
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alone allow the work done here to run on over 30 different platforms [Faq93]. To 

achieve our reliability goal we tested AXEnvironment using the algebraic axiom 

approach it supports and have used it for extended periods of time. 

1.7 Conclusion and Remaining Chapter Topics 

Algebraic axioms provide a good means for both module and test set 

implementation derivation. Since the algebraic axioms methodology matches well 

with object-oriented development, its use with modern programming languages and 

software engineering practices is synergistic. 

As this dissertation details, a benefit of using an algebraic approach is that we 

have a specification from which both an implementation and its test suite can be 

derived. In the context of the contributions Artificial Intelligence (AI) could make 

to software engineering, Brooks remarks that expert systems for developing test cases 

for software systems would be useful contributions [Br087]. Such a system could 

provide the know-how of the experienced professional for use by both the new and 

experienced alike. AXEnvironment is intended to provide such an "expert" test case 

generator. Once a specification is complete, the test cases can be compiled, making 

possible a high level of testing competence. 

Generating documentation and translating an object's interface routine set into 

our syntax isn't particularly time consuming however, specifying the semantics of an 

interface in the form of axioms can be quite time consuming. Since writing axioms 

helps with testing, this labor is at least partially offset. As will be shown, 
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AXEnvironment also generates the axioms for us, reducing axiom composition efforts 

significantly. 

The body of this dissertation proceeds as is outline in Figure 1.2. Chapter 2 

discusses related work and where a formal method such as an algebraic approach fits 

into software engineering and how it compares with more traditional and other 

formal methods. Chapter 3 presents issues related to and features that are 

implemented in AXEnvironment, a collection of CLOS objects in which the axiom 

data structures, databases, rules, and algorithms for the approach are managed. 
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Chapter 4 presents AXEnvironment in detail. This includes some of the 

requirements and the design of the software as well as the actual implementation of 

AXEnvironment and examples of its use. Chapter 5 presents results and what we 

observed. Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation and presents areas for future work. 

Appendix A discusses the goals, development philosophies, requirements, and the 

design ofAXEnvironment. Appendix B describes AXEnvironment's implementation 

in Appendix A's order of introduction. Appendix C contains the AXEnvironment 

manual and programming interface with some examples using our approach. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Previous Software Engineering and Algebraic Axiom Work 

This chapter provides a general and software engineering perspective from 

which to view the formal method of algebraic axioms. Both theoretical and practical 

views are presented. Several algebraic axiom specification systems and the more 

significant other formal method support systems are discussed. Software development 

models are presented, including Booch's recent rendition of the generic waterfall 

model, Boehm's spiral model, and Pressman's generic model of software engineering 

[Bo91,Boe88,Pr92]. Software engineering's goals and motivations are also discussed. 

2.1 Algorithmic Problems 

An algorithmic problem has two parts: 1) a specification of the legal set of 

inputs, and 2) the relationship between inputs and desired outputs. An algorithm is 

termed partially correct if when it terminates execution, it gives the correct answer 

for the given input. For an algorithm to be totally correct, it must be partially correct 

and halt when run on any of the legal inputs. Software correctness thus resolves to 

the halting problem. If we want to know if an algorithm will terminate on all its legal 

inputs, of which there must be an infinite number, the situation is even worse, 

resolving to the totality problem. There is no finite algorithmic way to determine if 
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a program will terminate on an input without actually running it [Har92]. 

The halting problem has two inputs: 1) the text of a legal program in some 

programming language and 2) an input for the program. The question is then asked 

whether the program would have terminated had we run it on the input. Since it is 

impossible to create an algorithm to answer this question, it is termed 

non-computable. Since the question asks for a "yes" or "no" answer, similar to a 

decision, it is also termed undecidable. Paradoxically, a correct algorithm can, in 

principle, be proved correct. 

Verification establishes software correctness with respect to a specification. 

Software testing is dynamic verification [Ki90]. More than 70% of the effort and 

cost of developing software systems is devoted to error correcting. As a consequence, 

methods and toolsets that support verification are in demand [Har92]. 

The invariant assertion method, or Floyd's method, is an early verification 

approach. The Z specification language supports Floyd's method [Di90]. B is a 

theorem prover based on Floyd's method [And91]. 

An invariant is an assertion which states a properties about a program. 

Floyd's method places assertions about data structures, and algorithm structure 

throughout a program. At least one is attached to the starting point of an algorithm 

to capture the requirements of the inputs. Final assertions are attached to the ending 

point of the algorithm to capture the desired input/output relationship 

[Fa85,Gr86,Har92]. When a program is executed and these assertions are found to 

always be true, we have established partial correctness. Partial correctness doesn't 
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require program termination for every input. A program is required to give the 

correct answer only when it does terminate. Partial correctness is defined with the 

loophole that it doesn't apply to situations where termination doesn't occur. As we 

shall see, termination is another issue altogether. 

To prove that an algorithm terminates, we place checkpoints and assertions 

that show, depending upon the algorithm's variables and data structures, that some 

quantity in the algorithm converges and that it cannot decrease forever, thus the 

algorithm cannot run forever. The convergents are chosen to show that the algorithm 

indeed reaches its end point and terminates [Har92]. 

Choosing checkpoints for intermediate assertions and the assertions themselves 

is somewhat of an art and there is no general algorithm that can automatically find 

invariants and convergents that satisfy the conditions needed for producing a proof. 

For a correct algorithm, adequate invariants and convergents always exist. Thus, a 

correct algorithm can in principle always be proved correct. However, finding these 

invariants and convergents is often very difficult [Fa85,Har92]. 

2.2 Testing Models 

A test case is like a scientific experiment. A hypothesis must be held about 

expected behavior and each test is performed to examine the hypothesis [Ki90]. This 

expected behavior can be stated in the form of axioms, as AXEnvironment does. 

Testing is usually divided into three parts, unit, integration and system testing. 

Unit testing is often done in a design/code/test a little fashion. Once unit testing is 
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complete, modules are integrated and their interactions tested. Once integration 

testing is complete system testing begins. System testing exercises the software in its 

intended environment, or something close to it [B087]. 

The more tests we run against software the more confident we are that it is 

correct. One of the more difficult testing problems is knowing when to stop 

[Ham89,Pr92]. Brooks recommends scheduling half of development time to testing 

[Bro87]. Even perfect program verification only establishes that a program is 

equivalent to its specification [Bro87]. 

Gelperin and Hetzel distinguish four major testing models. These are defined 

in terms of their goals, scope and primary season of interest over the last four 

decades [Ge88]. These are listed in Table 2.1. 

The demonstration phase was the earliest and longest lived model. Its goal 

was to ensure software satisfied its specification. Its verification scope was end 

product test execution. The demonstration phase had its most influence from 1957 

through 1978. 

The destruction phase followed the demonstration phase. Its goal was to 

detect implementation faults. Its verification scope was also the end product test 

execution. Its most influential time period was from 1979 to 1982. 

The Evaluation Life Cycle Model came next. Its goal was to detect 

requirements, design, and implementation faults. Its scope was larger than the 

previous demonstration and destruction phases, encompassing the entire software life 

cycle. This model primarily influenced 1983 to 1987. 
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Model Goal Scope Most Influential 
Time Period 

Demonstration To make sure that End Product Test 1957-1978 
Phase the software Execution 

satisfies its 
specification 

Destruction Phase To detect End Product Test 1979-1982 
implementation Execution 
faults 

Evaluation Life To detect' Software Lifecycle 1983-1987 
Cycle Model requirements, 

design, and 
implementation 
faults 

Prevention Life To prevent Software Lifecycle 1988-Present 
Cycle Model requirements, 

design, and 
implementation 
faults 

Table 2.1: Major Testing Models 

The Prevention Life Cycle Model has had its predominate period of influence 

since 1988. It is the most influential model today. Rather than seeking to detect 

existing faults, as the three previous models did, its main goal is to prevent 

requirements, design, and implementation faults. Its scope, similar to the evaluation 

life cycle model, was the entire software life cycle. 

Similar to the destruction and evaluation testing models in Table 2.1, a 

number of authors advocate that a good test is one with a high chance of discovering 

an error and a successful test is one that finds an error [Pr92,Gi83,Bei90,Ka88,Ge88]. 

The current view in Table 2.1 sees testing as a parallel task to development with 
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planning, analysis, design, implementation, execution, and maintenance phases all of 

its own. 

2.3 Specification Categories 

There are two primary specification categories used by various methods for 

establishing or demonstrating program correctness, and there are two primary views 

from which testing these specifications is done. The specification categories are pre

post and data-abstract, and the two testing views are internal, often termed white or 

clear box testing, and external, often termed black box testing [Fa85,Pa72a,Pr92]. 

Fairley generalizes Parnas's pre-post category to state-oriented notations, and his 

data-abstract category to relational notations, both of which are still labeled as formal 

specifications [Fa85]. The state-oriented specifications and white box testing focus 

on the internals of a software module, whereas relational specifications and black box 

testing focus on the external interface. Both testing methods are needed for the 

complimentary views [Pr92]. The algebraic axiom approach is relational. 

There is a third major approach we can take for software specification and 

testing: ad-hoc. Ad-hoc is an approach consisting of a random approach. The three 

approaches are as follows: 

1. Add-hoc -> in your head-as-you-go and/or after the fact 

2. Pre-Post -> invariant assertion method 

3. Data-Abstract -> algebraic axiom method 

Both the pre-post and data-abstract approaches offer considerable advantage over an 

ad-hoc one. 
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2.4 Software Engineering 

The hard part of building software is the specification, design, and testing of 

its conceptual construct and testing the fidelity of the representation, not the labor 

representing it [Bro87]. The production of software is a complex undertaking and 

current practices often yield systems of lower quality than desired that are delivered 

late and over budget [Rey90]. 

Software engineering is defined as the systemic application of methods, tools 

and technical concepts to create software systems that meet technical, economic and 

social objectives [Fre91]. The software crisis is defined in terms of systems of suspect 

quality, poor maintainability, all but non-existent flexibility, low reliability, high 

complexity -- resulting in low understandability, and all this at cost factors above 

original estimates [Al90]. Most systems, historically, were developed in an 

undisciplined manner, evolved through unplanned changes, became unreasonably 

complex. As a result, conceptually trivial changes became very difficult to implement 

[Dr90]. Software engineering techniques evolved as a response to these trends and 

as a potential solution to the crisis [Al90]. 

Software engineering techniques attempt to deal with software as an 

engineering product that requires planning, analysis, design, implementation, testing 

and maintenance [Al90,Dr90]. Software engineering has also been described as the 

application of scientific knowledge to the creation of software systems [Dr90]. 

Booch lists the growth rate of demand for software engineers at 12% annually, 

with the actual supply of software engineers growing annually at only 4%. Half of 
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the difference between supply and demand is being met by an increase in annual 

productivity of 4% by working engineers -- though this cannot go on forever. Thus, 

the software crisis is continually fueled by engineer demand out-pacing the supply, 

though some of this demand is being met by the drift of work to other countries 

[B087]. 

The concepts of reuse, specialized languages, and supporting environments are 

credited as having been developed in support of AI research. These features are 

most commonly seen in traditional expert system products, but are beginning to be 

found in commercial software products, as well [Wi90]. 

1.4.1 Software Engineering Life Cycle Models 

Booch defines the life cycle of software as reaching from a system's conception 

until its final use and as divisible into the six major phases in Figure 2.1 [B087,B091]. 

The right half of Figure 2.1 shows Pressman's three generic phases of software 

engineering and his model's relationship to Booch's [Pr92]. 

Booch: Pressman: 

1. Analysis 1. Definition 

2. Requirements Definition 

3. Design 

4. Code 2. Development 

5. Test 

6. Operation and Maintenance 3. Maintenance 

Figure 2.1: Two Life Cycle Models 
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Pressman's definition phase determines exactly what is going to be built. This 

encompasses Booch's analysis, requirements definition, and design phases. 

Pressman's definition phase is also well defined in terms of systems engineering 

methodologies, though in software, rather than in general systems, terms [Wy67]. 

Pressman's development phase determines how the what is implemented. This phase 

encompasses both of Booch's coding and testing phases. Neither Pressman nor 

Booch have much to say about change -- the operation and maintenance phases. 

Boehm adds a risk analysis phase and suggests that cycles through phases, 

similar to Booch's, should be used to gradually refine a system as a proto typing 

technique. As each cycle through the spiral is completed, the system becomes more 

and more refined. We continue making cycles through the activities until we are 

satisfied that the most recent version of our system is what we want [Boe88]. 

1.4.2 Briefly, CASE 

state: 

With regard to the current set of existing CASE tools, Co ad and Y ourdon 

It's hard to believe that such simplistic software tools are getting so much attention 
these days. . .. The term 'CASE' usually refers to limited graphics and text tools. 
Perhaps a less sexy but more accurate name would be CADC -- Computer-Aided 
Drawing and Checking .... Why so little for (often) so much -- in software cost, 
training cost, and support cost? Many tools consist of rigid graphics, simple text, 
rudimentary syntax checks, and a sub-standard human interface, at a surprisingly high 
price per copy [C091]. 

Booch adds, in a similar tone, that with traditional CASE tools developers may 

generate marvelous pictures, only to find that these pictures are out of date once the 

implementation is created [Bo91]. 
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Brooks feels that there are only really three areas where advances in software 

engineering, and where CASE has any promise [Bro87]. These three areas are: 

First, 

Second, 

And third, 

In the realm of language paradigms, the philosophy of modularity, of abstract 
data types, of hierarchical structuring of types. Abstract data types and 
hierarchical types both remove accidental difficulty from the process of 
software design and implementation. 

The use of integrated database systems to keep track of the myriad details 
that must be recalled accurately by the individual programmer and kept 
current for a group of collaborators on a single system. 

One of the most promising of the current technological efforts, and one that 
attacks the essence, not the accidents, of the software problem, is the 
development of approaches and tools for rapid prototyping of systems. 
Software systems should be grown by incremental development using the 
prototypes. The purpose of the prototype is to make real the conceptual 
structure specified, so that the client can test it for consistency and usability 
[Bro87]. 

2.4.3 Software Reuse 

Software reuse has been a long-time (but seldom realized) goal of software 

developers. Proponents of the extension of object-oriented systems level concepts 

into programming languages argue that using these concepts for development will 

naturally generate reusable software [Bo91,Br91]. We know of no empirical evidence 

to support this argument [Cu93]. There really are no silver bullets that will provide 

orders of magnitude increases in productivity and Object-Oriented Programming 

(OOP) is no exception [Bro87]. 

Booch provides a detailed description of the current technology referred to 

throughout the literature as object-oriented [Bo91]. Stroustrup describes the evolving 

software development paradigms that culminate in object-oriented analysis and design 

[Str91 ]. 
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If a given programming language supports the following three items 

1. Objects are data abstractions with an interface of named operations and a 

hidden local state, 

2. Objects have an associated type, and 

3. Types that may inherit attributes from supertypes, 

Cardelli and Wegner call it an object-oriented language. Languages that don't 

support inheritance, but still support the first two concepts, are defined as 

object-based languages [Ca8S]. 

According to this definition, C+ +, Smalltalk, Actor, and CLOS (the Common 

Lisp Object System) are object oriented languages (or extensions). ADA, on the 

other hand, is object-based since it currently lacks any formal constructs for 

inheritance [B091]. 

Hare1 proposes that a vanilla framework might improve development. "A 

'vanilla' approach to modeling, together with powerful notions of executability and 

code generation, may have a profound impact on the 'essence' of developing complex 

systems [Har92b]." He adds "it is impossible to provide a detailed account of the 

vanilla approach to modeling in this article [Har92b]," leaving "powerful notions of 

executability and code generation" up to our imaginations. 

l.S Formal Methods: What do They OtTer? 

Similar to software engineering models, formal methods describe phases of 

activities, steps within them, and transitions from one to the next. Formal methods 
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are typically represented at a lower level than software engineering methods, 

however, interacting with modules, for example. 

2.5.1 Where an Algebraic Framework Fits In 

Algebraic specifications for software systems have been categorized as a formal 

relational means for module and system behavioral specification [Fa85]. The axiom 

approach originated with Hoare [H069,H072] and Guttag [Gu77,Gu78b] and is a 

means of using mathematics to specify the algorithmic behavior of modules (Abstract 

Data Types) describing formally the set of interface routines and the desired 

relationships we want to exist between them (the semantics). Hoare's approach 

involves describing the behavior of program entities (modules) in terms of familiar 

mathematical concepts and notation [Geh86]. Guttag's approach describes a 

specification using a syntax, semantics, and an optional restriction [Gu78a,Gu86]. 

Guttag's syntax specifies a module's interface routines in terms of names, domains, 

and ranges. The semantics are described using a set of axioms in the form of 

equations describing the relationships among a module's interface routines. A 

restriction specification details a number of exception conditions [Gu86]. Both 

Hoare's and Guttag's approaches are categorized as axiomatic methods, however, 

Guttag's is usually referred to as the algebraic approach to specification [Geh86]. 

Programming languages and programs have both syntactic and semantic 

properties. Syntactic properties characterize the structure of programs whereas 

semantic properties characterize the effect of programs. An axiomatic specification 
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of a language or object will be a mathematical theory for that language or object. 

Axiomatic specifications don't try to ascertain what a program means, but only what 

may be proved about it. That is, axiomatic specifications provide a language/system 

in which you can express interesting statements about programs written in that 

language, and prove or disprove such statements [Me90]. 

In a mathematical theory, the statements of interest are formal expressions 

called formulae. A formula may be true or false. A true formula is a theorem. The 

aim of a theory is to define which formulae are theorems. The syntactic rules, 

axioms, and inference rules are the components of a theory and make it possible to 

prove that certain formulae are theorems. A proof consists of zero or more 

applications of inference rules, starting from the axioms [Me90]. 

Syntactic rules determine what the meaningful statements of a theory (well

formed formula) are. Semantic rules (axioms and inference rules) apply only to well

formed formulae and determine which formulae are theorems and which are not. 

Axioms are the basic theorems, which are accepted without proof, and inference rules 

provide mechanisms for deducing new theorems from previously established ones. 

A theory is consistent if for no well-formed formula 1 the rules allow deriving both 

1 and -'1 (where -. means negation, or not). A theory is complete if for any well

formed formula 1 the rules allow the derivation of 1 or -y. A Hoare theory of a 

programming language and a Guttag theory of abstract data types each consist of 

axioms and inference rules for deriving formulae. A theorem t in a theory is a well-
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formed formula of the theory, such that t may be derived from the axioms by zero 

or more applications of the inference rules [Me90]. 

Detailed and comprehensive coverage of previous research regarding the 

specification of abstract data types, inheritance, sub typing and clientship using an 

algebraic approach, including Breu's own extensions, is presented in Algebraic 

Specification Techniques in Object Oriented Programming Environments [Br91 J. Breu 

gives detailed proofs for the validity of using algebraic representations for abstract 

data types with specific regard to classes, inheritance, subtyping and clientship. 

Bernot and Bidoit demonstrate how the algebraic approach can be used to prove the 

correctness of a software system implementation on a module by module basis 

[Be91]. Weide et. al. provide a discussion of software design for re-usability using 

the axiom approach [We91]. Fairley describes the algebraic axiom approach as a 

formal relational specification technique which can be used to specify the properties 

and functional characteristics of abstract data types with several clear examples 

[Fa85]. Zeigler and Williams developed and describe recent work to support 

software implementation using the algebraic axiom approach [Wil92,Ze92]. Hamlet 

compares various testing methods and concludes in favor of methods which cover a 

large amount of the tlstate spacetl of a given software system's module's interfaces and 

parameter ranges [Ham89]. 

Hopcroft and Ullman define computer science as being tlcomposed of two 

major components: first, the fundamental ideas and models underlying computing, 

and second, engineering techniques for the design of computing systems, both 
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hardware and software, especially the application of theory to design [Hop79]." 

Gibbs states that the two areas above are becoming separate disciplines in their own 

right [Gib91]. "By the year 2000, computing may separate into two academic 

disciplines, software engineering and computer science, paralleling the split of 

computer science from mathematics in the late 1960's and early 1970's [Gib91]." 

Gibbs continues, "as software engineering evolves, it will be to computing science 

what mechanical engineering is to theoretical physics [Gib91 ]." 

A system providing support for algebraic specifications and development of 

software; in 1979 terms, fits into both of Hopcroft and Ullman's categories, as it 

supports an abstract model for computing and is also supports engineering 

techniques; in Gibb's more recent view, it falls into the realm of software engineering. 

From a design perspective, algebraic specifications lie just between finite state 

mechanisms and logical formalisms [Web88]. They are both highly descriptive and 

highly formal. Webster states that "mathematical ... based mechanisms have superior 

semantic foundations and we suspect they will play an ever-increasing role in software 

development [Web88]." 

Fairley categorizes formal software requirements specification techniques into 

relational and state-oriented notations. Algebraic specification, regular expressions, 

recurrence relations, and implicit equations are relational; whereas decision tables, 

event tables, transition tables, finite-state mechanisms, and petri nets are state

oriented. Both types of notations are formal in the sense that they are concise and 

unambiguous [Fa85]. 
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Algebraic specifications represent module interface behavior abstractly and are 

hence implementation independent. When implementing specifications, one is free 

to chose whatever language and data structures they like. 

2.!.2 Formal Development, or What's Been Done Thus Far? 

Lafontaine et al. describes two categories of formal development 

environments. The first consists of environments dedicated to a given design method. 

CIP, AFFIRM, Larch and Gypsy support their formal frameworks with dedicated 

tools. The second category contains general purpose tools that may be used for 

formal support; termed "theorem provers." This second category is further subdivided 

into provers for a specific logic like the Boyer-Moore prover and LCF, and generic 

provers such as ELF, NuPRL, and Isabelle [Laf91]. Experiments with theorem 

provers are shifting from being used exclusively for proofs of mathematical theorems 

to formal software and hardware developments [Laf91]. 

Lafontaine et al. also describes an experiment using the B generic theorem 

prover to support software development using a VDM methodology [Laf91]. 

Pressman discusses Spivey's consideration of a real-time operating system kernel 

using the formal specification language Z and concludes "it is likely that formal, 

mathematical specification techniques will form the foundation for a future 

generation of CASE [Pr92]." An algebraic approach such as the one proposed here 

fits into the first of Lafontaine's categories, as it is a system supporting a particular 
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method, and can be viewed as a sample of the future generation of CASE 

[Laf91,Pr92]. 

The concept of theorem proving is based on resolving a series of propositional 

clauses over a set of state combinations and then giving a "yes" or "no" answer as to 

whether or not the clauses were satisfied. In VDM a state consists of data variables, 

operations, and both global and local invariants [Laf91]. The clauses are propositions 

about these components. The theorem prover, B, determines whether the actions 

taken transform the start state to the finished state resulted in violations of any of 

the propositional clauses. If no violations occurred, the state sequence that occurred 

during the actions is a solution set. A violation of a clause occurs when the clause 

is found to be false at a particular moment in time. 

Harel provides context for a discussion of B. "One of the best-known 

problems in NPC involves determining the truth or falsity of sentences in a simple 

logical formalism called the propositional calculus [Har92]." The propositional 

clauses B examines are in this formalism and determining the truth of them is what 

B does when examining a state sequence. With regard to solving problems stated in 

the propositional logic, Harel concludes: 

It is not too difficult to come up with an exponential-time algorithm for the 
satisfiability problem, where N is the number of distinct elementary assertions in the 
input sentence. We simply try out all possible truth assignments. There are precisely 
2N of them ... Consequently, the entire algorithm runs in exponential-time. It is 
impossible, as far as is known at present, to check algorithmically whether even quite 
short sentences can be made true. 

Bernot and Bidot describe algebraic specifications as one of the most 

promising alternative formal specification techniques [Be91]. 
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Guttag developed a database system that supported the definition of ADTs 

using a syntax and axiomatic semantic representation he defines as follows in Figures 

2.2 and 2.3 [Gu7Sb]. 

Type stack(itemtype :item) 

syntax: 

name 
new 
push 
pop 
Top 
Empty 
Replace 

domain 

o 
(stack, item) 
(stack) 
(stack) 
(stack) 
(stack,item) 

range 
Stack 
Stack 
Stack 
Item 
Boolean 
Stack 

Figure 2.2: Guttag's Stack Syntax 

According to Fairley explicitly and Guttag implicitly, to provide a sufficiently 

complete set of axioms, it is necessary to provide an axiom of the form: 

and 

and 

Modifier( ConstructorO) = ? 

Behavior( ConstructorO) = ? 

DefinitionO = ? 

for each constructor, modifier, behavior and definition in the ADTs interface 

operation set [FaSS, Gu7Sb]. 

The stack syntax example in Figure 2.2 is used by Guttag and Fairley to define 

what modifier, constructor, behavior, and definitions are as follows: 

Constructors = {New, Push} Modifiers = {Pop} 

Behaviors = {Top, Empty} Definitions = {Replace} 
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Completing the axiom right hand sides for each of Figure 2.3's semantic 

equations is also explained only through examples. 

Semantics: 

empty( newO) = True 
empty(push(stack,item) = False 
pope newO = error 
pop(push(stack,item)) = stack 
tope newO) = error 
top(push(stack,item)) = item 
replace(stack,item) = push(pop(stack),item) 

Figure 2.3: Guttag's Stack Semantics 

Guttag established verification by testing the functional composition of the stack 

semantics for each of the axioms in an implementation. If the axioms (theorems) are 

true in the implementation, then the implementation is verified with respect to the 

specification [Gu78b]. 

Williams developed a hierarchy of container classes for basic data modules 

such as stacks, queues, sets, relations, functions, etc., in which he encapsulates the 

algebraic syntactic information within shared class variables and termed these 

resulting classes "axclasses [WiI92]." 

1.S.3 A Bit Of Correlation wi th CASE 

Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) has been the recipient of vast 

development effort over the last decade. Lately, computer systems are taking on 

Graphical User Interface (GUI) front ends to their operating systems. In both PC 

and workstation worlds, graphical user interfaces are becoming standard-issue system 
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software. By standard-issue we mean that you have to make a point to purchase a 

system without them, since they are included by default. 

Several operating systems, most noticeably that of the Macintosh and 

Microsoft's Windows extension to DOS, are completely graphical in nature. Motif 

is becoming the de-facto UNIX GUI. Developing software for such systems is a 

matter of translating a design into a supported programming language, which includes 

among its constructs, an Applications Programmers Interface (API) to both the 

operating system and the GUI. 

2.!.4 Axioms and Definitions 

In support of Guttag's earlier work [Gu77], Zeigler and Foo assert that axioms 

can specify any computable behavior with the use of definitions [Ze91]. A definition 

is a syntax item stated at least partially in terms of other syntax items. A definition 

on an example counter module with the interface set of {O?, underflow?, count?, 

decrement, new, set-count, increment} would be the addition of the following safe-

decrement definition: 

safe-decrement(counter) = [If Not O?(counter), decrement(counter)j 

Thus, safe-decrement is a function specified in terms of the previously specified 

functions O?, and decrement. Using this kind of an approach to extend the expressive 

power of the algebraic axiom approach, Zeigler and Foo state their fourth Theorem 

as follows [Ze91]: 

Theorem 4: Every computably realizable behavior can be embedded in a finite 
up/down specification with definitions. 
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Though without the empirical support and detail for using the algebraic axiom 

approach that Guttag, Hoare and Gannon et al. present; in support of their theorem, 

Zeigler and Foo demonstrate that any Turing Machine computation can be 

represented in a finite axiom specification [Ga81,Gu86,H072]. Zeigler and Foo term 

their algebraic axiom approach up/down to reflect upbuilding and downbuilding syntax 

types -- which are renamed from Fairley [Fa8S] -- [Ze91]. 

2.S.S Deductive Proofs of Behavior 

A deductive behavior proof involves the process of 1) given a query terminated 

sequence on the operations of a syntax set, 2) resolve the sequence to an appropriate 

value according to the semantics of the axioms. If we had the infinite table listed, 

we'd simply perform a table lookup of the sequence and retrieve the corresponding 

value of the sequence-value tuple. However, since the table is infinite, we might wait 

forever before getting an answer. Hence, we must resort to some finite approach 

instead. Systems which provide a language for specifying syntax, axioms and then 

deductive proofs include: PLUSS, COLD-K, RAP, OBJ, and POLAR [Bi89, J089, 

Hu89, G086, Va91]. 

Abstract execution techniques can be used to investigate completeness and 

consistency of algebraic specifications as well as behavior proofs. PLUSS, COLD-K, 

RAP, OBJ, and POLAR provide this functionality, in addition to their proof 

functionality [Bi89,J089,Hu89,G086,Va91]. The user can exercise the specifications 
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using these tools to understand how the specifications interact, and to discover 

incompleteness and inconsistencies. 

2.6 Critiques 

F. Alonso et al. state that the "decade of software is now up to us [software 

engineers] ... advances in computing may become limited by our ability to produce 

quality software that can deal with the enormous capacity of [processors in] the 90's." 

Unlike the explosive growth in hardware performance through the 80's, "software lags 

behind hardware capabilities by at least two processor generations, and the lag is 

increasing [Al90]." 

There is general agreement that conventional software tools, techniques, and 

abstractions are increasingly inadequate as software systems grow larger and more 

complex. This presents to software developers the question of whether to invest time 

and resources to develop new tools and techniques or wait and hope that someone 

else is doing it. 

Lafontaine et al. stated throughout their paper they were hopeful that B would 

be useful as a support tool for software development and that "Reuse seems to be 

one of the major benefits expected from formal developments [Laf91 ]." Comments 

on using B in their paper with regard to carrying out proofs such as "unfortunately, 

this is not achievable in full generality for decidability reasons" and using B to 

automate program theorem proving may lire quire an excessive amount of computing 

time to support real-life applications" and that "some of our initial work to automate 
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proofs of existentially quantified formula has been discarded due to efficiency 

problems [Laf91 r' give additional support to the "NPC-ness" of the propositional logic 

satisfiability problem. 

Guttag's operations are intended to be purely functional -- no side effects. 

Guttag also presumes that axioms are correct, and the correctness of an 

implementation of an ADT is proved by showing that each axiom of the semantic 

specification is satisfied by the program when the operations of the ADT are 

substituted into the axioms. This is only a very limited form of testing. Definitions 

of what constructors, modifiers, behaviors, definitions and guidelines for 

distinguishing among them are only shown through small toy examples [Gu78b]. One 

is led to infer that, since no one writes axioms for anyting new or for ADTs of any 

size, writing axioms must be extremely difficult and time consuming for both large 

interfaces and those with operations that have anything other than simple or 

nonexistent pareters. 

Most of the algebraic axiom related work since Guttag has failed to even 

repeat all of his work, let alone do anything new. For larger (real-world) examples, 

we see no reason for the baggage of a formal approach, such as axiom specifications, 

to be encapsulated in a class's class variables as Williams does [WiI92]. Indeed, for 

a large class, this implies a good deal of memory overhead. 

Despite the proliferation of graphical user interfaces and application 

development tools such as MacApp, NextStep, Windows Toolkit, and Borland's 

Application Framework, DBMS libraries such as Paradox Engine and Interbase, none 
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of the tool kits provide any assistance to the applications developer for testing the 

resulting software. The developer can have confidence that the calls to the interfaces 

will produce expected results, however, the tool kits offer no assistance in generating 

test specifications for any software developed which uses them. The developer is thus 

left with the task of developing testing procedures and behavioral specifications on 

his or her own. Several toolsets support software interior (white-box) testing 

techniques, somewhat similar to B's invariant assertion approach, these include 

MOTHRA, a mutation-testing tool, and Asset and ATAC, both of which are data

flow testing tools [Hor92]. 

There are no "absolute" reasons compelling software toolkit developers to 

include testing support. A driving idea behind toolkits is that using them can save 

you time and effort. Our utility is usually increased with a proper set of tools. We 

are simply pointing out that testing is a particular area in which there is a lack of 

good tools. 

A drawback of PLUSS, COLD-K, RAP, OBJ, and POLAR is that they have 

nothing to do with actually implementing software and no coupling exists between the 

specification and subsequent implementation(s) [Bi89,Jo89,Hu89,Go86,Va91]. 

Despite the abundant coverage by the popular press, particularly over the last 

several years, neither message passing nor OOP are really new. The MACH 

operating system was originally designed and implemented in the 70's to demonstrate 

that operating systems could be constructed in a modular fashion as a collection of 

processes that communicated by message passing [Ta92]. Simula67 provided OOP 
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some 26-odd years ago [St91,Bo91]. Today, OOP features can be found in languages 

as a rule. Smalltalk, C+ +, CLOS, and ACTOR, among others, have adopted both 

MACH and Simula67 concepts. Exhaustive software libraries never appeared for 

Simula and it is unlikely they will begin appearing any time soon for other languages. 

Even if we had exhaustive libraries, we would still be faced with the task of coming 

up with a generic representation scheme for its components. Weide et aI. suggest 

using the algebraic approach for this representation scheme, however, they offer no 

empirical evidence for its usefulness as such [We91]. 

Reuse and vanilla frameworks are easy to write about, as is indicated by the 

plethora of publications regarding them. Making reuse happen is another thing 

altogether. Publications, like OOP, do not provide silver for magic bullets. The 

reality is that reusability is not a development panacea. The software reuse issue, 

similar to the testing issue, resolves to the halting problem. The only difference 

between reuse and testing is reuse has the unsolvable syntax equivalent problem too. 

In both cases, before either of these problems can be investigated, we must first 

create and test the fidelity of a system's conceptual construct [Bro87]. 

Once we have defined our software's conceptual construct, the problem for 

software reuse at the component level then becomes "here's my specification, now 

find me a match in the repository." If the match is successful, i.e the syntax 

equivalence problem is solved in this case, it becomes "I have this set of inputs, I 

want this relationship to the outputs, I have this software module from the ere-use 

repository' and want to know if it is partially and totally correct." This problem is 
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then precisely the halting problem! 

Higher level languages and program libraries do help productivity, but only 

limited gains have been made in these areas to-date. Libraries have been developed 

for common well understood components of software such as data structures, 

interfaces and databases. A number of data structure (Booch Components), User 

Interface Management Systems (XVT) and DataBase Management Systems (Paradox, 

Interbase, Oracle) libraries are available from a number of vendors for a variety of 

operating systems and hardware platforms. There has been little success, however, 

in automating development using these libraries outside of limited domains 

[Bro87,Har92b,Pr92]. Sorting through such libraries to find what one needs raises, 

once again, the equivalence and haIting problems. Looking for components to reuse 

still assumes, of course, that we have figured out our conceptual construct and really 

know what we are looking for. 

2.7 Conclusion 

Software engineering was described as both an engineering methodology, with 

goals and principles, and as a process with a life-cycle. The overall goal of software 

engineering is to have software development treated as an engineering discipline. 

Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) represents attempts to automate the 

application of various software development techniques. 

Some of the successes of computer science and software engineering have 

been the development of high-level languages such as SmallTalk, and Common Lisp 
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and in limited domains, Fourth Generation Languages (4GLs). 4GLs, such as 

Interbase and ObjectP AL (Paradox Application Language) by Borland International, 

provide limited forms of automatic programming .. Because of the utility higher-level 

languages provide, languages like Common Lisp, SmallTalk and ObjectP AL are 

becoming increasingly more popular. 

Overviews of some theoretical and practical considerations involving the u!'e 

of algebraic specifications were also presented. The axiomatic approach was 

described as being a little more formal than finite state mechanisms and a little less 

so than the various forms of logic [Web88]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Theoretical Refinements and AXEnvironment 

This chapter presents our refinement of previous theoretical work and gives 

several examples for uses of algebraic axiom specifications. Despite the notion that 

formal methods, such as algebraic specifications, are supposed to provide concise and 

unambiguous representations, there is much lacking in the way of clarity and there 

is substantial vagueness within existing approaches. Most applications of algebraic 

axioms appear to be very ad-hoc. This chapter attempts to clarify what uses there 

are for the algebraic approach and further discusses where our own algebraic axioms 

fit in with previous work. These refinements are further discussed in the next chapter 

and served as a basis from which requirements were developed for AXEnvironment. 

3.0 Software 

Programming languages are basically elaborate notations for thinking and 

problem solving [Me90]. Problem solutions are formulated so that they can be run 

efficiently on computer systems [Me90]. Software is in its essence, algorithms and 

data structures implemented in some programming language. A software system is 

then an algorithm and data structure collection. An abstract data type (ADT) 

encapsulates algorithms and data within a single software object. An ADT is often 
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referred to as a module or, more recently, an object. An ADT is defined entirely in 

terms of interface routines. The algorithms and data structures implementing an 

ADT are unspecified, hence the name "abstract." Algebraic axioms can be used to 

specify ADTs. Approximate correctness can be established for individual ADTs. 

Developing approximate correctness proofs on an ADT basis follows Gries's and 

Harel's advice to develop a program and its proof hand-in-hand [Gr81,Har92]. 

In terms of life cycle models or software engineering phases, two recent 

paradigms are presented in Figure 2.1. Using an Axiom methodology inserts an extra 

phase into these paradigms as shown in Figure 3.1. 

Booch: 

1. Analysis 

2. Requirements Definition 

3. Design 

4. Algebraic Axiom Design Encapsulation 
& Refinement 

S. Code 

6. Test 

7. Operation and Maintenance 

Pressman: 

1. Definition 

2. Algebraic Axiom Design Encapsulation 
& Refinement 

3. Development 

4. Maintenance 

Figure 3.1: Life Cycle Models With Algebraic Axiom Phase 

With software support for the formal method of algebraic specifications, 

AXEnvironment fits in precisely as a back end tool to the systems design process. 

It helps to fill the gap between modular systems design in engineering and actual 

implementation of the design in software. The axiom approach can also be thought 
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of as a low level CASE tool since it interacts directly with object interface 

development. 

Despite Webster's and Brooks's observations that traditional Artificial 

Intelligence (AI) products and languages have resulted only in useful techniques for 

programming in the small, we illustrate how algebraic specifications, when extended 

to include test suite generation for modular and object-oriented designs, provides a 

basis for successful programming in the medium and (hopefully) the large - i.e through 

module by module verification of large systems [Bro87,Web88]. Indeed, the desire 

for this motivated our work. 

Algebraic specifications and their support software (to generate "expert" test

recommendations, etc.,) can be seen as an application of AI research to software 

engineering. They can also be viewed as the result of software engineering research, 

independent of AI. However, since software representation of "expertise" is typically 

discussed in the context of AI, it is viewed as an AI contribution. 

3.1 Example Counter 

Most existing algebraic axiom publications are extremely sparse on examples 

of using the approach. There is also little to no explanation for how axioms are 

derived from a functional specification. We develop a counter module's specification 

in this section to demonstrate what using the approach looks like. To clarify the 

approach, we introduce a number of equations that represent components and their 
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compositions. These include the upper bound on axiom composition, how axiom sets 

are composed, and module behavior description and derivation. 

An example syntax and axiom derivation for a counter module is given in 

Figures 3.2 and 3.3. These illustrate, from a high level view, the algebraic axiom 

approach to specification. To use the approach, a module's interface routine set is 

categorized and cast into a formal syntax and a set of axioms is derived from this 

according to some simple set manipulations. Both the syntax and axioms can be 

subsequently used to provide semantic information. A popular way this information 

is used is for behavior table (sequence-of-operations . value) pair derivation, formally 

termed deductive behavior proofs [Gu78b]. The information can also be used to 

examine the completeness and consistency of a module's functional requirements. 

With adequate syntax and axiom information, a test suite can be derived directly from 

this information as well. 

Our example counter's interface set is {O?, underflow?, count?, decrement, new, 

set-count, increment}. From Figure 3.2 we see that the cardinality of the counter's set 

of upbuiIding-operations, I {new, set-count, increment} I, is three. The cardinality of 

the union of queries and downbuilding-operations, I {O?, underflow?, count?, 

decrement} I, is four. Taking the cross product of the two sets yields the twelve axioms 

in Figure 3.3. 
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This axiom generation is according to Equation 3.1: 

A = HQ U D} xU} + De 

Equation 3.1: Axiom Composition 

Where A = Axioms, Q = query interface routine types (behaviors), D = 

downbuilding interface routine types {modifiers}, U = upbuilding interface routine 

types {constructors}, and De = definition routine types. 

Adding I upbuilding-operations I to I downbuilding-operations I and substituting 

it (3+4=7) into Equation 3.2: 

(N/2) 2 

Equation 3.2: Axiom Set Upper Bound 

and truncating the solution, N = 7, (N/2? = 12. This equation returns the upper 

bound an "adequate" axiom set in our approach can have. N in Equation 3.2 is the 

cardinality of a syntax or interface routine set. Due to the set crossproduct operation 

used to compose axioms, the maximum number occurs when exactly half of the syntax 

(interface routine) set is upbuilding operations. Twelve is also the maximum number 

of axioms possible from a syntax set with cardinality of seven (we truncate since it is 

impossible to have part of an axiom). 



SYNTAX: 

Parameter Types 

c, c : counter; 

b : boolean; 

n : non-negative integer; 

Queries 

O?(c) => b 

underflow?(c) => b 

count?(c) => n 

Operations 

Upbuilding 

newO => c 

set-count( c,n) = > c 

increment(c) = > c 
Downbuilding 

decrement(c) => C 

Figure 3.2: Counter Syntax 
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The cardinality of the syntax set is simply the sum of the cardinalities of the 

set of queries, downbuilding-operations, and upbuilding-operations plus definitions. 

This is also the cardinality of the union of the four sets as it is illegal for any member 

of any sets to appear in more than one of them. 

Though whether or not a set of axioms completely characterizes the semantics 

of a module is an undecidable issue [Gu78b], an adequate set of axioms can be 

composed using Equation 3.1, restated in more English as follows: 

AXIOMS = [{ Queries U Downbuilding} x {Upbuilding} ] + {Definitions} 
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Though Guttag doesn't list the formula explicitly, his axioms are composed 

according to it in [Gu78a,Gu78b]. Fairley lists the formula as we have without the 

definitions [Fa85]. Both Zeigler and Williams list the formula similar to how we have 

presented it [Wil92,Ze92]. A reasonably complete set of axioms for our counter 

syntax are in Figure 3.3. We use the terms "reasonably complete" since, as stated 

previously, determining a minimal axiom set is an NP-Complete problem. 



AXIOMS: 

axiom 1. O?(newO) = True 

axiom 2. O?(set-count(c,n)) = [if (n=O) then True else False] 

axiom 3. O?(increment(c)) = [if c=newO then False, else O?(c)] 

axiom 4. Underflow?(newO) = False 

axiom 5. Underflow?(set-count(c,n» = [ if underflow?(c) True 

else False] -- could also state as [underflow?(c)] 

axiom 6. Underflow?(increment(c» = [if underflow?(c) True 

else False -- i.e. [underflow?(c)] 

axiom 7. Count?(newO) = 0 

axiom 8. Count?(set-count(c,n» = n 

axiom 9. Count?(increment(c» = Count?(c) + 1 

axiom 10. Decrement(newO) = "underflow error" [underflow?(newO) = True] 

axiom 11. Decrement(set-count(c,n) = [ if (n = 0) 

then "underflow error" [underflow?(c) = True] 

else set-count(c,(n-l» ] 

axiom 12. Decrement(increment(c» = c 

Figure 3.3: Counter Axioms 
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Since both the syntax and axioms in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 are implementation 

language independent. We can compose a counter in whatever programming 

language we choose. The mapping of Figure 3.2 and 3.3 to an object-oriented 
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representation can be done as the following CLOS (Common Lisp Object System) 

implementation of the above counter in Figure 3.4 shows. 

(defclass counter 0 «count :initform 0))) 

(defmethod O? «object counter)) 
(= (slot-value object 'count) 0)) 

(defmethod underflow? «object counter)) 
« (slot-value object 'count) 0» 

(defmethod count? «object counter)) 
(slot-value object 'count)) 

(defun new 0 
(make-instance 'counter)) 

(defmethod set-count «object counter) (n number)) 
(setf (slot-value object 'count) n» 

(defmethod increment «object counter)) 
(incf (slot-value object 'count))) 

(defmethod decrement «object counter)) 
(decf (slot-value object 'count))) 

Figure 3.4: CLOS Counter 

3.2 Practical Algebraic Axiom Usage 

The semantics of axioms represent behavioral properties of a data type and 

provide a basis for deriving additional properties that are implied by the axioms. The 

fact that we can derive the functionality of definitions from existing syntax, as in the 

case of a definition syntax type, leads to inelegance of definition [Fa85]. The 

realization that every computably realizable behavior can be embedded in an 

algebraic axiom specification with definitions, makes this inelegance acceptable. 
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Elegance of definition is achieved if each of the syntax routines in a 

specification is defined independent of the others -- i.e. they are mutually 

independent. An inelegant syntax set is one in which one or more of the syntax items 

is defined in terms of one or more of the others. In practice, independence of syntax 

items is less important than completeness, consistency and computability. 

Algebraic specification for data abstraction techniques is not limited to 

specification of simple abstractions such as stacks, queues, and our example counter. 

The methodology presented here has been used to specify and develop both the 

database system underlying and the remaining software that make up 

AXEnvironment. Though AXEnvironment's class hierarchy is fairly simple (see 

Appendix B, Figure B.2) the specifications can be used to define complex hierarchies 

of classes, such as those supported by mUltiple inheritance in programming languages 

such as Small Talk, Common Lisp's CLOS, and C+ +. The development of data 

abstraction is arguably one of the more important developments in software 

engineering [Fa85]. 

AXEnvironment can also be viewed in context of a theory of programming. 

Hoare's complete theory of programming includes the following four components 

[H088]: 

1. A method for specification of programs which permits individual 
requirements to be clearly stated and combined. 

2. A method of reasoning about specifications, which aids in elucidation and 
evaluation of alternative designs. 
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3. A method of developing programs together with a proof that they meet their 
specification. 

4. A method of transforming programs to achieve high efficiency on the 
machines available for their execution. 

Though not completely encompassing the first three components, the algebraic 

axiom approach does encompass them. It has nothing to do with the fourth 

component; however, the analog is still a useful one to consider. 

Fairley lists three distinct ways algebraic axioms can be used [Fa85]: 

First, As definitional tools (as in the counter example). This corresponds to the 

first of Hoare's components. 

Second, As foundations for deductive proofs of desired properties, and 

Third, As frameworks for examining the completeness and consistency of functional 

requirements. These second and third ways correspond to Hoare's second 

component. 

We add to this that a set of axioms and definitions can be used to base both an 

implementation and test suite on. Our addition corresponds directly to Hoare's third 

component. 

3.2.1 Module Behavior 

Before describing deductive module behavior proofs, we present a technique 

for the specification of module/object behavior. A module's interface routine set N 

can be decomposed into a set of operations, OP and a set of queries, Q. As before, 

we define a query as a routine that returns a value and operations as everything else. 

For example, a stack module could have N = {new, push, pop, empty?, top?}, 
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decomposed into op = {new, push, pop} and Q = {empty?,top?}. To probe the 

operation of a module we can inject any finite sequence of operations and queries. 

For example, using a CLOS implementation of a stack: 

(new stack) = > creates an instance of a stack with the name represented by stack, in 

this case. 

(push stack 'a) (push stack 'b) (pop stack) (top? stack) => 'a 

To complete the behavior table for a module, we specify: 

1. The sequences of operations and 

2. The response we desire to these sequences when followed by a query. 

Thus, for our stack sequence pairs include: 

(new stack) (push stack 'a) (push stack 'b) (top? stack) => 'b 

and 

(new stack) (push stack 'a) (push stack 'b) (pop stack) (top? stack) => 'a 

and 

(new stack) (pop stack) = > "error" 

In general, the behavior of a module is the set of all pairs according to Equation 3.3: 

new"sequence-of-ops"q --> 0 

Equation 3.3: ObjectlModule Behavior 

where new is a creation of a new module «new), above), sequence-of-ops is a 

sequence in op* (the operations are the symbols in the alphabet), q is in the 

module's set of queries Q, and 0 is the value returned by the query after the 

sequence (a value in the range of q). This produces an infinite table listing all of the 

sequences on the left and the expected output on the right. In programming terms, 
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new is the constructor function for a class or module. New"sequence-of-ops"q-> 0 then 

specifies the behavior of a module (where {thing} * means zero or more occurrences 

of {thing}; and {thing}+ means at least one {thing} [Ab91]). 

For example, here are sequences of the form 

new"'q: 

(new stack) (empty? stack) = > true 

(new stack) (top? stack) = > "no top" 

In table and compositional format these are as follows in Table 3.1: 

Behavior Sequence Return Values 

1. empty?(newO) true 

2. top?(newO) "no top" 

Table 3.1: Two Stack Behavior Table Entries 

Here are sequences of the form 

new"'op"'q: 

(new stack) (push stack 'a) (empty? stack) => false 

(new stack) (push stack 'a) (top? stack) = > 'a 

In table and compositional format these are as follows in Table 3.2: 

Behavior Sequence Return Values 

3. empty? (push(newO ),a) false 

4. top?(push(newO,a)) a 

Table 3.2: Two More Stack Behavior Table Entries 



sequences of the form 

new"op"op"q 

(new stack) (push stack 'a) (push stack 'b) (empty? stack) = > false 

(new stack) (push stack 'a) (push stack 'b) (top? stack) = > 'b 

(new stack) (push stack 'a) (pop stack) (empty? stack) => true 

(new stack) (push stack 'a) (pop stack) (top? stack) = > "no top" 

In table and compositional format these are as follows in Table 3.3: 

Behavior Sequence Return Values 

5. empty?(push(push(newO,a),b) ) false 

6. top? (push(push(newO,a),b » b 

7. empty?(pop(push( newO,a») true 

8. top?(pop(push( newO,a)) "no top" 

Table 3.3: Four Additional Stack Behavior Table Entries 

and so on ad infinitum. 
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Algebraic axiom specifications provide one way this infinite behavior table can 

be "approximately" represented in a finite manner. In the following section we 

demonstrate how each of the sequences in Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 (as well as some 

additional entries) can be derived using an axiom set in a form of "table lookup." To 

specify axioms we first translate an object's interface routine set into a particular 

syntax and then specify the behavioral semantics of this set by composing a set of 

axioms from them. 

We capture a module's interface routine set in our syntax by classifying each 
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routine as either a upbuilding-operation, downbuilding-operation, query, or a 

definition type. The syntax type of a routine is determined by what it does and what 

effect it has on the module. Upbuilding-operations are "constructor" routines, as 

Fairley labels them, which are necessary for a module to carry out its desired 

behavior. Downbuilding-operations are "modifiers," as Fairley calls them, which 

aren't entirely necessary to carry out this desired behavior [Fa8S]. A query routine 

returns a useful value to its client and a definition is a routine defined in terms of 

one or more existing routines. 

Since there is no finite way to tell algorithmically whether or not an axiom set 

is entirely comprehensive, as we would have to consider each of the infinite pairs in 

the behavior table, the axiom sets are termed adequate [Gu77,Gu78b,Fa8S]. An 

adequate axiom set is complete, unambiguous and deterministic if it resolves to 

exactly one value for every legal sequence in an object's behavior table. 

3.2.2 Deductive Proofs of Behavior 

A deductive behavior proof involves the process of 1) given a query terminated 

sequence on the operations of a syntax set, 2) resolve the sequence to an appropriate 

value according to the semantics of the axioms. If we had the infinite table listed, 

we'd simply perform a table lookup of the sequence and retrieve the corresponding 

value of the sequence-value tuple. However, since the table is infinite, we might wait 

forever before getting an answer. Hence, we use our finite approach instead. 

Our examples assume that sequences are executed left-to-right. Here are 



some examples with our counter object: 

Sequence 1: new"O? = > Tnte 

The value for this pair is specified directly by axiom 1 to be Tnte. 

Sequence 2: new"underjlow? = > False 

The value for this pair is specified directly by axiom 4 to be False. 

Sequence 3: new"count? = > 0 

The value for this pair is specified directly by axiom 7 to be O. 

Sequence 4: new"increment"O? = > False 

The value for this pair is specified by axiom 3 to be False. 

Sequence 5: new"set-count"count? = > 102 
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The value for this pair is specified by axiom 8 to be whatever the parameter n is in the call 

to set-count. For an n of 102, axiom 8 specifies the value of 102. 

Sequence 6: new"increment"underjlow? = > False 

This pair is specified by either using both axioms 6 and 4 or simply by using axiom 6. Using 

both axioms we first rewrite the sequence using axiom 6. 

new"increment"underflow? 

becomes 

new"underflow? 

The value for this pair is specified by axiom 4 to be False. If we were to use axiom 6 alone 

the value is also specified to be False. 

Sequence 7: new"increment"count? = > 1 

This pair is specified by axioms 9 and 7. We first rewrite the sequence using axiom 9. 

new"increment "count? 
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becomes 

new"count? 

The value for this pair is then specified by axiom 7, and adding one to this according to 

axiom 9 gives the value of 1. 

Sequence 8: new"increment"increment"decrement"set-count"count? = > 10 

The value for this pair is specified by axiom 8 to be whatever the parameter n was in the call 

to set-count. For an n of 10, axiom 8 gives 10. 

Sequence 9: new "set-count "decrement "increment "set-count"count? => 99 

The value for this pair is also specified by axiom 8 to be whatever the parameter n was in 

the last call to set-count. For an n of 99, axiom 8 gives 99. 

Sequence 10: new"increment"increment"increment"set-count"O? = > False 

The value for this pair is specified by axiom 2 to be Tme if the parameter n to set-count is 

o and False otherwise. Assuming an n of 3, axiom 2 gives the value False. 

Sequence 11: new"increment"decrement"set-count"O? = > Tme 

With a value of 0 for n in the call to set-count, axiom 2 gives the value Tme for this pair. 

These sequences and their solutions show the algebraic axiom behavior proof 

process. We reduce a sequence according to our axioms until we arrive at a value 

for each of the sequence-value pair in whose behavior we are interested. 

The 12 counter axioms specify a number of sequence-value pairs directly -- i.e. 

one only needs to consult one axiom to get the appropriate value for the sequence. 

Sequences 1, 2, 3,4,5,8,9, 10 and 11 were resolved this way. Other sequence-value 

pairs, such as sequences 6 and 7, may require two or more axioms to return a value. 

As can be seen from sequences 5, 8, and 9, a single axiom can also specify an infinite 
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number of sequence-value pairs, axiom 8 in this case. Axiom 2 can also be used by 

itself to specify an infinite number of values for sequence-value pairs, as is evident 

from Sequences 10 and 11. 

Behavior proof derivations can also be listed compositionally and tabularly. 

Some further examples with our stack used previously explaining module behavior 

and behavior tables, with its interface repeated and further categorized, follows: 

operations = {new(), push(stack,item), pop(stack)}, 

downbuilding = {pop (stack) } 

upbuilding = {new(), push (stack, item) } 

queries = {empty?(stack), top?(stack)} 

Casting this interface categorization into Equation 3.1: 

Axioms = {{empty?, top?} U {pop}} X {new, push, pop} + {} 

Generates six axioms, which we've completed, as follows: 

1. empty?(new()) = True 

2. empty?(push(stack,item)) = False 

3. pop (new () ) = "error" 

4. pop (push (stack, item)) = stack 

5. top?(new()) = "no top" 

6. top?(Push(stack,item)) = item 

Some of the entries of the stack's behavior table are specified directly by these 

axioms directly in Table 3.4. 
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Behavior Sequence Return Values Axiom Used 

1. empty?(new() ) True 1. 

3. empty? (push ( new(),item)) False 2. 

2. top?(new()) "error" 5. 

4. top?(push(new(),item) ) item 6. 

Table 3.4: Directly Specified Behavior Table Entries 

The axioms thus specify directly sequences 1 and 2 from Table 3.1 and 3 and 4 from 

Table 3.2 -- the sequence is numbered according. 

Several of the stack axioms can also be used to deduce, or "look up," an 

infinite number of table entries as is shown in Table 3.5. 

Behavior Sequence Return Values Axiom Used 

S. empty? (push (push ( new() ,item) ,item2)) False 2. 

empty ? (push (push (push (new(),item),item2),item3 )) False 2. 

6. top? (push (push ( new() ,item) ,item2)) item2 6. 

top?(push (push (push (new(),item),item2),item3)) item3 6. 

Table 3.5: Additional Single Axiom Specified Stack Behavior Table Entries 

The sequences 5 and 6 from Table 3.3 are derived specifically here -- the sequences 

are numbered according. 

In axiomatic semantics, some behavior table entries are unspecified. We may 

often deal with erroneous cases just by making sure that no axiom (proof rule) 
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applies to them; no special treatment is required -- an unobtrusive approach to 

erroneous cases and undefinedness [Me90]. 

Some unspecified entries for our stack behavior table are listed in Table 3.6. 

Behavior Sequence Return Values Axiom Used 

empty?(pop(new()) ) undefined none apply 

empty?(pop (pop (new() ))) undefined none apply 

top ?(pop (new() )) undefined none apply 

top? (pop(pop( new()))) undefined none apply 

Table 3.6: Unspecified Stack Behavior Table Entries 

Some stack behavior table entries requiring several axioms are listed in Table 

3.7. 

Behavior Sequence Return Values Axiom Used 

. 7. ex 1: empty ?(pop(pllsh(new(),item))) Tme 4.,1 . 

ex 2: empty?(pop(push(push(new(),item),item2))) False 4.,2. 

8. ex 3: top ?(pop (push (new (), item) )) "no top" 4.,5. 

ex 4: top? (pop (push (push (new() ,item) ,item2))) item 4.,6. 

Table 3.7: Stack Behavior Table Entries Requiring Two Axioms To Deduce 

The sequences 7 and 8 from Table 3.3 are derived specifically here -- the sequences 

are numbered according. 
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As before with our counter example, the behavior sequence terms are rewritten 

until either a value is returned by the axioms for the table entry or we have reduced 

the behavior sequence to an "undefinedll entry. 

Table 3.7, example 1 proof: 

sequence: empty?(pop(push(new(),item))) 

using axiom 4 we rewrite the sequence 

empty?( newO) 

using axiom 1 we get the value Tnle 

Explanation: Axiom 4 states that a push followed by a pop returns the stack used in 

the push operation to its state just prior to the push operation, which in this sequence was 

the state immediately after new(). Axiom 1 states that empty? applied immediately after new 

on a stack returns the value True. 

Table 3.7, example 2 proof: 

sequence: empty?(pop(push(push(new(),item),item2))) 

using axiom 4 we rewrite the sequence 

empty ? (push (new(),item) ) 

using axiom 2 we get the value False 

Explanation: Axiom 4 states that a push followed by a pop returns the stack used in 

the push operation to its state just prior to the push operation, which in this sequence was 

the state immediately after push (new(),item). Axiom 2 states that empty? applied immediately 

after push (new(),item) on a stack returns the value False. 



Table 3.7, example 3 proof: 

sequence: top ?(pop (push (new(),item) )) 

using axiom 4 we rewrite the sequence: 

top?(new()) 

using axiom 5 we get the value "no top" 
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Explanation: Axiom 4 states that a push followed by a pop returns the stack used in 

the push operation to its state just prior to the push operation, which in this sequence was 

the state immediately after new(). Axiom 5 states that top? applied immediately after new 

on a stack returns the value "no top". 

Table 3.7, example 4 proof: 

sequence: top?(pop(push (pltsh (new(), item), item2) )) 

using axiom 4 we rewrite the sequence: 

top?(pltsh(new(),item)) 

using axiom 6 we get the value item 

Explanation: Axiom 4 states that a push followed by a pop returns the stack used in 

the push operation to its state just prior to the push operation, which in this sequence was 

the state immediately after pltsh(new(),item). Axiom 6 states that top? applied immediately 

after push (new(),item) on a stack returns the item parameter in the push operation. 

Deductive behavior proofs are thus behavior table lookups. We specify the 

sequence for the table and use the axioms to deduce the return value for the table 

entry. 
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3.2.3 Completeness and Consistency 

There are two types of completeness concerns for a specification: external 

completeness and internal completeness [Fa85]. External completeness is a pragmatic 

consideration. A specification is externally complete if all the desired properties are 

specified. For instance, in our COUNTER syntax if there were no specification for 

a count? routine, which incidently returns the current value of the counter, and the 

application required count?, the specification would be externally incomplete. Since 

our COUNTER required count? and it is present, the specification is externally 

complete. External completeness is ultimately a question of whether the customer's 

needs will be satisfied by a software product that incorporates all the stated 

specifications. These customer(s) of a module, more often than not, are other 

software modules. 

A requirement specification that is internally complete has no undefined 

syntax entities in the specification. For example, use of the term decrement without 

defining its meaning would result in a specification for COUNTER that is internally 

incomplete. 

Consistency involves the relationships among specifications. If, for example, 

the increment operation for our counter example is sometimes assumed to add one 

to the current value and sometimes assumed to do nothing, then increment is used 

inconsistently. Or if increment were sometimes used as an upbuilding-operation and 

sometimes as a query returning a boolean value, this would also be inconsistent. The 
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formal definition of increment is stated as always adding one to the counter's current 

value. 

3.2.4 Practical Benefits of Algebraic Specifications 

A major benefit of using an algebraic specification for software development 

begins with a clear and unambiguous behavioral description of a system. Having a 

clear specification allows a system's modules and their corresponding test suites to 

be implemented in a straight-forward and consistent manner. Test suites can be 

compiled from the specification. In addition to easing the test generation process, 

this translates into easier modification and a clean representation of the essence of 

a system. In a sense, algebraic axioms provide a basis for a clean grip on the 

behavioral aspects of the conceptual construct of a software system. This conceptual 

construct is termed "essence" by Brooks [Bro87]. 

According to Fairley: 

If an axiomatic specification is complete and consistent, any implementation that 
satisfies the stated relationships among operations will embody the desired 
characteristics [Pa8S]. 

Early work to extend the semantics of previous algebraic axiom approaches 

for test suite generation made it clear that making improvements involved keeping 

track of a good deal of additional data. Test suite generation requires the 

maintenance of more syntactic and axiom information than is present in Guttag's, 

Breau's, and Hoare's work or in any of the PLUSS, COLD-K, RAP, OBJ, and 

POLAR systems [Gu77,Gu78a,H069,Br91,Bi89,J089,Hu89,G086,Va91]. 
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Including documentation information was desirable to enhance the 

understandability of the algebraic axiom information and to help increase the 

reusability of software developed with the approach. Maintaining this documentation 

also increased the data management needs. 

3.2.5 Software Reuse 

Providing inheritance for algebraic specification information allows the 

specification itself to be object-oriented and to map nicely with development in any 

of the object-oriented programming languages. A partial explanation for why 

reusability hasn't become a panacea is that the reusability problem can be seen as a 

combination of the program syntax equivalence problem and the halting problem in 

disguise, both of which are undecidable [Gu78b]. The syntax equivalence problem 

has as inputs two sets of syntax rules and tries to decide if they define the same 

language, whereas the halting problem asks if a given program terminates on all of 

its legal inputs. No algorithm exists to solve either problem [Har92]. 

The real reuse problem is that coming up with the specification and the design 

of a potential system's conceptual construct is inherently difficult. Once a design is 

created, testing the fidelity of the construct is even worse. If we have a well defined 

conceptual construct, the labor of representing it in software is trivial [Bro87]. Thus, 

the problem is not one of saving ourselves the development of code, but of 

determining exactly what it is that we're trying to do. Storing existing components 

with syntactic and semantic information representing their conceptual construct is no 
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easy process either and no one has been successful doing it [Bro87]. Filtering 

through such a library, if one did exist, looking for a match to a vaguely defined 

construct, such as a new preliminary software design, is unlikely to be successful -

if it wasn't vague it would be easily implementable and we wouldn't be looking. This 

defines a particular flavor of the syntax equivalence problem. We have two syntactic 

program descriptions and we want to know if they define the same program. The 

two syntax forms being: 1) I have a current vague description in some syntactic form 

and I want to find 2) a program whose syntax matches my description. There exists 

no algorithm to solve this. If we have found some candidate programs already 

written which we perceive to be equivalent to the specification we desire, i.e. we have 

a solution from our unsolvable syntax equivalence problem, the question of whether 

it is correct with respect to our behavioral specification is then asked, i.e. is it 

partially and totally correct? This is the halting problem once again! In the most 

optimistic of all worlds, even if solutions existed to the syntax equivalence and halting 

problems, in the best case we will only save ourselves the triviality of implementing 

our new conceptual construct -- since that is what we are using as our library search 

criteria, we must have first created it, which is the labor intensive part of software 

development! 

Architectural drawings have real world counterparts that we can inspect, touch, 

and show our friends with little difficulty in interpretation. Software's conceptual 

construct is something altogether different and software implementations themselves 

are eventually sequences on a binary alphabet. There currently exists no universal 
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views for software conceptual constructs or even designs a fraction as informative as 

that available by simply walking around and through the frame of a door. You can't 

even touch software, let alone walk around in it. Software is pure mind stuff [Br087]. 

3.2.6 Methods of Reuse in AXEnvironment 

Weide et. al. [We91] speaks of using the axiom approach for representational 

purposes of reuse. We have operationalized and extended their concepts to include 

the realization of reusing the algebraic axiom specifications to match with multiple-

inheritance for source code. There are two techniques for reusing existing 

specifications in AXEnvironment listed below: inheritance and query display facilities. 

We can examine syntax items, axioms, documentation, and/or tests, etc., to find 

suitable classes useful for inheritance purposes. 

1. Inheritance 
2. Query and copy facilities for existing specifications to help in decisions for 1. 

A typical question is "I want such and such functions in my module interface 

and is there anything resembling this already built?" The user then queries the 

database to see if these functions exist partially, or entirely, in one or more existing 

specifications. These specifications can then be inherited. 

There are two main functions of our algebraic axiom approach, the first is as 

a means to capture in a formal and unambiguous manner the behavioral 

requirements for a module and the second is as a basis for source code and test 

suites. Capturing specifications formally and unambiguously gives us a basis from 

which to get information for our repository. 
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3.2.7 i\XEnvironment Has Reuse, Code Generation and Testing Features 

AXEnvironment can be used to record the specification of a module's 

interface or to develop the interface specification interactively. The inheritance in 

AXEnvironment parallels SmallTalk, CLOS, and C+ +'s mUltiple inheritance for 

syntax items, documentation, test suites, and axioms. The only difference being that 

the inheritance is for the specification as opposed to the implementation. 

AXEnvironment thus matches up nicely for development with OOP, though the 

specification can employ inheritance, independent of the implementation language. 

We can subsequently revise inherited specifications when and if we choose. We can 

inherit syntax and documentation from an existing specification. 

3.3 Syntax Type Requirements and Definitions 

In order to use the algebraic axiom approach, the following syntax and 

interface routine categorizations requirements must be adhered to: 

Requirement 1: 

Definition 1: 

Requirement 2: 

Definition 2: 

Module interface routines must be completely categorizable into 
upbuilding-operations, downbuilding-operations, query, and definition 
types. 

Upbuilding-operation types are routines needed for a module to 
reach all of its legal states. 

Legal module states are reachable by upbuilding operations alone. 

This requirement raises the question IIHow do we decide what 

the legal states are?1I This is not a trivial question and there is no 

easy algorithmic answer. 

Downbuilding-operation types are routines which move a module 
from state to state but don't fit definition #1. 



Requirement 3: 

Definition 3: 

Requirement 4: 

Definition 4: 

Requirement 5: 
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Downbuilding-operations aren't needed by a module for it to reach 
any of its legal states. 

Query types are routines which return values without changing a 
module's state. 

Queries cannot change a module's state (any data elements or 
structures at all inside a module), can only return a value, and are the 
only means to access any meaningful values (get data) via a module's 
interface. 

Definition types are operations defined at least partially in terms of 
any number of existing operations, queries, or definitions. 

A definition must be a routine stated in terms of at least one 
previously existing operation or query. 

Software which cannot be developed according to these requirements and definitions 

is outside the domain of the algebraic axiom approach. As we have discussed, there 

is a good deal that is in the domain, however. 

3.4 Axiom Based Testing 

The algebraic axiom approach tests ADT interfaces to see if they behave 

according to the semantics of their specifications. Axiom-based testing is a variant 

of partition testing. The axioms partition behavior. Testing an algebraic specification 

consists of exercising a series of test cases against a module's interface to see if the 

axiom semantics hold for the implementation. The axioms say nothing at all about 

how things get done inside of the module. Thus, in early development, some sort of 

white box testing is carried out. External ADT verification is then what we can 

investigate. If the axiom semantics are observed in the ADT we are satisfied the 

ADT is "approximately" correct and that it is ready for integration testing. 
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In terms of testing models listed in Table 2.1, we combine and refine the 

prevention model with the positive and practical view of the demonstration model. 

In this context, a good test is one that indicates whether or not software behaves 

according to its specification. This prevents us from making compounded 

implementation faults. From this view, testing is a positive process which follows a 

system's development with its own. 

Our method is also preventive in the sense that since we are testing on a per 

module basis, whether or not the module designs are any good should become 

evident shortly after their design. 

We are satisfied with a software module's IIstate of correctnessll when an 

adequate collection of tests, from a test suite, indicates it is working according to its 

specification, since that is the goal [Ge88]. In terms of our axiom specifications, we 

are satisfied when the semantics of a module's interface is apparently equivalent to 

the semantics of its specification. Since there is no lIabsolutell and decidable way to 

prove correctness, this is as good as we do. Of course, since a design is a creation 

of the mind, and in a sense nout of the air,1I or more appropriately, lIout of the gray 

and white matter of the cerebrum, II the specification of that design may be incomplete 

or in error, in which case we can only correctly approximate the incomplete and/or 

error-ridden specification. There is no way around this. Using specifications for 

testing does lead to more design scrutiny, helping us to catch inadequacies and errors. 

This strategy puts test suite design at a level close to the software design itself. 

Indeed, the test suite design is drawn directly from the software design. 
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A side effect of early test suite planning, as AXEnvironment carries out, is 

that using the specifications generates questions that reveal incompleteness, ambiguity 

and inconsistency at a time when these problems are relatively cheap to correct 

[Ge88]. Building modules according to software specifications also serves as a what

you-see(read)-is-what-you-get example of software behavior [Ge88]. 

The algebraic axiom approach is a relational specification technique and, since 

it specifies the external interfaces of software, it can be used to test implementations 

using a form of black-box testing. Using both black-box and white-box testing 

approaches extensively, though ideal, is labor intensive. There is no way around 

doing at least some of each, or in our case, doing at least some white box testing, in 

addition to the black box testing we do. However, as the axiom approach doesn't 

offer any assistance with white box testing, and in accordance with Hamlet's argument 

that most existing white-box tools don't fit well with functional programming language 

anyway, such as Lisp, AXEnvironment offers no support for white box testing 

[Ham88]. 

Though proofs and testing are sometimes described as unrelated, a proof of 

correctness is relative only to the testing that has been done [Fa85,Har92]. The 

purpose of testing is to check the behavior of software for conformance to its 

requirements. Exercising a test suite against an implementation is then an 

operational proof [Ham88,Gi83]. Practically speaking, if there is no operational 

correspondence or verification to a proof, there is very little, if any, practical use for 

one. It would be difficult to convince one's employer to keep them around, in the 
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software industry, with only paper proofs and no implementations. Most paper 

proofs are erroneous anyway [Har92]. Thus, an operational proof is more likely to 

be a "real" proof than its paper counterpart (i.e. not an erroneous, hypocritical one). 

3.5 Axiom Based Test Suites 

Some of the questions we considered included: "How much of a test suite can 

be generated from a set ofaxioms?" "How much more information is needed to be 

complete in testing?" If infinite, "how much to be reasonably complete?" Test suites 

can minimally examine base cases of behavior. A step better would be to examine 

the base cases and then inductively show base cases plus one. An exhaustive test 

suite examines a large number of the possible tests for both input values and the 

number of operations applied to a module's interface. In most cases, there is an 

infinite number of tests to chose from and test case selection is anything but trivial 

[Ka88, Ham88]. Our approach compiles a test suite from our extended algebraic 

specifications which lies somewhere between the base cases plus one and the infinite 

extremes. Test cases are developed on a per axiom basis and test suites are compiled 

on a per axiom set basis. 

3.6 Conclusion 

The axiomatic approach was described as being a little more formal than finite 

state mechanisms and a little less so than the various forms of logic [Web88]. From 

a software engineering view, it inserts an extra phase into the life-cycle and provides 

a clear and finite behavior representation for a system's components. This 
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representation can be used to compile a test suite. 

We introduced a number of equations clarifying properties of the algebraic 

axiom approach. We also demonstrated how axioms can be used as a basis for 

examining the completeness and consistency of a module's interface specification. 

We also demonstrated the use of axioms as definitional tools for classes in an object

oriented system and their use for behavior proofs. We gave two extensive series of 

examples deriving behavior table return value entries for both stack and counter 

modules. Axioms were shown to be capable of deducing an infinite number of return 

value entries as well as incapable of deducing some operation behavior sequences at 

all. Chapter 4 elaborates on our extensions of them for test suite generation. 

This chapter also presented our syntactic requirements and definitions for 

using the algebraic axiom approach with a counter specification. Reuse issues were 

also discussed. The inheritance in AXEnvironment, as well as that in existing object

oriented programming languages, allows reuse at the developer's discretion, or 

indiscretion, depending on the view. 
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CHAPTER 4 

AXEnvironment in Detail 

This chapter discusses software testing problems and our approach to solve 

them. Since software correctness is undecidable, our approach is for testing 

"approximate" correctness on a per module basis [Har92]. The algebraic axiom 

specifications of [Br91,Fa85,We91,Wil92,Ze92] have been extended to include 

additional syntactic and semantic information needed for generating test suites. The 

suites are compiled from our specification to a Common Lisp testing interface. This 

chapter also gives examples using algebraic specifications by hand and then in 

AXEnvironment. The use ofAXEnvironment is made clear in this context. We also 

explain in greater detail the testing aspects ofAXEnvironment introduced in previous 

chapters. Our testing techniques and heuristics are described and compared to 

existing testing techniques and heuristics. 

AXEnvironment's software development debut occurs immediately after 

system definition and just prior to system development. Figure 4.1 elucidates 

AXEnvironment's role in the following three functional areas: 

1. As a database system for managing specifications. 

2. As a test suite compiler for specifications 

3. As a test suite manager and test result recorder 
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Figure 4.1: AXEnvironment's Debut and Functions 

As Figure 4.1 shows, AXEnvironment requires as input a syntax specification 

for each module's interface that is part of the system. AXEnvironment stores 

specifications in a database and generates test suites from them. Testing can be done 

in either a top down or a bottom up fashion provided that stubs or some form of 

compensating role is made for SUb-components of the higher level modules if they 

are tested prior to the sub-components. Any number of module specifications can 

be worked on concurrently and interactively in AXEnvironment or specifications can 

be recorded in various files and entered in and developed serially. 
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After a module is constructed and its specification has been entered into 

AXEnvironment, a test suite for it can be generated. AXEnvironment's AXTests 

method manages test suite execution and keeps summary statistics. Results are 

stored for examination by development personnel. Until the module code from 

system development is debugged through error correcting, a module's code cycles 

through testing -> examination -> and error correcting. Once a module is verified, 

it is stored in a repository or integrated with the relevant part of the system under 

development or both. 

4.1 Theory 

Hamlet argues that testing predominantly needs a sound fundamental theory 

[Ham88]. We present refinement and new elements of both theory and methods for 

establishing approximate software correctness. Our theory has not been used for the 

comparison of testing methods (which Hamlet argues a theory would encompass), 

though further research is needed to see what applicability there might be to this end. 

The theory and methods we are advocating for testing are based on the requirements 

and definitions laid out in Chapter 3 for module interface routine classification. 

Based on these requirements, we generate the following assertions: 

Based on requirement #1: 

Assertion 1: A module's set of interface routines can be completely classified as 
upbuilding, downbuilding, query, and definition types -- with the respective 
definitions given for these types in chapter 1. 

Refining requirement #2 gives us: 

Assertion 2: The means to access a module's data can be restricted to query types. 
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Assertion 3: A set of axioms composed according to the formula: {axioms} = {{queries U 
downbuilding} X {upbuilding}} + {definitions} -- with appropriate right hand 
sides, normal, base and extended queries, for each of the axioms adequately 
characterizes the behavior of a module whose interface routines are the basis 
for the axiom composition. 

Assertion 4: A test suite on a per axiom basis, using both extended and base case right 
hand sides for query-value pairs, in addition to the standard axiom right hand 
sides, can be used to test the behavior of the axioms in a finite manner. The 
query-value pairs are taken to represent values from equivalence classes in 
the module's behavior domain. 

Assertion 5: If the semantics of an axiom set holds for an implementation, in accordance 
with a test suite based on Theorem 4, we are finished unit testing that 
module. This serves as a module's operational approximate correctness 
proof. 

Assertion 6: An operational approximate correctness proof is a reasonable approach for 
practical software development. 

Incidentally, these assertions held for the development ofAXEnvironment. 

4.2 Axiom Based Testing 

This section presents axiom-based testing in accordance with the above 

assertions. We discuss the magnitude of testing involved, the test suites themselves, 

including AXEnvironment's departures from previous work, a Common Lisp testing 

interface, and then some details regarding actual test suite code generation. 

The state of a module is considered to be a snapshot of its data structure's 

values at a given moment in time. Since axioms say nothing about the internals of 

a module, a base case for a module's state is considered to be a new instance of the 

module followed by at most one operation prior to a query. We call the module's 

constructor, then apply no more than one of its interface routines prior to a query. 

An extended case for a module's state is considered to be a new instance of the 
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module followed by the exercise of two or more of its interface routines prior to a 

query. Axioms specify both boundary and extended module behavior. This was 

demonstrated with a COUNTER module in Chapter 3. 

In practice, the only way to determine if an axiom set is of any use is to 

generate a suite of behavior sequences with appropriate return values and then use 

the axioms to see if they deduce the same values. This is an area previous work fails 

to deal with. Incidently, generating enough sequences to test each axiom is very time 

consuming. 

In contrast to generating effective and correct axiom right hand sides, it is very 

easy in practice to fill in appropriate return value entries in a module's behavior 

table, given a sequence of operations terminated by a query with actual parameter 

values. It is very difficult to come up with a uniform abstract way to write 

meaningful axioms based on only parameter value generalizations as well. 

Conversely, generating enough query terminated sequences for the behavior table to 

adequately test an axiom set or implementation is not easy to do manually. As 

mentioned in Chapter 2's critique, Guttag's axioms list definitions without respect to 

other operation combinations (i.e. no definition on upbuilding axiom types), 

otherwise his axioms are unclassified. 

4.2.1 AXEnvironment's New Axiom Formats and Test Suites 

Previous efforts either produced a set of generic recommendations 

[Ze92,Wil92] or provided abstract axiom behavior investigation with no 
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implementation correlation [Gu77,Gu78b,Hu89]. Departing from the generic and 

abstract, we compile our algebraic specification into a Common Lisp test suite based 

on the following recommendations and general algorithms. We also generate 

Common Lisp generic functions with appropriate documentation from the syntax. 

An axiom is composed of up to three parts, a left hand side, and a one or two 

part right hand side. This composition is represented by the following in Equation . 

4.1: 

Axiom = left-hand-side + single right-hand-side lor I two-part right-hand-side 

Equation 4.1: Axiom Slots 

For behavior table sequence generation (in the form of a test suite) it is useful 

to categorize axioms according to the six types in Figure 4.2. 

Axiom Types 

Queries on new 
Queries on Remaining Upbuilding Operations 

Base States 
Extended States 

Downbuilding on new 
Downbuilding on Remaining Upbuilding Operations 

Base States 
Extended States 

Definitions that return values 
Base States 
Extended States 

Definitions that don't return values 
Base States 
Extended States 

Figure 4.2: Axiom Types 
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The examples (stacks and counter) given in the last chapter each had several 

axioms that weren't useful for behavior table entries without using at least one 

additional axiom. The axioms that weren't useful by themselves were those produced 

by the {downbuilding X upbuilding} part of Equation 3.1. This is remedied by our 

new axiom format. 

With an axiom format we designed for generating behavior table entries it is 

subsequently possible to get more meaning from a given set of axioms whose left 

hand sides are composed according to Equation 3.1. This is done by detailing the 

axiom right hand side -- something previous work left unspecified. In addition to an 

extension of the semantics, our axiom right hand side is generated automatically by 

AXEnvironment. 

4.2.1.1 AXEnvironment's New Axiom Formats 

The left hand sides for all axioms is rewritten to reflect the operation's order 

of execution. We chose this format to reflect modular software practices rather than 

assume an order of execution according to functional composition, which is not 

realistic with object-oriented programming systems. The right hand side for all 

axioms is reflective of the axiom type. 

The query based axioms in Figure 4.2 (query new, query upbuilding) all have 

single value based right hand sides. The downbuilding based axioms in the Figure 

4.2 (downbuilding new, downbuilding upbuilding) all have at least one list of [query 

. value] pairs. Definition based axioms can be either way, depending upon whether 
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or not they return values. 

Since all modules are required to have a constructor, which we call new, as 

does C+ +, query on new axioms, downbuilding on new axioms, and definition on 

new axioms are all handled separately from the remaining upbuilding operations 

based axioms. This is so because the new based axioms define base case behavior, 

which is more uniform than base + 1, base + 2, etc. states. 

Query based axioms formats are as follows: 

Query new axioms 

left hand side = (new, query) 

right hand side = (single-value) 

Query (remaining) upbuilding axioms 

left hand side = (new, upbuilding, query) 

right hand side = (base-value, extended-value) 

The base-value is for "new upbuilding query" sequences. 

The extended-value is for "new upbuilding+ upbuilding query" sequences. 

upbuilding+ actually represents 2 to 13 randomly selected upbuilding operations 

Downbuilding new axioms 

left hand side = (new, downbuilding) 

right hand side = (query-value-pairs) 

The query-value-pairs is a list containing by default each of the queries in a module's 

query set paired with Common Lisp's NIL. 

Downbuilding (remaining) upbuilding axioms 
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left hand side = (new, upbuilding, downbuilding) 

right hand side = (base-query-value-pairs, extended-query-value-pairs) 

The base-query-value-pairs is for "new upbuilding downbuilding" based sequences. 

The extended-query-value-pairs is for "new upbuilding+ upbuilding downbuildint 

base sequences. 

upbuilding+ actually represents 2 to 13 randomly selected upbuilding operations 

Definition axioms 

These axioms are similar to either query or downbuilding based axioms, 

depending upon whether the definition returns a value or not. If the definition 

returns a value, it is treated as a query on new and a query on upbuilding extended 

case without the upbuilding operation in the extended case. If the definition doesn't 

return a value, it is treated as a downbuilding on new and a downbuilding on 

upbuilding, without the upbuilding operation from the downbuilding on upbuilding 

sequence, however. These formats are as follows: 

Definition on new axioms that return values 

left hand side = (new, definition) 

right hand side = (single-value) 

Definition on new axioms that don't return values 

left hand side = (new, definition) 

right hand side = (query-value-pairs) 

The query-value-pairs is a list containing by default each of the queries in a module's 

query set paired with Common Lisp's NIL. 
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Definitions on extended states that return values (same as on new other than single-

value slot has different semantics) 

left hand side = (new, definition) 

right hand side = (single-value) 

The single-value in this case is for "new upbuilding+ definition" sequences. 

upbuilding+ actually represents 2 to 13 randomly selected upbuilding operations 

Definitions on extended states that don't return values (same as on new other than 

the query-value-pairs slot has different semantics) 

left hand side = (new, definition) 

right hand side = (query-value-pairs) 

The query-value-pairs is a list containing by default each of the queries in a module's 

query set paired with Common Lisp's NIL. It is used in this case is for "new 

upbuilding+ definition" sequences. 

upbuilding+ actually represents 2 to 13 randomly selected upbuilding operations 

Axioms and programs can be viewed as interchangeable since they are both 

representations of behavior tables, hence, a program implementing a syntax and 

axiom specification can be used to deduce behavior sequences. However, since we 

have to create programs anyway, it is more productive to use them for behavior table 

deduction (and conformance) than an axiom set. 

There is some axiom editing that might be useful, even with our automated 

generation of them. For queries on new whose return values we know we can fill in 

the single-value slot in the axiom right hand side. If we are unsure, we don't have 
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to do anything, as NIL is supplied by default. For queries on remaining upbuilding 

axioms it is often easier to fill in the value slots in the test suite since it contains the 

actual sequences with actual parameter values. For downbuilding on new and 

upbuilding axioms we can fill in the value slots for relevant queries and dele-te the 

(query. value) pairs in the right hand side that we are uninterested in behavior table 

entries (if there are any we don't want to consider). For definitions that return 

values, we can fill in the value slot in the right hand side if we know the appropriate 

value. For definitions that don't return values delete the (query. value) pairs in the 

axiom right hand side that we are uninterested in behavior table entries (if there are 

any we don't want to consider). 

4.2.1.2 Test Suite Compilation 

In order to make test generation easier the syntax is extended to include 

parameter type information. Code generation (source and testing suites) is particular 

to Common Lisp's CLOS. CLOS runs in any Common Lisp implementation 

conforming to the latest standard [Ste90]. 

After we have developed a source code implementation of the module in 

question, AXEnvironment provides two methods: 

COMPILE-TEST -SUITE module-name 

and 

AXTESTS module-name 

where module-name is the name of the module developed and file it is stored 
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which are used to actually generate the test suite and manage the testing process. 

Tests are developed on a per axiom basis with actual parameter values filled 

in according to the relevant syntax information and according to the following 

algorithms: 

Query on new axioms 

Generate one behavior sequence per axiom where: 

The left hand side is an actual call to the relevant new followed by the axiom's query. 

The right hand side value is taken from the single-value slot of the axiom. 

Query (remaining) upbuilding axioms 

Generate two behavior sequence per axiom where: 

The base case behavior sequence has a left hand side as actual calls to new, the 

upbui/ding operation in the axiom followed by the axiom's query and a right hand side 

value from the base-value axiom slot. 

The extended case behavior sequence has a left hand side as actual calls to new, a 

sequence of two to 13 randomly selected upbuilding+ sequences from the module's 

upbuilding set followed by the upbuilding operation in the axiom and the axiom's 

query. The right hand side of this sequence is taken from the extended-value slot. 

Downbuilding new axioms 

Generate a behavior sequence call for each of the (query. value) pairs in the 

query-value-pairs slot where: 

The left hand side is a call to new, the axiom's downbuilding operation and the query 

in the current (query. value) pair. 



The right hand side is the value of the current (query. value) pair. 

Downbuilding (remaining) upbuilding axioms 
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Generate a behavior sequence call for each of the (query. value) pairs in both 

The base-query-value-pairs and extended-query-value-pairs slots of the axiom, where: 

In the base case the left hand side is a call to new, the axiom's upbuilding and 

down building operations followed by the query in the current (query . value) pair in 

the base-query-value-pairs and the right hand side is the value in the same pair. 

In the extended case the left hand side is a call to new, a sequence of two to 13 

randomly selected upbuilding+ sequences from the module's upbuilding set followed 

by the axiom's upbuilding and down building operations followed by the query in the 

current (query. value) pair in the extended-query-value-pairs and the right hand side 

is the value from the same pair. 

Definitions on new axioms that return values 

Generate a behavior sequence call where: 

The left hand side is a call to new, followed by the definition and the right hand side 

is the value from the axiom's single-value slot. 

Definitions on new axioms that don't return values 

Generate a behavior sequence call for each of the (query. value) pairs in the 

query-value-pairs slot where: 

The left hand side is a call to new, followed by the definition and the query in the 

current (query. value) pair and the right hand side is the value from the same pair. 

Definitions on extended states that return values 
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Generate a behavior sequence call where: 

The left hand side is a call to new, a sequence of two to 13 randomly selected 

upbuilding+ sequences from the module's upbuilding set followed by the definition in 

the axiom. 

The right hand side value is taken from the single-value slot in the axiom's right hand 

side. 

Definitions on extended states that don't return values 

Generate a behavior sequence call for each of the (query. value) pairs in the 

query-value-pairs slot where: 

The left hand side is a call to new, a sequence of two to 13 randomly selected 

upbuilding+ sequences from the module's upbui/ding set followed by the definition in 

the axiom and the query in the current (query. value) pair. 

the right hand side value is taken from the current value slot in the current (query 

. value) pair. 

The behavior table subset generated according to these algorithms then 

provides a test suite. Each behavior sequence is a call to AXEnvironment's AXTest 

method and parameter types use the generic function make-data (make-data is 

explained in detail later in this chapter). AXTests manages a file of calls (behavior 

sequences) to AXTest (these algorithms are both discussed in Section 4.2.3). 
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4.2.2 Axiom Based Testing Magnitude 

There are three approaches to generating test suites listed with their problem 

complexity types in Figure 4.3. 

Approach 

1. Minimal 

2. Adequate 

3. Exhaustive 

Problem Complexity 

NP-Complete 

Polynomial time and space 

Intractable 

Figure 4.3: Test Suite Generation Approaches 

Since both the minimal and exhaustive approaches to test suite generation are 

unreasonable, we have developed an alternate, adequate approach. Minimal test 

suite generation is discussed by Garey and Johnson and exhaustive and adequate 

axiom-based test suite generation are presented in the next two sections 

[Gar79,Har92]. 

4.2.2.1 Exhaustive Axiom Based Testing 

Exhaustive test suite generation for an algebraic axiom specification requires 

both exponential time and space, and is resultingly intractable [Gar79,Har92]. With 

respect to NP-Complete and Undecidable problems, it is worse than the former and 

not as hard as the latter [Har92]. As Harel points out: 

If a problems has a 2N lower bound on memory space, then for any algorithm there 
will be inputs of quite reasonable size (less than 270, to be precise) that would 
require so much space for intermediate data that even if each bit were to be the size 
of a proton, the whole known universe would not suffice to write it all down [Har92]! 
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And, if that isn't bad enough, for an exponential time function of 2N
, assuming one 

instruction per microsecond, with N = 50 an algorithm needs 366 centuries to 

complete -- assuming it is correct and will terminate [Gar79]! 

Some elementary symbols and terms with their definitions we'll be using are 

as follows: 

Q = a query routine set 

V = a upbuilding routine set 

D = a downbuilding routine set 

DE = a definition routine set 

Sequences = sequences over V (the upbuilding routine set) 

I set I returns the cardinality, or number of members in a set 

q = IQI 

u = IVI 

d = IDI 

de = IDEI 

s = I Sequences I 

Axioms = (((Q U D) x V) + DE) or ((V x (Q U D» + DE) 

It is useful to cast Figure 4.2's axiom types into the following four axiom types 

for exhaustive testing purposes: 

nbc = new base case axioms, 

qoru = query on remaining upbuilding axioms, 

doru = downbuilding on remaining upbuilding axioms, 

defs = definition axioms 
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Exhaustive testing on an axiom basis is done according to the following formulas: 

New base case axiom tests, nbc = q + (d x q) + (de x q) 

Nbc includes one test for query, downbuilding and definitions on new axioms. 

Query on remaining upbuilding axiom tests, qoru = ((q x u) - q) x US 

Down on remaining upbuilding axiom tests, doru = ((d x u) - d) x q x US 

Definition axioms, defs = de x q x US 

Note: These equations assume the worst case scenarios for both downbuilding and definition 

axioms where none of the definitions return useful values and the entire query set is used in 

definition and downbuilding based axiom right hand sides. 

By exhaustive testing we mean that for each upbuilding operation inserted 

after new" ... prior to "query we must test it with each query in Q for each downbuilding 

or definition based axiom, or with the single query for query based axioms. When 

s = 0 or 1 we are testing base cases, with s = 2 we are testing base + 1, etc .. 

The Total Number of Tests (TNT) for a module is as follows in Equation 4.2: 

TNT = nbc + qoru + doru + defs. 

Equation 4.2: Total Number of Tests (TNT) 

Inserting the above formulas for nbc, qoro, doro, and defs into our TNT 

equation yields the following: 

TNT = (q+(d x q)+(de x q»+(((q x u) - q) x (uS»+(((d x u) - d) x q x uS)+(de x q x US) 

Which Simplifies (though not by much) to: 

TNT = q(l +(u-l)uS) + dq(q+(u-l)uS) + deq(q+(u-l)uS) 



The lisp function TNT has the following prototype: 

TNTq u d de s 

with q, u, d, de, s as defined above and is as follows: 

(defun TNT (q u d de s) 
(+ (+ q (* d q) (* de q»; nbc 

(* (- (* q u) q) (expt us»; qoru 
(* (- (* d u) d) q (expt us)); doru 
(* de q (expt u s)) )) ; defs 
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A Stack example used later in this chapter has an interface of {empty?, top?, 

new I (make-stack), push, pop }, where I means either new or make-stack, but not 

both, resulting in the following parameter values for TNT: 

q = 2, u = 2 , d = 1, de = 0 

Our Counter example from Chapter 3 has the following parameter values for TNT: 

q = 3, u = 3, d = 1, de = 0 

Calling TNT with these parameter values and for an s of 1 ... up to 20 yields the 

results in Table 4.1. 

s Stack Counter 

1 12 42 

3 36 330 

5 132 2922 

7 516 26250 

9 2052 236202 

11 8196 2125770 

20 4194308 41841412818 

Table 4.1: Stack and Counter TNT figures 
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As can be seen from Table 4.1, the size of a test suite grows exponentially 

according to the parameter s (states) for TNT, which is resultingly intractable. 

Testing exhaustively up to the use of 20 upbuilding sequences results in over four 

million tests for a simple stack and more than a 41 trillion tests for our counter. 

Exhaustive testing in this fashion is as impractible as it is intractable. 

4.2.2.2 Adequate Axiom Based Testing 

To avoid intractability we must somehow get rid of the US terms in our TNT 

equations. At the very least we must get rid of the exponent s. According to our 

heuristics in Section 4.2.1, and when we do so, an adequate testing suite for a module 

using the algebraic axiom approach has an upper bound placed (by us) on the 

number of tests it contains according to the following in Equation 4.3: 

TNT = q(l +q(u-l»+dq(l +d(u-l»+2deq 

Equation 4.3, Adequate TNT 

This "adequate" TNT equation yields 12 test cases for the stack module and 30 for 

the counter module in Table 4.1 -- a significant reduction. 

4.2.3 Common Lisp Testing Interface 

There are two functions that interface the testing routines used for our axiom 

based testing. AXTest, for single tests and AXTests, which manages a file of calls to 

AXTest and keeps track of statistical information. 



The Lisp prototype for AXTest is: 

(AXTest some-string list-oJ-lists list-oJ-lists-or-value) 
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The first parameter some-string can be any string, but is used by the test 

generator to represent the axiom being tested with descriptive comments -- all in the 

same string. 

The second parameter list-oJ-lists should be a list of Lisp statements (a 

statement in Common Lisp is surrounded by parenthesis, thus it is a list). 

The last parameter list-oJ-lists-or-value can be either a list like the second 

parameter or a single value such as a string, symbol, number, or boolean etc .. 

AXTest echoes all parameters to standard output, serially executes the Lisp 

statements in parameter list-oj-lists and compares the results of executing the last 

statement with either the value given or the value returned after executing the last 

of the statements in the parameter list-oJ-lists-or-value. If the values are equal 

according to the Common Lisp primitive equalp PASSED is displayed on standard 

output. If equalp return false, FAILED is displayed. 

AXTest and AXTests thus provide a clean interface in which to write tests for 

modules and provide basic bookkeeping when executing a file containing a suite of 

calls toAXTest. Since we are basing our testing approach on algebraic axioms we can 

generate the testing suite for a module specification with limited user input. In 

context of hypothesis, each call to AXTest, in a general sense, is a test of the 

hypothesis that the behavior represented in our axioms for a module is represented 

in corresponding source code. 
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4.2.4 Test Suite Code Generation 

For Testing Suite code generation, we only need to know a few things about 

the procedure calling and message passing convention of the target language and 

then the means by which new objects are created in the language. 

The two major language dependant components of generating calls to AXTest 

are: 1) the module constructor, and 2) the parameter and message passing 

conventions. 

4.3 Testing Methodology Framework 

Gelperin and Hetzel's generalized the IEEE unit testing process [An86] to 

include all levels of testing. Their resulting methodology, Systematic Test and 

Evaluation Process (STEP), is termed by them a Prevention testing methodology (in 

terms of Table 2.1) and provides a good context for a summary discussion of the 

axiom based testing by AXEnvironment. STEP is shown in the left hand side of 

Figure 4.4 with AXEnvironment's corresponding support for STEP activities on the 

right hand side of the Figure [Ge88]. 



STEP 

PLANNING 
1. DEVELOP a master test plan 
2. DETERMINE features to be tested 
3. DEVELOP detailed test plan 

ACQUISITION 
4. DESIGN the tests 
5. IMPLEMENT the tests 

MEASUREMENT 
6. EXECUTE the tests 
7. CHECK termination 
8. EVALUATE results 

AXEnvironment 

Determined Implicitly 
Determined Implicitly 
Developed Automatically 

Design is based on Axioms 
Compiled from the Axioms 

Performed in AXTests 
Performed by AXTests 
User Scans AXTests results 

Figure 4.4: STEP Activities 
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STEP is divided into three main categories: 1) Planning has three activities. 

The first develops a master test plan. The features to be tested are then determined 

and the detailed test plan is subsequently developed. 2) Acquisition has two 

activities. These are test design and test implementation. 3) Measurement has three 

activities. The tests are first executed, termination is then checked for, and the test 

results are evaluated. 

The STEP Planning phase is done automatically by AXEnvironment. 

AXEnvironment determines the master plan, the features to be tested, and develops 

the detailed test plan automatically. The user need do nothing but develop the 

algebraic axiom specification to get through this phase. 

The STEP Acquisition phase is also done automatically by AXEnvironment. 

The design of the tests is implicit in the extended axiom semantics. The tests 
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themselves are compiled. There is nothing the user has to do in addition to 

developing the algebraic axiom specification used for the STEP Planning phase. 

The STEP Measurement phase isn't quite automated. AXTests executes the 

tests for us and if it terminates we have results. The user has to evaluate the results 

in both AXEnvironment and in this STEP phase. Evaluation is by far the simplest 

thing to do, and AXEnvironment provides overall analysis information regarding the 

results of a test suite's execution. 

The tests are designed and implemented based on the axioms and their testing 

algorithms described in this chapter according to the previously listed theorems. 

Executing the tests in AXEnvironment consists of making a function call to AXTests 

and watching to see if termination occurs. AXTests places the results of test 

execution in a file for perusal, providing examination. In accordance with the 

ANSI/lEEE Standard, we maintain both the test suite (design specification) and the 

test results (test summary report) [An86]. 

Despite his failure to mention it in his testing section, Fairley [Fa85] states in 

his requirements specification chapter that axiom based testing verification is all we 

need to do. Pressman [Pr92], on the other hand, says we need white box and black 

box testing and cannot do exclusively without both. 
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4.4 Using AXEnvironment 

This section presents detailed examples using our algebraic axiom methodology 

as it is currently supported by AXEnvironment. We first present an example using 

the approach by hand, and then how the equivalent is done in AXEnvironment. 

4.4.1 Example Stack in Traditional Formats 

4.5. 

A pre-AXEnvironment syntactic representation for a stack is shown in Figure 

SYNTAX for Stack 

Parameter Types: 

s, S : stack 

x item 

b boolean 

QUERIES 

empty?(s) = > b 

top?(s) => x 

OPERATIONS 

Upbuilding 

newO => s 

push(x,s) = > S 

Downbuilding 

popes) = > s 

Figure 4.5: Stack Syntax 

This specifies the syntax from which subsequent semantics, in the form of axioms, are 

composed. As can be seen from the figure, the simple Stack interface is 

representable according to our requirements and definitions. 
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Next, we can write axioms to specify the behavioral semantics of our module 

in an abstract algebra over the interface routine (syntax) set, as in Figure 4.6. These 

axioms specify the relationships among and what values and effects compositions of 

the routines should produce -- the semantics. 

Placing our syntax items from Figure 4.5 in the appropriate positions in our 

axioms Equation 3.1: 

AXlO MS = [ {QueriesU Downbuilding}x{Upbuilding} ] + {Definitions} 

yields the following: 

AXIOMS = [{{empty?, top?}U{pop} }X{new, push}]+{} 

Completing the equation yields the axiom left hand sides in Figure 4.6. The 

developer then specifies the appropriate right hand sides to complete the semantics. 

AXIOMS: 

Axiom 1. empty? (new ()) = T 

Axiom 2. empty? (push (stack,item)) = F 

Axiom 3. top? (new ()) = "no top" 

Axiom 4. top? (push (item,stack)) = item 

Axiom 5. pop (new ()) = "underflow error" 

Axiom 6. pop (push (stack, item)) = stack 

Figure 4.6: Stack Axioms 

This approach then gives us a finite representation of the infinite behavior table of 

our stack module in both syntactic and semantic forms. A single axiom's structure 

in this case is represented by the following: 

Axiom = left-hand-side +right-hand-side 
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The greatest number of axioms occurs when the cardinality of both the {Query 

U Downbuilding_operations} set and the Upbuilding_operations set are the same, or 

the following Equation 4.4 is true: 

I {Queries U Downbuilding_operations} I = I {Upbuilding_operations} I 

Equation 4.4: Maximum Axiom Set Detail 

For example, if we have N total queries and operations in a syntax (interface) 

set with no definitions and 1/2 N are Upbuilding_operations, for a sample N of 8, we 

have AXIOMS = [4 x 4] + 0 = 16, the maximum possible from this syntax set, or 

(N/2)2 axioms. 

For our Stack example, we had N = 5, I Queries U Downbuilding_operations I 

= 3, and I Upbuilding_ operations I = 1, with no definitions, resulting in the six 

axioms of Figure 4.6, slightly less than the maximum from Equation 3.2's (N/2Y of 

6.25 -- it is also impossible to have anything other than an integral number of axioms. 

Since definitions aren't always required for a specification and are added as a 

constant factor, we don't consider them when calculating the magnitude. 

4.4.2 Example Stack in AXEnvironment's Formats 

We now present how we would represent the equivalent information from 

Figure's 4.5 and 4.6 in AXEnvironment. In AXEnvironment, the syntax from Figure 

4.5 is stored in a specification by making caBs to two functions, add-syntax and add

parameter. This is listed following some prototypes for these. The function 

prototypes for add-syntax and add-parameter are as follows: 
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ADD-SYNTAX axclass-name &key name type parameters 

Adds the name syntax item to the axclass-name specification. 

ADD-PARAMETER axclass-name &key name type option 

Adds the parameter item name to the axclass-name specification. Axclass-name is a 

symbol which refers to the object being specified. Name is a symbol and refers to the 

syntax or parameter item's name. Type, in add-syntax, is one of {'constructor 'query 

'upbuilding 'downbuilding 'definition} and, in add-parameter, is the Common Lisp data 

type the parameter is. 

The following calls to add-syntax and add-parameter calls can either be typed 

interactively, or placed in a file and loaded. We recommend the later of these two 

approaches. AXEnvironment expects a .syn naming scheme to be employed for 

syntax files. 

(add-syntax 'stack 
:type 'query 
:name'top? 
:parameters '(Stk) ) 

(add-syntax 'stack 
:type 'query 
:name 'empty? 
:parameters '(Stk) ) 

(add-syntax 'stack 
:type 'constructor 
:name 'make-stack 
:parameters 'nil ) 

(add-syntax 'stack 
:type 'upbuilding 
:name 'push 
:parameters '(itm stk) ) 

(add-syntax 'stack 



:type 'downbuilding 
:name 'pop 
:parameters '(stk) ) 

(add-parameter 'stack 
:name'stk 
:type 'stack 
:option 'required ) 

(add-parameter 'stack 
:name'itm 
: type 'lisp 
:option 'required ) 
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Typing the syntax in is a bit of work, however, AXEnvironment generates a 

set of axioms for us based on the information contained in calls to add-syntax and 

add-parameter. The function generate-axioms is used to do this. Generate-axioms 

compiles a syntax set into a sequence of calls to the function add-axiom which is then 

used to store the axioms in a specification prior to generating a test suite. The 

function prototypes for generate-axioms and add-axiom are as follows: 

GENERATE-AXIOMS axclass-name 

Compiles axioms for the name specification to a name.ax file. 

ADD-AXIOM axclass-name &key name type lhs rhs q-base q-extended qbrhs qerhs 

Adds an axiom to the axiom set in the axclass-name specification. Axclass-name is 

a symbol which refers to' the object being specified. Name is a symbol and refers to 

the axiom's name. Type, is one of {'query-new 'down-new 'query-up 'down-up 

'definition}. Lhs is a quoted list of symbols for each of the routines in the left hand 

side of our axiom, i.e '(push top?) for the stack axiom named top?-push. What the 

remaining parameters are depends upon which type of axiom we're adding. Note: 
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generate-axioms writes an axiom set for a specification as calls to add-axiom. The 

axiom right hand sides have to be filled in, so getting the right parameters for the 

right axioms straight is handled by AXEnvironment, all the user has to do is fill in 

the appropriate slots in a name.ax file. 

For query-new axioms the rhs is a Common Lisp value. For down-new axioms 

the rhs is a list of query-value pairs. For query-up axioms the q-base and q-extended 

parameters are Common Lisp values. For down-up axioms the rhs is a list of 

upbuilding operation symbol names in left-to-right order of their execution, the qbrhs 

and qerhs parameters are quoted lists of query-value pairs. For definition axioms, the 

rhs parameter is a quoted list of symbols of existing operations the syntax routine is 

defined in terms of, the qbrhs and qerhs parameters are quoted lists of query-value 

pairs. 

For each of the above axiom descriptions, only those parameters discussed for 

each axiom type are used in a call to add-axiom, i.e. query-new axioms have an axiom-

name, lhs, and rhs only. Query-up axioms have only axiom-name, lhs, q-base and q-

extended components, etc .. 

Calling the function generate-axioms for our stack syntax results in the 

following calls to add-axiom being placed in a stack-ax file. 

'" ;;; STACK.ax 

'" ;;; Axioms for the STACK Object 

'" 
;; QUERY-NEW AXIOMS 



(add-axiom 'STACK 
:name'TOP?-MAKE-STACK 
:type 'query-new 
:lhs '(TOP?) 
:rhs NIL) 

(add-axiom 'STACK 
:name 'EMPTY?-MAKE-STACK 
:type 'query-new 
:lhs '(EMPTY?) 
:rhs NIL) 

;; DOWN-NEW AXIOMS 

(add-axiom 'STACK 
:name 'POP-MAKE-STACK 
:type'down-new 
:lhs '(POP) 
:rhs '((EMPTY? NIL) (TOP? NIL)) ) 

;; QUERY-UP AXIOMS 

(add-axiom 'STACK 
:name 'EMPTY?-PUSH 
:type 'query-up 
:lhs '(PUSH EMPTY?) 
:q-base NIL 
:q-extended NIL) 

(add-axiom 'STACK 
:name 'TOP?-PUSH 
:type 'query-up 
:lhs '(PUSH TOP?) 
:q-base NIL 
:q-extended NIL ) 

;; DOWN-UP AXIOMS 

(add-axiom 'STACK 
:name 'POP-PUSH 
:type 'down-up 
:lhs '(PUSH POP) 
:qbrhs '((EMPTY? NIL) (TOP? NIL)) 
:qerhs '((EMPTY? NIL) (TOP? NIL)) ) 
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,It 

;;; STACK ax 
It, 

Note: The above axiom file has been slightly edited to remove some blank lines and 

to take up less space, the unedited version is in Appendix C. 

There a number of changes we have made to the axiom formats of previous 

approaches. First of all, we remove the obvious explicit call to a module's 

constructor from relevant axioms. Second, our axiom left hand sides are simply a lists 

of symbols for the syntax routines listed in their order of execution, left to right. 

Third, we have several different axiom formats. Both down-new and query-new 

axioms have a single right-hand side. For query-new axioms this is simply a value, and 

for down-new axioms this is a list of query-value pairs. By default, the axiom 

compiler places NIL in all value slots. Both query-up and down-up have a two part 

right-hand side. For query-up axioms, these slots are values, for down-up axioms, 

these slots are again query-value pairs. Definition axioms can be in either down-new 

or query-new axiom formats, corresponding to whether or not the definition routine 

doesn't or does return a value. Fourth, there are no parameters present in our 

axioms. This is done for two reasons: 1). Since the axioms are used to create a test 

suite, the parameter values are generated based on the parameter's type, as contained 

in the syntax information, and isn't needed for anything else. 2) It doesn't make any 

sense to maintain parameters in the axioms since the parameter values in the axioms 

are only names for data types anyway and there is no reason to duplicate the 

information contained in the syntax. It is useful to keep in mind that the axioms are 
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compiled for us. Keeping track of which axiom parts go with which axioms would be 

tedious ifAXEnvironment didn't do it for us. The two part right-hand sides are used 

for base cases and extended cases in test suite generation. 

There are only three occasions when axioms need to be edited at all. The first 

is when we want to insert expected values (if we know what they should be) for any 

of the axiom types. The second case is when we aren't interested in testing all of the 

queries in a down-up axiom we can delete the query-nil pairs for the queries that we 

don't want applied. The last is when there are definitions. Since definitions can 

return a value, like a query, or can behave like the either upbuilding or downbuilding 

routines, or both, by default, all the queries in a specification are included in a two 

part right hand side. If the definition returns a value, then the query value pairs can 

all be deleted from the axiom right hand sides, leaving only NIL, similar to query-up 

axiom right hand sides. If the definition does not return a value, then the definition 

axioms (defs in AXEnvironment) don't have to be edited at all. 

Previous algebraic axiom approaches either left off with axioms or provided 

a means of entering a series of calls to syntax items and then returned a value after 

using the axioms to derive the (interface-routines-called . value) pair from the 

module's behavior table. Rather than leaving off or providing behavior table lookup, 

AXEnvironment instead uses the axioms to compile a test suite which can then be 

used to verify a software implementation of the algebraic axiom information. 

The function generate-test-suite compiles a test suite as calls to the function 

axtest from syntax and axiom information. The function prototypes for generate-test-
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suite and axtest are as follows: 

GENERATE-TEST-SUITE name 

Name is a symbol for a specification. A test suite for the name specification is 

written to a name.tst file. 

AXTEST description function-calls function-calls-or-value 

Description is a string. Function-calls is either a single function call or a list of 

function calls ending with a query. Function-calls-or-value is either a list of function 

calls ending with a query or a single value. 
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Calling generate-test-suite for the above stack syntax and axiom information 

compiles the following test-suite: 

OJ, 
;;; stack.tst 

OJ' 
;;; A Test Suite for the STACK Object 
OJ, 

;;; Query-New Axiom Tests 

(axtest "empty?-make-stack" ( 
(setq objectl (make-stack) ) 
(empty? objectl) 
) 
t 
) 

[test deleted] 

;;; Query-Up Axiom Tests 

;; Query-up on upbuilding (base case) tests 

(axtest "top?-push" ( 
(setq objectl (make-stack) ) 
(push 92 object1) 
(top? objectl) 
) 
92 
) 

[test deleted] 

;; Query-up on extended states tests 

(axtest "top?-push" ( 
(setq objectl (make-stack) ) 
(push 7 objectl) 
(push 2 objectl) 
(push 82 objectl) 
(push 17 object!) 
(push 85 objectl) 
(push 43 objectl) 
(push 46 object!) 



(push 77 object!) 
(push 28 object!) 
(push 20 object!) 
(top? object!) 
) 
20 
) 

[test deleted] 

;;; Down-New Axiom Tests 

(axtest "pop-make-stack" ( 
(setq object! (make-stack) ) 
(pop object!) 
(empty? object!) 
) 
t 
) 

[test deleted] 

;;; Down-Up Axiom Tests 

;; Down-up on upbuilding (base case) tests 

(axtest "pop-push" ( 
(setq object! (make-stack) ) 
(push 70 object!) 
(pop object!) 
(empty? object!) 
) 
t 
) 

[test deleted] 

;; Down-up on extended states tests 

(axtest "pop-push" ( 
(setq object! (make-stack) ) 
(push 94 object!) 
(push 63 object!) 
(push 5 object!) 
(push 30 object!) 
(push 30 object!) 
(push 97 object!) 
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(push 17 object!) 
(push 63 object!) 
(push 81 object!) 
(push 35 object!) 
(push 49 object!) 
(pop object!) 
(empty? object!) 
) 
nil 
) 

[test deleted] 

'" 
;;; stack.tst 

'" 
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The only editing that was required with the above test suite was to change some of 

the value slots in the calls to axlest. By default, generate-test-suite places NIL in each 

of the them. Note: The full test suite is included in Appendix C. 

The test compiler makes use of the parameter type information for outputing 

values for axtest calls. For the lisp data type, AXEnvironment outputs a random 

integer. If the type of a parameter is equal to the module's name, objectl is used for 

the parameter value. Make-data is a generic function which takes one parameter type 

which is specialized according to eql for data types. For new types, an additional 

make-data method must be defined. AXEnvironment includes a number of default 

types for parameters. Default types include {'symbol 'string 'list 'character 'hash-table 

'array 'number 'integer 'float}. If a type is used that has not been defined, make-data 

generates a random number. Several methods for make-data are as follows: 

(defmethod make-data ((type (eql 'symbol))) 
(gensym "sym") 

) 



(defmethod make-data ((type (eql 'character))) 
(coerce (random 200) 'character) 

) 

;; otherwise generate a number 
(defmethod make-data (type) 
(random 100) 

) 
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All one needs to do for additional data types is write a make-data similar to the 

above with a symbol naming the data type, i.e., as 'character above, and provide and 

call a function that returns the new type in the body of the make-data method. The 

test compiler will then make use of the new type generator whenever it encounters 

a parameter of that type. 

We make use of the test suites by either loading them after loading a source 

file for our module/object and examining the results displayed on Common Lisp's 

*standard-output* or we can use the function axtests, which was described in the 

previous chapter, to re-direct the results of a test suite to a file. The function 

prototype for axtesls is as follows: 

AXTESTS name 

Loads a name.lsp file if it is available, displays a message indicating otherwise if it is 

not, loads a name.tst file and captures it's calls to axlest in a name. res file. Name is 

a quoted symbol. 

After developing a stack module either interactively in Common Lisp or by 

typing it into a stacklsp file, calling axtests for our stack specification generates the 

following results from in the stackres file: 
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These Testing Results are for the STACK Module 

There were 12 Total Tests 

The Number of Passed tests is 12 

The Number of Failed tests is 0 

For a 100.00 % Success Ratio 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - empty?-make-stack 
- Sequence A - ((setq objectl (make-stack)) (empty? objectl)) 
- Value - T 
- Expected Value - T 
- Result - PASSED 

[result deleted] 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - top?-push 
- Sequence A - ((setq objectl (make-stack» (push 92 objectl) (top? objectl» 
- Value - 92 
- Expected Value - 92 
- Result - PASSED 

[result deleted] 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - top?-push 
- Sequence A - ((setq objectl (make-stack)) (push 7 objectl) (push 2 objectl) (push 82 
objectl) (push 17 objectl) (push 85 objectl) (push 43 objectl) (push 46 objectl) (push 77 
objectl) (push 28 objectl) (push 20 objectl) (top? objectl)) 
- Value - 20 
- Expected Value - 20 
- Result - PASSED 

[result deleted] 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - pop-make-stack 
- Sequence A - ((setq objectl (make-stack» (pop objectl) (empty? objectl») 
- Value - T 



- Expected Value - T 
- Result - PASSED 

[result deleted] 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - pop-push 
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- Sequence A - ((setq object1 (make-stack) (push 70 objectl) (pop objectl) (empty? 
objectl) 
- Value - T 
- Expected Value - T 
- Result - PASSED 

[result deleted] 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - pop-push 
- Sequence A - ((setq object1 (make-stack» (push 94 objectl) (push 63 objectl) (push 5 
objectl) (push 30 objectl) (push 30 objectl) (push 97 objectl) (push 17 objectl) (push 63 
objectl) (push 81 objectl) (push 35 objectl) (push 49 objectl) (pop objectl) (empty? 
objectl) 
- Value - nil 
- Expected Value - nil 
- Result - PASSED 

[result deleted] 

Note: The full results file is included in Appendix C. 

There are a number of other interesting things we can do in AXEnvironment. 

We can get a listing of what information is available for a specification with the 

axclass-information routine. Or we can simply see what specifications are available 

with the axclass-names routine. The function prototypes for axclass-information and 

axclass-names are as follows: 

AXCLASS-INFORMATION name &key where 

Displays information for the name specification. Name is a quoted symbol for a 
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specification. Where is a quoted symbol which is either unspecified or 'file. If where 

is specified to be 'file the information is written to a name.inf file. Otherwise, it is 

displayed on Common Lisp's *standard-output*. 

AXCLASS-NAMES 

Lists the specifications in AXEnvironment. 

Calling axclass-information for our stack, after adding some documentation, 

results in the following being displayed to the screen: 

The STACK AXClass Object has: 

2 query routines 
They are named: EMPTY? TOP? 

1 upbuilding routines 
They are named: PUSH MAKE-STACK 

1 downbuilding routines 
They are named: POP 

o definition routines 
They are named: 

2 parameters 
They are named: ITM STK 

2 query-new axioms 
They are named: EMPTY?-MAKE-STACK TOP?-MAKE-STACK 

1 down-new axioms 
They are named: POP-MAKE-STACK 

2 query-up axioms 
They are named: TOP?-PUSH EMPTY?-PUSH 

1 down-up axioms 
They are named: POP-PUSH 

o definition axioms 
They are named: 



5 syntax routines documented 
These are: MAKE-STACK EMPTY? TOP? POP PUSH 

2 parameters documented 
These are: ITM STK 

Documentation for the STACK object is: 
A Stack Module 
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There are two other types of information that can be derived directly from the 

syntax of a specification. Generic or regular function prototypes and documentation 

for each of the routines and parameters can also be compiled. These are both done 

through the write-file routine in AXEnvironment. The function prototype for write-file 

is as follows: 

WRITE-FILE name &key type 

Writes anyone of or all of various user-oriented files depending on the type 

parameter. Name is a quoted symbol for a specification, i.e. 'name. Type is a quoted 

symbol and is one of {'documentation 'source 'all}. If type = 'documentation: Writes 

name. doc file for the name AXClass. If type = 'source: Writes name.lsp file for the 

name module. Generic functions are generated for each of the name AXClass's 

syntax routines. If type = 'all: Writes both the documentation and source files for 

the name AXClass. 

Calling write-file with 'all for our stack example generates the following from 

documentation and function prototype files: 

'" ;;; STACK.doc 

'" ;;; Documentation for the STACK Object 



'" 

OBJECT DOCUMENTATION 

STACK 
description: A Stack Module 

SYNTAX DOCUMENTATION 

MAKE-STACK 0 
description: Stack Constructor 
exceptions: None Defined 
results: None Defined 

EMPTY? (STK) 
description: Predicate for an empty stack 
exceptions: None Defined 
results: None Defined 

TOP? (STK) 
description: returns the top element of a stack non-destructively 
exceptions: None Defined 
results: None Defined 

POP (STK) 
description: pops the top off a stack 
exceptions: None Defined 
results: None Defined 

PUSH (ITM STK) 
description: pushes an item onto a stack 
exceptions: None Defined 
results: None Defined 

PARAMETER DOCUMENTATION 

ITM 
description: Any lisp data type 

STK 
description: A stack object 

'" 
iii STACK.doc 

'" 

138 
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The intent of generating documentation and source files is to save technical 

writing efforts and to simplify starting an implementation. 

'" ;;; STACK.Isp 

'" ;;; Generic Functions for the STACK Object 

'" 

;; QUERY ROUTINES 

(defgeneric TOP? (STK) ) 

(defgeneric EMPTY? (STK) ) 

;; CONSTRUCTOR ROUTINE 

(defun MAKE-STACK 0 ) 

;; UPBUILDING ROUTINES 

(defgeneric PUSH (ITM STK) ) 

;; DOWNBUILDING ROUTINES 

(defgeneric POP (STK) ) 

... 
'" ;;; STACK.Isp 
... 
'" 

Note: Both the documentation and source files have been edited to take up less 

space and be more presentable, the unmodified documentation file and a revised 

source file (one that is workable) are contained in Appendix C. The above source 

file has only had extra blank lines removed, otherwise it is identical to that generated 

by AXEnvironment. 

AXEnvironment also provides a compact way to store a specification. The 
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function store-axclass can be used to store syntax and axiom information in a database 

file. Once we have defined a syntax set and have loaded it, generated axioms and 

then a test suite, both the axiom and syntax information is stored in RAM as well as 

in files on disk. The function prototype for store-axclass is as follows: 

STORE-AXCLASS name 

Saves the name specification in a name.db file. Name is a symbol. If the name. db 

file exists on disk, the user is prompted if they want to overwrite it. 

The database file is intended to be readable, but not edited. They may be 

edited if desired, but it is much easier to know what to change in syntax or axiom 

files than in the database file. Calling store-axclass for our stack results in the 

following stack.db database file: 

'" ;;; STACK.db 

'" 
;;; AXClass information for the STACK Object 

'" 

;; Syntax Information 

;; Constructor Syntax 

(MAKE-STACK (NIL)) 

;; Query Syntax 

( (EMPTY? ((STK))) 
(TOP? ((STK))) ) 

;; Upbuilding Syntax 

( (PUSH ((ITM STK))) ) 

;; Downbuilding Syntax 



( (POP «STK)) ) 

;; Definition Syntax 
() 

;; Parameter Syntax 

( (ITM (LISP NIL NIL NIL NIL» 
(STK (STACK NIL NIL NIL NIL)) ) 

;; Axiom Information 

;; Query-new Axioms 

«EMPTY?-MAKE-STACK «EMPTY?) NIL)) 
(TOP?-MAKE-STACK «TOP?) NIL» ) 

;; Down-new Axioms 

( (POP-MAKE-STACK «POP) «EMPTY? NIL) (TOP? NIL)) ) 

;; Query-up Axioms 

( (TOP?-PUSH «PUSH TOP?) NIL NIL» 
(EMPTY?-PUSH «PUSH EMPTY?) NIL NIL» ) 

;; Down-up Axioms 
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( (POP-PUSH «PUSH POP) «EMPTY? NIL) (TOP? NIL)) «EMPTY? NIL) (TOP? 
NIL)) ) 

;; Definition Axioms 
( ) 

;; Documentation Information 

;; Object Documentation 

"A Stack Module" 

;; Syntax Documentation 

( (MAKE-STACK (NIL "Stack Constructor" "None Defined" "None Defined")) 
(EMPTY? «STK) "Predicate for an empty stack" "None Defined" "None Defined"» 
(TOP? «STK) "returns the top element of a stack non-destructively" "None Defined" "None 
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Defined"» 
(POP ((STK) "pops the top off a stack" "None Defined" "None Defined"» 
(PUSH ((ITM STK) "pushes an item onto a stack" "None Defined" "None Defined"» ) 

;; Parameter Documentation 

( (ITM (NIL "Any lisp data type" "None Defined" "None Defined"» 
(STK (NIL "A stack object" "None Defined" "None Defined"» ) 

'" ;;; STACK db 

'" 

Note: The above database file has been edited to remove a number of blank lines. 

The unedited version is included in Appendix C. 

To use our algebraic axiom approach in AXEnvironment all one needs to 

know are a few commands. Add-syntax, add-parameter, generate-axioms, generate-test-

suite, and axtests. The test suite will have to be edited at least lightly (as above) and 

the implementation complete before axtests can be called. Using the approach to do 

the above specification allows one to generate a test-suite in relatively little time and 

then have testing results shortly after the source code implementation is complete. 

4.5 Conclusion 

This chapter described the various testing methodologies and approaches to 

solving the software correctness and testing problems. The role that formal 

specifications played in this was also discussed. The major algorithms used for testing 

in the algebraic axiom approach then followed and our new axiom formats and the 

algorithms for generating behavior table sequences (test cases) were described in 

detail. 
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The fundamental problem with testing software components is that of deciding 

exactly what it is that is to be tested. Mter this has been defined a test suite to 

examine verification must be developed. Neither of these is an easy task. The key 

component to any approach is the completeness of the module behavioral 

specification. With our axiom approach, a reasonably complete set of test cases can 

be derived. Completeness is not automatic, however, and relies entirely upon the 

software design. Providing automatic axiom and test suite compilation from a syntax 

specification makes incremental module interface development and testing feasible. 

Our algebraic specifications thus support McCluskey's view that testing should be by 

design [McC92]. 

Unlike brute force statistical techniques, which provide a sample of inputs and 

queries to a module based on an estimated behavioral usage pattern, the axiom 

approach takes into account the entire behavior spectrum for a given module and 

provides support of the generation of tests ranging over all the legal sequences of 

behavior. The algebraic formalism allows us to be fairly complete with respect to the 

testing domain. 

Using axioms still requires the software engineer to code each module's 

implementation, however, it generates generic functions with documentation and 

saves the labor previously required for test case generation. 

Creating a minimal test suite is an NP-Complete problem and creating an 

exhaustive test suite is intractable. Because of these facts, we developed and 

presented an approach for generating an "adequate" test suite in polynomial time. 
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Interestingly enough, our adequate suite is more than likely larger than the minimal 

test suite and considerably smaller than an exhaustive one. It also compiles and runs 

in reasonable time using heuristic-based deterministic algorithms. 

A stack example was shown in both a traditional, manually generated algebraic 

axiom representation and then in AXEnvironment's format. The use of 

AXEnvironment was explained in context of this example. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Results and Observations 

This chapter discusses our results and observations. Prior to specification and 

testing of itself by itselfAXEnvironment, using our algebraic axiom approach, was 

used to specify and test a number of simple container abstract data types - sets, ques, 

stacks, etc .. AXEnvironment has been used in both Microsoft's Windows 3.1 and 

Unix implementations of Common Lisp. It should run without modification in any 

existing Common Lisp implementation that conforms to the latest standard. Steele 

[Ste90] describes the current de-facto standard and the official ANSI standard is 

nearing completion. 

In terms of performance, Unix provides significantly faster file input and 

output than the Windows 3.1 system we developed AXEnvironment on. Other than 

changing directory delimiter slashes in build routines, "\" for DOS and lit' for Unix, 

AXEnvironment's sources are identical for both operating system compilers. 

AXEnvironment is at least partially developed in three programming 

languages; Scheme, C++ and Common Lisp. Work initially done in Scheme came 

out to a little over 1,000 lines of code. C+ + code came to a little over 1200 lines 

of code. The Common Lisp implementation, in its current state, is 7,125 lines of 

code, taking up 235,469 bytes in its ASCII representation. It is easy to find C or 
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C+ + frames of reference for code size, however, it is not so for Common Lisp in 

general. By way of comparison, however, a portable set of utilities for Common Lisp 

that includes a make facility, logical pathnames, function call referencing, and 

performance metering is 9,269 lines of code, taking up 592 k-bytes [Kan91]. The 

Hobbit Scheme to C compiler is written in Scheme and is 4,197 lines of code, taking 

up 136066 bytes [Tam93]. Microsoft's Windows NT, written primarily in C with a 

64kbyte Assembly component, is over 4 million lines of code [Cu93]. 

S.l What We Did and Our Results 

In setting out upon this effort, it was anticipated that existing theory would 

need modification to be of practical use. As things turned out, this was overly 

optimistic. The existing algebraic axiom theoretic work was vague~ incomplete, and 

unused for anything other than trivial abstract data types like stacks and queues. No 

one seemed willing to tackle anything else. Even the examples using trivial ADTs in 

various publications were almost all taken from Guttag's early work. 

All together we observed less than ten ADTs specified using algebraic axiom 

specifications in over 2,000 pages of literature on the subject and almost everyone 

referred to someone else's specification and used it to illustrate their work -- if 

examples were used at all. Most work involved little computerized support as well. 

These facts were indicative that there were some serious limitations with previous 

work. If the algebraic axiom approach was so useful, why does everyone use the 

same examples, providing they had any, without even the pretense of specifying 
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anything other than simple data types? The fact that, for expository purposes, 

examples have to be of moderate size to ease understanding is acceptable, but few 

even claim that that is their motivation for including them. As mentioned earlier, 

specifying and testing AXEnvironment using our own algebraic axiom methodology, 

the results of which are presented later in this chapter, provides the first "real world" 

example with any benchmark data of using the technique for anything of size at all. 

What we ended up doing was defining our own algebraic axiom specification 

and verification theory and techniques. We use seven equations to define various 

properties. We have also identified the and refined the computational aspects of our 

algebraic axiom approach -- complexity of problems, magnitudes of axiom sets and 

test suites. The only thing we kept from previous work was axiom set membership 

determination -- which we still had to refine and then formalize as in Equation 3.1. 

Aside from this one thing, everything in the algebraic axiom approach to software 

specification and verification presented in this dissertation had to be defined and is 

part of our new approach. 

We first precisely defined abstract data type behavior in the forms of behavior 

tables according to Equation 3.3. We then defined syntactic components and their 

formats for our approach and derived five requirements for our definitions. These 

requirements and definitions are presented in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3 and the 

precise formats are explained in Chapter 4. Axiom types and formats were developed 

and axiom composition algorithms were then defined. Algorithms for generating a 

test suite based on our syntactic and axiom forms were then developed. Our axiom 
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types, syntax, composition algorithms and test suite compilation algorithms are 

presented in Section 4.2 of Chapter 4. 

Our syntactic and axiom requirements and definitions were then refined into 

six assertions that are necessary for our algebraic axioms to be of any meaning and 

use for both specification and verification. These assertions are presented in Section 

4.1 of Chapter 4. We also added inheritance facilities to specifications to allow their 

use with modern object-oriented programming languages. We designed and 

implemented a system according to support our approach in Common Lisp to support 

Common Lisp development. 

In this document, we first described goals and motivations for this work, as 

well as our syntactic and semantic extensions to previous specifications. Algebraic 

axioms were shown to provide a good base for both module and test suite 

implementations. Since the specifications match well with object-oriented 

development, its use with modern programming languages and software engineering 

practices is synergistic. 

We also discussed related work and where algebraic axioms fit in with software 

engineering and formal methods. Software engineering was defined as the systematic 

applications of methods, tools and technical concepts to create software systems 

[Fre91]. Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) represents attempts to 

automate the application of various software development techniques. The axiom 

approach was described as being a little more formal than finite state mechanisms 

and a little less so than the various forms of logic [Web88]. 
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Our refinements of previous theoretical work -- definition of new, almost in 

entirety, was presented. From a software engineering view, our approach inserts an 

extra phase into the life-cycle and provides a clear and finite behavior representation 

for a system's components. We demonstrated how axioms can be used as a basis for 

examining the completeness and consistency of a module's interface specification. 

The use of algebraic specifications for definitional tools for abstract data types and 

their use for behavioral proofs was also presented. The reuse functionality of 

AXEnvironment includes the inheritance of specification information at the 

developers discretion, or indiscretion, depending on the view. 

We presented attempts to solve testing and software correctness problems and 

how our axiom-based testing compares. Creating a minimal test suite is an NP

Complete problem and creating an exhaustive test suite is intractable [Gar79]. 

Because of these facts, we developed and presented an approach somewhere between 

the minimal and exhaustive approaches that generates an "adequate" polynomial test 

suite that runs in reasonable time. AXEnvironment was subsequently discussed in 

detail and examples were given demonstrating the programming interface. 

A software engineering methodology was strictly adhered to during 

AXEnvironment's development. Some ofAXEnvironment's components were 

prototyped in three programming languages, Scheme, C+ +, and Common Lisp, while 

theoretical extensions were being made. However, once our theory stabilized, 

requirements and a fairly complete design were developed prior to significant 

implementation. 
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The design and implementation ofAXEnvironment is discussed in Appendices 

A and B. We tested the system intuitively, extensively, with a number of simple 

abstract data types and then specified and tested it using the algebraic axiom 

methodology it supports. AXEnvironment is composed of several layers of generic 

and regular functions. The programming interface provides the highest layer and 

level of abstraction and consists of 22 routines. The layers underlying the 

programming interface consists of 35 additional routines. Once it was up and 

running, AXEnvironment's programming interface was categorized into either 

AXEnvironment or AXClass related routines. The syntax for the routines was then 

specified, axioms and subsequent test suites were then developed. These test suites 

were used to test the AXEnvironment implementation. AXEnvironment's 

programming interface was also categorized as one module. The syntax, axioms, and 

test suite were also then developed. This larger test suite was then used to test the 

AXEnvironment implementation as well. AXEnvironment's underlying interface was 

also specified and tested in the above fashion. Once as separate AXEnvironment and 

AXClass modules, and again as an entire module by itself. 

S.2 What we Observed 

Following a software engineering methodology to get AXEnvironment up and 

running was fairly efficient. Getting AXEnvironment up and running in Unix after 

developing it in Microsoft Windows took all of an hour. Directory delimiter slashes 

in build routines had to be switched and minor corrections since the Windows 
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compiler was more forgiving of loose adherence to some Common Lisp generic 

function requirements. There were also a few differences related to the various 

vendor added features above and beyond the standard Common Lisp. 

Testing AXEnvironment throughout its development required extensive efforts 

over several months. Once AXEnvironment was up and running, specifying, 

generating a test suite and subsequently testing AXEnvironment required only a few 

days. 

A legend for module descriptions and their abbreviated names is listed in 

Figure 5.1. 

Object 

axe 
axci 
axe 
axei 
axenv 
axenvi 
counter 
stack 

Component 

AXClass related programming interface as one module 
AXClass related internal interface as one module 
AXEnvironment related programming interface as one module 
AXEnvironment related internal interface as one module 
AXEnvironment's programming interface as one module 
AXEnvironment's internal interface as one module 
Counter module from Chapter 3 
Stack module from Chapter 4 

Figure 5.1: Legend For Tables 

As we stated earlier, both AXEnvironment's external programming interface and the 

internal routines used by these were tested both as single modules and then as two 

modules -- one consisting of the AXClass related routines and one consisting of the 

AXEnvironment related routines. With AXEnvironment in its own Common Lisp 

package, the programming interface is the package's external interface, and the 

internal routines are the package's internal interface. 
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Some performance figures for using AXEnvironment in Unix and Microsoft's 

Windows are listed in Table 5.1. 

Compile Number of Compile Test Number of 
Axioms Axioms Suite Tests 

(seconds) (seconds) 

OBJECT 
axc 60 207 

Unix 1.06 6.7 
Dos/Win 4.94 26 

axci 95 296 
Unix 1.11 12.52 

Dos/Win 7.53 54.97 
axe 10 18 

Unix .38 .35 
Dos/Win 1.04 3.74 

axei 42 77 
Unix .57 3.09 

Dos/Win 3.35 17.19 
axenv 112 465 

Unix 2.89 59.59 
Dos/Win 8.90 127.15 

axenvi 288 1034 
Unix 4.87 97.27 

Dos/Win 21.97 329.44 
counter 12 30 

Unix .39 .53 
Dos/Win 1.10 4.23 

stack 6 12 
Unix .30 .29 

Dos/Win .71 1.92 

Table 5.1: Axiom and Test Suite Figures 

A DEC 3100 running Ultrix 4.3 and an AMD 40-Mhz 386 running DrDos 6.0 

and Microsoft Windows 3.1 were the systems used for Table 5.1's figures. Compiling 

both axioms and test suites are compiled to files and the performance figures in 

Table 5.1 show Unix to be a clear winner over the DOS/Windows combination in 
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terms of I/O performance. Unix definitely has our vote for a development operating 

system of choice. The axenvi test-suite is approximately 1 Megabyte of ASCII 

whereas the STACK test-suite is 1897 bytes. 

In terms of scaleability, Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 show that in moving from a 

stack to the axc specification, axc had 10 times the number of axioms, which took 3.5 

times the amount of time to compile. The axc specification had 17.5 times as many 

tests as the stack and test suite compilation took 13.5 times as long. Moving from 

the stack to the axenvi specification (AXEnvironment's internal interface), axenvi had 

times as many axioms which took 16 times as much time to compile. The axenvi 

specification had 86 times as many tests as the stack and took 171 times as long to 

compile. Though not entirely linear in progression, the growth rate of axiom and test 

suites sizes are still polynomial and most definitely not exponential -- recall that 

axiom suites are no larger than (N/2Y larger than the number of routines in a 

module's interface -- from Equation 3.2, where N is the number of members in the 

interface. The actual increases in compilation times are shown in Table 5.2 with the 

stack serving as the base unit -- i.e its entries are all 1. 
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Compile Number of Compile Test Number of 
Axioms Axioms Suite Tests 
Factor Factor Factor Factor 

OBJECT 
axc 10 17.25 

Unix 3.53 23.1 
Dos/Win 6.95 13.54 

axci 15.86 24.66 
Unix 3.7 43.17 

Dos/Win 10.6 28.63 
axe 1.66 1.5 

Unix 1.26 1.2 
Dos/Win 1.48 1.94 

axei 7 6.41 
Unix 1.9 10.65 

Dos/Win 4.7 8.95 
axenv 18.66 38.75 

Unix 9.63 205.48 
Dos/Win 12.5 66.22 

axenvi 48 86.16 
Unix 16.23 335.41 

Dos/Win 30.94 171.58 
counter 2 2.5 

Unix 1.3 1.82 
Dos/Win 1.55 2.2 

stack 1 1 
Unix 1 1 

Dos/Win 1 1 

Table 5.2: Axiom and Test Suite Growth Figures 

Unix and DoslWin times are compared with Unix and Dos/Win times, 

respectively. Table 5.2's times aren't entirely consistent due to the fact that a given 

test suite includes a randomly selected number between 2 and 13 of upbuilding 

operations inserted into each extended query on upbuilding, extended downbuilding 

on upbuilding, and extended definition tests. Thus, a test suite which has only 3 

upbuilding operations inserted into the extended test sequences requires less time to 
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compile and store than a test suite on the same syntax and axiom sets which inserted 

13 upbuilding routines into the sequence. Common Lisp's random function provides 

a uniform distribution. 

AXEnvironment was designed to be fast and makes extensive use of hash 

tables in order to do so. Axiom compilation is fairly quick for both the smallest and 

largest of the objects in Table 5.1. The Stack object only required .30 seconds 

compared to 4.87 seconds for axenvi. Compiling a test suite for axenvi, the largest 

module, took less than two minutes in Unix and a little over five in DoslWindows. 

The stack test suite was compiled in less than one second in Unix and in only a 

couple of seconds in DOSlWindows. In a development context, Table 5.1 translates 

into less than one minute of elapsed time between the completion of a syntax 

specification and the completion of a test suite for developing small modules, like the 

axc, axci, axe, axei, stack, and counter modules. For larger modules, the elapsed time 

increases to either a couple of minutes for Unix or a little over five for DoslWindows 

developers. 

Loading and storing syntax, axioms, documentation, and database files for the 

all of the AXEnvironment modules in Figure 5.1 all took well less than a minute in 

both Unix and DoslWindows. Storing the databases all at once for all of the 

component's specifications in Figure 5.1, i.e. after the syntax and axioms were loaded 

for each of them, took only 9.5 seconds in Unix and 25.05 seconds in DoslWindows. 

Test suite generation is fairly automatic and AXEnvironment is an lIexpertll 

test generator of sorts, though it is not an "expert system" with respect to the 
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common use of the phrase. Automating test suite development provides the know-

how of experience for both new and experienced alike. 

!.3 Conclusion 

Brooks advises to build systems twice. As he advocates, cost-effective 

proto typing is then extremely useful [Bro87]. AXEnvironment's next version will 

benefit greatly from what we learned this first time around. Testing AXEnvironment 

prior to it being completed took several intense weeks over a period of months. 

Using AXEnvironment to specify and test itself subsequently took only a few days. 

AXEnvironment was designed for speed and even for large sized modules, such as 

AXEnvironment's internal interface, the elapsed time between completing a syntax 

specification and having IIreasonablyll complete axiom and test suites is on the order 

of single digits in minutes. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Conclusion 

In Chapter 1 we discussed the science fiction / real science dichotomy. The 

dichotomy shows two contrasting views of what can be done with computing systems. 

Both Asimov's robots and Shatner's androids are capable of passing the Turing test 

face to face. Computers according to real science can't even solve the software 

correctness problem. Despite the similarity in functionality, Asimov's robots had 

quite a different end from Shatner's androids. It is interesting to note that once 

people became aware of the demise of Jander Panell, the robot a woman (Gladia) 

fell in love with in Asimov's Robots of Dawn, no one was interested in competing with 

robots romantically [As83,As85]. As a result, despite the fact that other humaniform 

robots were made, no one bought any of them and their creator lost a fortune [As85]. 

Shatner's androids had a quite different end. Androids were everywhere. "I am 

building ... my ideal woman.... Real women ... can't help but have quirks and 

mannerisms that'll annoy you ... my android creation will be a lot better ... [Sh91 ]." 

Science fiction also provides some lessons for real science. In Michael 

Crichton's Jurassic Park, the firm controlling the park's development failed to 

appreciate the difficulties associated with software development. The subcontracting 

firm developing the extensive control systems requested additional funding to 
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implement a sizable series of late after-the-fact changes. In response to this, 

Hammond (the main fellow controlling development of the park) resorted to black

mail to motivate them to complete the system with existing funds. The system was 

completed, but to recoup costs, a back door was placed in the system allowing the 

developer to shut down security and steal some of the park's genetic goodies -- worth 

millions to the park's competitors. The end result: Steven Spielberg presents the 

ensuing multi-billion dollar fiasco this summer [er90]. 

Algorithmic program verification establishes software correctness with respect 

to a specification. Partial correctness is achieved if when a program terminates it 

gives the correct answer and total correctness is achieved if a program is partially 

correct and terminates on all of its legal inputs. An automatic verifier is a decision 

problem with two inputs: an algorithmic problem description and the text of an 

algorithm or program believed to solve it. The question is then: "does the algorithm 

solve the problem?" I.e. for each of the problem's legal inputs is the algorithm totally 

correct? An automatic verifier algorithm must work for every problem-algorithm 

pair. In general, it is undecidable as there will always be algorithms the verifier will 

not be able to verify [Har92]. 

Verification attempts are limited by the fact that not only is the problem itself 

undecidable, we cannot even decide algorithmically whether a given algorithm merely 

terminates on its legal inputs, or even on just one legal input. These are known as 

the Totality and Halting problems, respectively. In terms of difficulty, then, the 

halting problem is undecidable, the totality problem is even harder, and verification 
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is harder still [Har92]. 

Approximate software correctness, or verification, is then a means to cope with 

the undecidability of the problem. As both Gries and Harel assert, correctness can 

be approached successfully one module at a time [Gr81,Har92]. Confidence in 

correctness can be based on software testing. Test suites and results can be used to 

provide the body of evidence for operational approximate correctness proofs. 

This dissertation describes issues surrounding as well as the design and 

development ofAXEnvironment, a tool supporting algebraic axiom specifications for 

software development that provides support for approximate correctness proofs based 

on test suites. AXEnvironment was designed and implemented using both traditional 

techniques and the algebraic axiom approach. A number of simple ADTs were 

specified and tested during AXEnvironment's development prior to specification and 

testing ofAXEnvironment itself, by itself. In effect, we used the methodology's 

bootstraps to develop the software to support its use. This bootstrapping provides 

empirical support that AXEnvironment is fit for its intended purpose. 

AXEnvironment is composed of four main components, or subsystems: 

AXTest, AXClasses, AXKnowledge, and AXInterface. AXTest provides a testing 

interface. AXClass is an aggregate database object for specification information. 

Object specifications defined using AXEnvironment are then each an AXClass 

instance. AXKnowledge drives the specification process, performs all the inheritance 

functionality, etc., and programming interface. AXInterface provides a graphical 

front end to AXKnowledge and is separate from the rest of the implementation. 



This separation is in line with interface development standards [0192] . 
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Methods to add syntactic information: 

add-syntax, add-parameter, add-documentation 
I 
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COIlIID81lds and data are 

Methods to generate or store information: ! 
lass! generate-axioms, generate-test-suite, store-axe 

I21tCIred uslna eIIhez the 
Programming Interface Test Manager: or AXlnterface forms axtests _. _. _. _. _. -. _. -. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. -. -. _. -.-. _. _.-

AXEnvironment 
AXKnowledge Manages Specifications in AXClass Objects 

If adding syntactie information: J add information to I syntax, add-parameter, add-documentation relevant AXCIass 
I object 

i 
i 

... 1 

generate-axio~, generate-test-suite, store-axelass with the reIcvant 
If generating or storing information: J call approprlatc method I- Specification Files: 

I AXCIass object =. information 

If testing: J open output stream for rrsuIts. I axtests ,load souroe, 10nd IC6t suite, 
close output stream 

Verification Files 
AXKnowlege Outputs Specification and Testing Information test flIdI" resuIIs 

Figure 6.1: AXEnvironment Control and Information Flow 
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Using AXEnvironment to develop a specification results in the control and 

information flows in Figure 6.1. The developer (user) inputs various commands and 

syntax information using either AXEnvironment's programming interface or 

AXlnterface's forms. AXKnowledge maintains and manages specifications in 

AXClass objects. AXKnowledge passes information to the relevant AXClass object 

when specifications are entered, and passes the appropriate AXClass object to the 

relevant method when performing output. Verification information is available in test 
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suite results files. AXEnvironment also provides compact database storage for 

AXClass objects. AXKnowledge's store-axenvironment method stores all AXClasses 

that are in memory in database files and writes an axenv.ini file that contains a list 

of the objects that were stored. AXKnowledge's load-axenvironment can then be used 

to reload the databases later. 

6.1 Basic Assumption and Research Question Results 

Our research question was whether or not using our new algebraic axiom 

approach would be helpful in achieving software engineering's goals. That is, with 

computerized support for our approach: IIwould we increase our capability to develop 

software that is reasonably correct, developed on time, and within estimated budgets 

or not?1I If so, project management implications were of interest. In order to answer 

our question, we examined several basic assumptions and set four goals for ourselves. 

We then defined our algebraic axio appraoach, developed a system to support its use 

- AXEnvironment. After using AXEnvironment, we examined the assumptions, our 

achievement of goals (or lack of achievement) and re-examined our research 

question. 

The first assumption was that algebraic specifications could increase 

portability, testability, reliability, maintainability, and the resulting correctness of 

implementations. The second assumption was that using the approach could facilitate 

the tracking of progress from a management view. The third assumption considered 

was that the benefits of using the approach scaled more than linearly with a system's 
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size. 

AXEnvironment has proved to be reliable since development. A positive 

indication that our first assumption is valid was immediately realized once we 

specified and tested AXEnvironment using itself. Test suite development that had 

previously taken several weeks of effort was done in several days using 

AXEnvironment. AXEnvironment has also proved to be easily maintainable. This 

is due to two factors. The first is a result of using a software engineering 

methodology and the second is due to using the axiom approach for testing. Once 

AXEnvironment was completed, modifications to the system were easily carried over 

to the specification and running subsequently generated test suites pinpointed errors 

immediately. 

The syntax, documentation, axioms and test suite states allowed tracking 

AXEnvironment's development and revisions straight-forward, lending credibility to 

our second assumption. 

The larger the components were we used AXEnvironment to specify and test 

the larger the savings were in development efforts, lending credibility to our third 

assumption. Though AXEnvironment is useful for specifying and testing small 

modules, such as the STACK and COUNTER examples in Chapter's 3 and 4, it is 

particularly so for larger software components, such as AXEnvironment itself. 

Specifying and testing the STACK and COUNTER modules using AXEnvironment 

cut test suite development time from several hours to less than 30 minutes. Doing 

the same for AXEnvironment's modules cut several weeks of effort over several 
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months down to several hours over several days. 

Four specific goals that influenced AXEnvironment's development. 

8. The first was to produce a system powerful enough to be useful for 

developing medium to large scale systems with scale defined according to lines of 

code in Figure 1.1. A more direct scale more relevant to our algebraic axiom 

approach can be defined in terms of module interfaces and axiom set sizes as we do 

in Figure 6.2. 

Module: 

Small 

N<=lO 

A<=25 

Medium 

1O<N<=30 

25<A<=225 

N = cardinality of interface routine set 

Large 

30<N 

225<A 

A = (N/2)2 , or the maximum number of axioms possible from the syntax set (assuming 

no definitions) 

Figure 6.2: Module Size in Terms of Interfaces 

The numbers in Figure 6.2 are somewhat arbitrary at this point. The size of 

a module's interface, as well as the lines of code needed to implement it, is more 

directly determined by the level of abstraction provided by a given programming 

language than anything else. Figure 6.2 should be viewed with respect to Common 

Lisp modules and classes (objects). From this perspective, an interface with more 

than 30 routines in it is quite large. Relative to C+ +, consider our sample stack's 

syntax in Figure 4.5. The stack has an interface consisting of {empty?, lOp?, new, 
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push, pop} has a cardinality of 5. Now consider that we desire our stack to use any 

combination of characters, short and long integers, floating point, complex numbers, 

character strings, and C+ + class data types. Common Lisp handles the typing issues 

for us, so the interface only requires 5 routines to implement it. In a lower level 

language such as C+ + we would have to overload each of the routines to handle 

each of the desired data types. For each new class we desired to use with our stack, 

the interface would have to be overloaded for each of the routines once more. In 

general, we would have 5N actual routines in the C+ + stack interface, where N 

represents each of the desired data types to be handled by the stack. We say in 

general, because for example, short integers and characters can use the same type 

routines, whereas complex number cannot use the same as floating point -- or integer, 

or character strings. Figure 6.2 uses N to mean size in this context -- relative to 

Common Lisp, which could be much bigger in practice in C+ + than is indicated 

solely by the Figures. 

h. The second goal was that the additional time needed to use 

AXEnvironment should, in the long term, be labor-saving. 

e & d. Additional practical goals were that AXEnvironment should be 

portable and reliable. 

AXEnvironment itself is a small system with a large external interface and 

even larger internal interface in terms of both Figure 1.1 and Figure 6.2 -- it is a 

module with more than 6000 lines of code and it has greater than 30 routines in its 

internal interface. Using it to specify and test itself worked surprisingly well. To 
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achieve our portability goal, AXEnvironment is implemented in and supports 

development with Common Lisp. IBUKI's Common Lisp compiler alone allows 

AXEnvironment to run on over 30 platforms [Faq93]. To realize our reliability goal 

we tested AXEnvironment using the approach it supports and have used it for 

extended periods of time. 

In context of our assumptions and goals, we feel we have a positive answer 

to our research question. Our algebraic axioms are indeed useful for real world 

software engineering. The benefits of using our algebraic approach begins with a 

clear system specification. This specification provides a base for module 

implementation, test suite compilation and if we believe the optimistic remark of 

Fairley: 

If the desired functional characteristics of a software system are completely and 
consistently specified [referring to using axioms for this], and if the implementation 
satisfies those specifications, there is no need for further testing or verification 
[Fa85]. 

Though it is no silver bullet, AXEnvironment does push the formal-CASE-tool 

envelope outward a bit and contributes positively to the software development 

process. 

There were four levels of algorithmic complexity the problems associated with 

algebraic axiom specification and test suite generation considered in this dissertation 

fell into. These are listed with the associated problems and algorithmic solutions in 

Table 6.1. Software verification itself is undecidable, and the entries of Table 6.1 

illustrate the complexity of the practical issues/problems associated with trying to do 

it. 
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Problem Type Problems We Considered Algorithmic Solutions 

Tractable using a AXEnvironment's axiom Polynomial time and space 
deterministic algorithm and test suite generation algorithmic resource 
(Polynomial time (P)) requirements -- reasonable 

algorithms 

Tractable using a non- Minimal axiom set and Polynomial time and space 
deterministic algorithm minimal test suite algorithmic resource 
(Non-deterministic requirements -- reasonable 
Polynomial time (NP)) algorithms 

Intractable (Exponential Exhaustive axiom and test Exponential time and 
time and/or space) suite generation space algorithmic resource 

requirements -- admits no 
reasonable algorithms 

Undecidable or Software correctness Problems admitting no 
noncomputable algorithmic solutions at all 

Table 6.1: Algorithmic Problems 

It is useful to consider some sample functions of algorithmic problems in both 

polynomial and intractable cases. These show the relevant computational resources 

(in terms of time) such problems require based on a problem's size. Table 6.2, from 

Garey and Johnson [Gar79], compares several polynomial and exponential time 

complexity functions where execution is in microseconds. 
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Time 
Complexity Size n 

Function 10 20 30 40 50 60 

n .00001 .00002 .00003 .00004 .00005 .00006 
second second second second second second 

n2 .0001 .0004 .0009 .0016 .0025 .0036 
second second second second second second 

nS .1 3.2 24.3 1.7 5.2 13.0 
second seconds seconds minutes minutes minutes 

2n .001 1.0 17.9 12.7 35.7 366 
second second minutes days years centuries 

Table 6.2: Computational Resources 

It is quite evident from Table 6.2's figures what intractability means for solving 

a problem of fairly small size. With an n of only 50, in an intractable function such 

as 2D even if the algorithm executed one instruction per microsecond, it would still 

take 35.7 years to complete -- presuming it would terminate. Raising the problem 

size only 20% to an n of 60 requires 366 centuries to produce a result -- assuming it 

will terminate. For a linear function, more characteristic of polynomial time 

algorithms, the difference between solving the problem with input size of 10 versus 

60 is in terms of microseconds, rather than centuries. Undecidable problems are 

even hard than intractable ones (recall that intractability is defined as a problem that 

has some input parameter appear as an exponent in the complexity -- resources 

required -- function). 

In terms of easiest to hardest solutions, tractable polynomial (P) problems are 

the easiest to solve, non-deterministic polynomial (NP) problems are harder than 

these in that we need a non-deterministic algorithm to solve them in polynomial time 
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and NP-Complete are the hardest of the non-deterministic problems. Intractable 

problems are harder than those in NP and undecidable problems are the most 

difficult of them all [Gar79,Gr81,Har92]. 

The problems we considered that are solvable in polynomial time using a 

deterministic algorithms are AXEnvironment's axiom and test suite generation. The 

problems we considered solvable in polynomial time using non-deterministic 

algorithms are minimal axiom set and minimal test suite generation, both of which 

are well known NP-Complete problems [Gar79]. Exhaustive axiom and test suite 

generation are intractable problems and absolute software correctness is undecidable 

[Har92]. 

6.2 Future Work and Concluding Remarks 

Despite our positive results, there are several improvements that we can make 

in future versions ofAXEnvironment that would save additional development efforts. 

The programming interface currently has 22 interface routines. This can be 

simplified to 9, though only a half-dozen of the 22 are actually used much. The 

investigation of requirements for compiling C/C+ + test suite code would be useful 

for development in non-lisp-like languages. The only module whose functionality 

would need to be duplicated and changed is the test suite compiler and the testing 

interface. Everything else would work as-is. A forms oriented database GUI front

end and other GUI items developed in CLIM (Common Lisp Interface Manager) 

would save additional typing and would be portable across Common Lisp 
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implementations. Currently, AXEnvironment's GUI components (AXInterface) only 

work in Allegro CL\PC's proprietary GUI. 

A question we left unanswered in defining the types syntax routines can be is 

"what are the legal states?" A module's state is defined as a snapshot of a its data

structures and their values at a given moment in time. The question is not 

answerable within any of the data-abstract specification techniques, such as our 

algebraic axiom approach, because data-abstract specifications say absolutely nothing 

at all about anything inside modules, hence the abstract part of the name. 

In practice, it isn't always obvious whether a routine is an upbuilding, 

downbuiIding, query or definition type. Queries would seem to be easy to categorize, 

however, routines that behave as upbuilding or downbuilding routines often return 

useful values. It is quite easy, however, to categorize routines as either those that 

return useful values or those that do not. If this is all we are able to do, or desire 

to do, such as in quickly proto typing situations, we can still compile a useful test suite 

by categorizing each of the routines which return meaningful values as queries and 

the rest as upbuilding routines. The test compiler will generate one test for each of 

the queries on new -- i.e applying the query just after the module's constructor has 

been called. The test compiler will also generate two tests for each of the queries on 

upbuilding -- one just after the module's constructor has been called prior to the 

upbuilding and then query routine, and the second inserting two to 13 randomly 

selected and ordered upbuilding routines in between the constructor and the 

upbuilding and query routines. This is precisely what the test compiler does for 
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query new and query upbuilding based axioms. Whether or not the semantics of 

query and upbuilding only based axioms are as useful as those generated when we 

can categorize routines into upbuilding, downbuilding, query, and definition types for 

verifying a module's behavior table with an implementation has yet to be seen. This 

is an issue to be dealt with in future work. 

Investigating the relevance of behavior table - axiom based testing with regard 

to timing dependant embedded or distributed systems is an additional area of future 

work. Systems, in general, that can be developed in a highly object-oriented and 

modular fashion seem amiable to development using AXEnvironment. However, 

exploring its use with particulars in this regard is needed to truly ascertain 

AXEnvironment's applicability. 
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APPENDIX A 

Goals, Development Philosophies, Requirements and the Design ofAXEnvironment 

This appendix presents a representation scheme in section A.1 prior to 

discussing software engineering details regarding the goals, development philosophies, 

requirements and the design of the AXEnvironment system. These details are taken 

to the individual module / subsystem level ofAXEnvironment. The implementation 

of these subsystems is discussed in detail in Appendix B. Though an understanding 

of the detailed requirements, design, and implementation ofAXEnvironment's 

components isn't needed to use our algebraic axiom approach, it provides the context 

and perspective from which AXEnvironment has evolved. 

A.t Entity Structure (ES) Enamuration 

A generalized version of Rozenblit's System Entity Structure (SES), termed 

simply an Entity Structure (ES), is used as a representation scheme in this appendix 

and the next [Roz87,Roz89]. We describe the ES representation scheme through two 

examples prior to using it otherwise. An ES representing a dissertation is in Figure 

A.1. 



Dissertation 

lMisc. Intro. , 

BIIdty structure (ES) Legend 

ReJetimebJp CmmMnrp 
1-> part of 
III -> any JIUlIlbez of 

~Nlldcs 
A labeled box Is an entity I 
oompnnw of the system or entity 
beIog represented by the BS 

Figure A.1: A Dissertation ES 
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A dissertation is composed of research and its documentation. Documentation 

has four components, miscellaneous introductory material, any number of chapters, 

any number of appendices and references. 

There are two categories of ES components, entities and relationship 

connectors. An ES represents some entity and its composition. Entities are 

represented in an ES by a labeled box. The relationships among the entities in an 

ES are defined by their connectors. There are three connectors types: part-of, 
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Entity Structure (Generalized SES) 

Figure A.2: ES ES 

represented by a single line; any-number-of, represented by three lines; and type-of, 

represented by two lines. Only the part-of and any-number-of connectors are used 

in Figure A.1. An ES of ESs is in Figure A.2. 

An ES is composed of any number of entities and relationship connectors. An 

entity is represented by a labeled box. The any-number-of connector is composed 

simply of a three line icon and has no label. The part-of connector has a single line 

icon and an optional underlined label. The type-of connector is similar, with a two 

line icon and an optional underlined label. 



AXEnvironment Behavioral Vie 

Usp Testing Interface Database Structure & Behavlo 

Sll-f--------j AXKnowiedge 
~ .... 

Programming Interface 

Code Generation 
Container for AXOODB objects 

Figure A.3: AXEnvironment 

A.2 AXEnvironment 
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An ES ofAXEnvironment's components and their behavior is presented in 

Figure A.3. AXEnvironment is composed of five main components, or subs)lstems; 

AXTest, AXOODB, AXClasses, AXKnowledge, and AXInterface. AXTest provides 

a testing interface to Common Lisp. AXOODB provides high level input and output 

and a number of superclasses for inheriting database structure and functionality. 

AXClasses is composed of any number ofAXClass objects, which are aggregate 

database containers for algebraic axiom information. AXKnowledge provides a 
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programming interface and manages the AXClasses in AXEnvironment. AXInterface 

provides a graphical user interface. 

A.2.l AXEnvironment Goals 

There were two primary goals driving the development ofAXEnvironment 

presented in Chapter 1. The first was to produce a system powerful enough to be 

useful for developing medium to large scale software projects. The second was that 

the additional time needed to use the system for development should, in the long 

term, be labor-saving. An additional practical goal was that AXEnvironment should 

be portable and reliable. These goals contributed to AXEnvironment's requirements. 

A.2.2 AXEnvironment Development Philosophies 

Ideally, software engineering should avoid simply hacking with a higher level 

language. In reality, such is not often the case. Hacking is still hacking and using 

a higher level languages only gets you more initial functionality in fewer lines of code. 

High-level language hacking still incurs major modification headaches. Actually 

engineering AXEnvironment's software, with little hacking, was important. This 

translated into a documented and justified design. Design decisions were maintained 

. in a clear format separate from sources. The reasoning behind maintaining good 

design information is that we may later want to trace through the design, usually with 

the intent of change, without having to peruse source code to discover what the 

design is. 
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A.2.3 AXEnvironment Requirements 

AXEnvironment is require to provide the features in Figure A.4. High-level 

user views of components under development and a database and object query 

facility, requirements 1, 4 and 5, provide mechanisms for retrieving information 

relative to managing development. 

1. High-level user views of the system and components under development. 

2&3. Both menu driven and programming interfaces. 

4&5. A database and object query facility. 

6. Interactive development. 

7. Long term storage for syntax, axiom, and documentation. 

8. Multiple inheritance for syntax, axioms, and documentation. 

9. Generate as much source code and testing recommendations code as is 

possible from the syntax and axioms. 

Figure A.4: AXEnvironment Required Functionality 

Menu-driven and programming interfaces as well as interactive development, 

requirements 2, 3 and 6, facilitate productivity. Long term storage for the algebraic 

axiom information, requirement 7, is necessary for database and object query facilities 

and inheritance to be possible (requirements 4, 5 and 8), and assists with generating 

source code and test suites, requirement 9. Multiple inheritance of algebraic axiom 

information, requirement 8, matches the approach with object-oriented programming. 

Generating source code and test suites (more correctly, compiling the algebraic 

syntactic and semantic information into these), requirement 9, helps AXEnvironment 

contribute to development productivity. 
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A.2.4 Design 

AXRelation was initially designed to make file system I/O consistent and 

uniform. AXOODB added flexibility to this. Dealing with a large number of 

compound data elements was quite cumbersome in AXRelation (as it is in any 

relational data model), hence the move to AXOODB. Thus, AXClass and 

AXKnowledge are, for the most part, I/O independant. AXRelation and AXOODB, 

on the other hand, are I/O intensive. AXlnterface performs a lot of I/O also, but 

from a user interface point of view, rather than the file system view shared by 

AXRelation and AXOODB. 

A.3 Testing Interface • AXTest 

The testing interface for the code generators is the simplest component of the 

system. 

A.3.1 AXTest Requirements 

The predominate requirement for AXTest is that it should be correctly 

implemented itself. Having a bogus test oracle pronouncing "yes" or "no" to questions 

asked would render the process not only useless but detremental. 

Since we are dealing with an axiom approach, there are only a few different 

types of tests that AXEnvironment is required to be concerned with. Testing query 

terminated sequences and either comparing the query result with a given value or 

that returned by another query terminated sequence. AXTest was required to do two 

additional things: 1) provide useful feedback on each test given it, and 2) perform 
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all output to *standard-output* with the option of redirecting the information to a 

file. When the output ofAXTest is re-directed to a file, additional summary 

information is to be captured at the beginning of the file, facilitating assessment. 

A.3.2 AXTest Design 

AXTest was designed to be as simple as possible with the neccessary 

functionality. AXTest is actually two functions, AXTest and AXTests. AXTest is a 

function with the following interface: 

(AXTest test-name-string sequence-list sequence-list-or-value) 

Test-name-string is the test description. The sequence-list parameter is a sequence of 

operations ending with a query. The last parameter, sequence-list-or-value, is either 

of this same type or a single value. 

AXTests is a function with the following interface: 

(AXTests module-name) 

The module-name represents a module-name.lsp file, containing the Common Lisp 

code we are testing, and a module-name.tst file, containing a sequence ofAXTest 

calls to test this code. AXTests fulfils the requirement of providing output

redirection by redirecting the information generated by the calls to AXTest in 

module-name.tst to a module-name. res file. 

A.4 The Database· AXRelation and AXOODB 

The database subsystem provides the means to fulfil requirement 7 in Figure 

A.4 for long term storage of syntax, axiom and documentation information. The 
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database problem is "given a body of information, what is a suitable representation 

scheme for it [Da92]?" There are two approaches we took to solving 

AXEnvironment's database problem. First, a relational database approach, with 

extensions for our sequence data types, and second, once this first approach wasn't 

working particularly well, an object-oriented database approach. There were two 

reasons AXRelation didn't work out. First, it required the maintenance of a large 

number of files for a given module's specification (one per relation = four per 

module), and second, handling compound data types within a model defined with 

their absense is tedious. These two solutions are discussed according to their 

chronological appearance in AXEnvironment. 

A.4.1 AXRelation 

We concluded that E.F. Codd's rules for normalizing data in the relational 

model, thus eliminating aggregate types were, in practice, good ones when one is 

using that model [Cod90]. Designing and implementing filters to get in and out of 

aggregate types in this model proved error prone and taxing. 

A.4.1.1 AXRelation Requirements 

AXRelation is required to be relational with respect to Codd's Relational 

Model Version 1 (RMV 1) only as much as AXEnvironment required. AXRelation 

is required to provide the functionality in Figure A.S. 
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1. Locate a data value with the relation name, column name and value. 

2. Change a database value based on the relation name, column name and 

value. 

3. Join two relations 

4. Intersect two relations 

5. Project a relation 

6. Restrict a relation 

7. Save to disk 

8. Load from disk 

9. Support Key field(s) 

Figure A.5: AXRelation Functionality 

These requirements are a subset of Codd's 1985 definition, which consisted of nine 

structural features, three integrity features, and 18 manipulative features [Co90,D92]. 

The required data types are listed in Figure A.6. 

Required database field types = > 

{number, character, strings, symbols, sequence field, memo field, key value field} 

number = > {integers, floating point} 

character = > {scheme character constant} 

strings = > {scheme string} 

symbols = > {scheme symbol} 

sequence field = > {O or more of any of the other database field types in a list} 

memo field = > {any compound data structure} 

key value field = > {a list of two elements, car = key, cdr = value} 

Figure A.6: AXRelation Data Types 

Other than sequence, memo, and key-value-fields, the database field types are Lisp 
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data types. Sequences are an actual type in Common Lisp, of which strings and lists 

are subtypes of. A sequence field in the sense for AXRelation, however, is a field 

consisting of any number of one of the other types. A memo field was a generalized 

sequence field -- or put in reverse, a sequence field is a specialized memo field. 

A.4.1.2 AXRelation Design 

Flexible database arity is a side effect of memo fields. A sequence field is a 

sequence of atomic types. A sequence type can be viewed as a relation within a 

relation. A relation can have any number of sequence fields, provided it has at least 

one key field. 

A.4.2 AXOODB 

AXOODB is based on a serialized implementation of OOPDB (Object 

Oriented Parallel DataBase) [Ha93]. Once it became evident that working with a 

relational model wasn't particularly fruitful, we moved the design and subsequent 

work to AXOODB. 

A.4.2.1 AXOODB Requirements 

Requirements for object-oriented DBMSs and AXOODB includes: 

1. Unique object identifiers: The ability to generate automatically identifiers for 

objects represented in the database is important in essentially all the engineering and 

design applications. This is because these applications have data objects that have 

no human-meaningful identifiers, or objects whose identifiers (part numbers, module 
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names) may change. 

2. Composite objects: Most design applications require the ability to define 

objects that contain other objects, such that all the sub-components and their sub

components act as a single object for the purposes of database operations. 

3. References and integrity: It is useful to be able to distinguish and maintain 

references between objects. Referential integrity is represented by the foreign key 

notation between relations in our schema notation for AXClass (later in this 

appendix). 

4. Object-type hierarchy: The ability to define new object types that have all of 

the attributes of an existing type, plus some additional data or behavior, is useful in 

almost any application with a complex schema. 

5. Associated procedures: The ability to store procedures as well as data in a 

database is important in most of our applications. In current business applications, 

procedural information is encoded in application programs and database language 

statements. 

6. Ordered sets and references: Nearly all applications require the ability to 

place an ordering on relationships for an object and to have object attributes that are 

lists rather than simple sets. It is difficult to represent ordered sets in a relational 

database -- as we discovered with AXRelation. 

7. Large data blocks: Large data items, such as images or text stored as 

attributes of an object, are now recognized as useful in almost all application areas. 

Numerous database systems include this feature. 
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8. Programming language inteiface: The integration of the data manipulation 

language with the user's programming language is useful in most of our applications. 

Traditional DBMSs use a different language for the database and for programming, 

and the former must be interleaved and compiled into a program to transfer data 

between program variables and the database [Ha93]. 

A4.2.2 AXOODB Design 

AXOODB provides an object with any number of attribute-type-value tuples. 

Each AXOODB class is unique. Objects of the same class can avoid different arity 

through adding additional attribute tuples as value items for existing tuples, solving 

our sequence type problem in AXRelation. AXOODB provides attribute lookup, 

insertion, removal, editing, and read and writing. AXOODB also provides long term 

storage and retrieval functionality. 

AS AXClass 

AXClass is an aggregate database object. AXClass depends entirely upon 

either AXRelation or AXOODB for I/O. Objects defined in AXEnvironment are 

instances ofAXClass. 

AS.l AXClass Requirements 

AXClass is required to maintain the data for a module specified and refined 

using the algebraic axiom approach. AXClass is also required to provides access 

functionality corresponding to that needed to interact with the AXOODB objects it 
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A.!.2 AXClass Design 

The four sub-types ofAXOODB contained in AXClass are: 

1. syntax-relation / object attributes 

parameters* 

Types / of Attributes: 
name = symbol 

type 

parameters= symbol sequence (FK [name] parameter-relation) 
type= symbol {constructor, upbuilding, downbuilding, query, definition} 

2. syntax-parameter-relation / object attributes 

Types / of Attributes: 
name = symbol 

type range 

type= symbol {database field types, scheme data type} 
range = relational expression 

3. axiom-relation / object attributes 

name type left hand simple right hand 
side* right hand side base 

side* query* 

right hand side 
extended query* 
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Types / of Attributes: 
name = symbol 
type= symbol {query-on-new, query-on-upbuilding, downbuilding-on-new, 

downbuilding-on-upbuilding, definition} 
left hand side* = symbol sequence where each symbol is a scheme 

statement 
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simple right hand side*= symbol sequence, can be single value or sequence 
of scheme statemens 

right hand side base query* = symbol sequence, can be single value, or 
sequence of scheme statements where the 
sequence items can be (query 
value) ( queryN value) 

right hand side extended query* = symbol sequence, can be single value or 
similar to sequences in right-hand-side
base query 

4. documentation-relation / object attributes 

syntax name description exceptions* 

Types / of Attributes: 
syntax name= symbol (FK syntax-relation [name]) 
description = string 
exceptions*= symbol sequence 
results* = symbol sequence 

results* 

These relations are represented as AXOODB sub-classes with additional data 

elements and methods. A relation such as the axiom relation becomes an AXOODB-

based class with an attribute tuple corresponding to each of the relation's fields. 

A.6 AXKnowledge 

A modular design decomposition according to functionality separates the 

know-how for the approach from the data -- procedure vs. code. The data is in 

AXClasses and the know-how in AXKnowledge. 
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A.6.1 AXKnowledge Requirements 

This object is required to drive the axiom development process. I.e. it is to 

perform all the inheritance functionality, etc.. AXKnowledge is also required to 

provide a programming interface. 

AXEnvironment is with this interface. 

A.(;.2 AXKnowledge Design 

All the programming interaction in 

AXKnowledge mostly uses standard-input and standard-output for I/O 

facilities provided through AXRelation or AXOODB. Aside from interaction with 

user files -- documentation, test suite, axiom, syntax, source code, etc .. 

A. 7 AXInterface 

This module deals with the display and high level user interface I/O. 

AXInterface relates AXKnowledge information to a menu system. AXinterface is 

where the interface design and implementation is kept, which is entirely separate 

from the rest of the implementation. This separation is in line with current user 

interface development guidelines [0192]. 

A. 7.1 AXInterface Requirements 

AXinterface is required to provide a number of high level editing windows for 

axiom-specified objects; tiling and cascading options, with cut and pasting of axioms, 

etc., between them. Another requirement is the maintenance of an online manual 

for the methodology and high-level query facilities. AXlnterface is a high-level 
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graphical front end to AXKnowledge's programming interface. 

A. 7.2 AXInterface Design 

There are a number of dialog boxes for queries, informational display, and 

errors. Algorithms to load axiom-data related files, manage the windows, and to 

interface with AXKnowledge's programming interface are provided. 

A.8 Conclusion 

This appendix detailed the goals, development philosophies, requirements and 

the design for the algebraic axiom environment, AXEnvironment. AXEnvironment 

is composed of a number of loosely coupled modules: AXTest, AXRelation - or 

AXOODB, AXKnowledge, AXClass, and AXInterface. The implementation of 

AXEnvironment is the subject of the next appendix. 
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APPENDIX B 

The Implementation ofAXEnvironment 

This appendix discusses AXEnvironment's implementation in Appendix A's 

order of introduction. AXEnvironment is a software engineering database system to 

support algebraic specifications and test suite compilation. AXEnvironment's 

implementation view is in Figure B.1. Each component of the system eventually 

decomposes into a set of data structures and a set of algorithms, as all software 

components do. 

One additional component is added from Figure A.3, AXObjects. AXObjects 

is composed of any number ofAXObject, of which there are four types. These are 

axioms, syntaxes, syntax parameters, and documentation. 

The decompositions ofAXTest, AXOODB, AXInterface, and AXClass into 

data structures and algorithms is shown to be a mUltiple decomposition in 

AXKnowledge. I.e. AXKnowledge's data structures is decomposed into any number 

of data-structure, and its algorithms is decomposed into any number of algorithm. 

This multiple decomposition applies in this ES case to each label of data structures 

and algorithms in the ES. Hence, each of the major components, AXTest, 
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Figure B.1: AXEnvironment Implementation View 

AXOODB, AXInterface, AXClass, AXKnowledge and AXObjects, are composed 

of a number of data structures and a number of algorithms, which we shall show 

shortly. 

AXEnvironment's class hierarchy is in Figure B.2. There are nine classes 

present in AXEnvironment, three without parents; AXTest AXInterface, and 

AXOODB. The remaining six are AXOODB children; AXClass, AXKnowledge, 

Syntax, Syntax Parameters, Axioms, and Documentation. The legend in Figure B.2 

indicates that the type-of icon is a sub-type of relationship connector. Note: 
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AXEnvlronment Class Hierarchy 

AXKnowledge Syntax Parameters Documentation 

II -> sub-type(cIass) of 

B.2: AXEnvironment Class Hierarchy 

AXEnvironment itself is not a class, hence there are only nine. 

11.1 AXTest 

The AXTest function is useful for testing functional algorithms. To do 

functional testing AXTest needs only the appropriate function call with the expected 

output. 

AXTest in Figure B.1 and B.2 actually referes to the two functions AXTest 

and AXTests. The AXTest interface is: 

(AXTest test-name-string sequence-list sequence-list-or-value) 
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The test-name-string parameter is what it says, the sequence-list parameter is a 

sequence of function calls ending with a query and the sequence-list-or-value 

parameter is either of this same type or a single value. The AXTest algorithm is in 

Figure B.3. 

Display new lines before and after a single 80 character dash-line 
Display Testing -> test-name-string 
Display Sequence One -> sequence-list 
Display 

If sequence-list-or-value is a sequence list 
Sequence Two -> sequence-Iist-or-value 

Else Expected Value -> sequence-list-or-value 
Display Result -> > 
Evaluate each sequence in sequence-list parameter 
Evaluate each sequence or the value in sequence-list-or-value parameter 
If the value returned by the query in sequence-list is equal to either the value 
returned by the query in sequence-list-or-value or the value sequence-list-or
value is (when it's a value) 

Else 

If keeping statistics (Increment passed-counter) 
Display PASSED 

If keeping statistics (Increment failed-counter) 
Display FAILED 

(Note: all output is to *standard-output*) 

Figure B.3: AXTest Algorithm 

AXTest echos all parameters to standard-output, and tests query terminated 

sequences with either a value or another query terminated sequence. If the 

comparison of the return values from the two queries or query return value and value 

pair are equal according to Common Lisp's equalp, AXTest echos PASSED to 

standard-output and FAILED otherwise. Statistics counters are manipulated, when 

we keep track of them, to indicate the number of passed and failed tests. Each call 
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to AXTest, in a general sense, is a test of a hypothesis that the behavior represented 

in an axiom is present in code. 

A testing file for a module contains a sequence of calls to AXTest. A testing 

file can be loaded in Common Lisp, after loading the appropriate source file, and the 

results of each call to AXTest will be echoed to standard-output. 

Loading a file with a large number of calls to AXTest would present a 

substantial amount of information scrolling away with little time to examine it. To 

capture this information for examination we need to re-direct standard-output to a 

file prior to loading the test file. 

The AXTests interface is: 

(AXTests module-name) 

The module-name parameter represents a module-name.lsp Lisp source file and a 

module-name.tst file containing a sequence of calls to AXTest. AXTests fulfils the 

requirement of providing output-redirection and places all the information generated 

by the calls to AXTest in module-name.tst in a module-name. res file. The AXTests 

algorithm is in Figure BA. 

AXTests saves us from re-directing standard-output each time we load a test 

file. AXTests also keeps statistics for us. These include the number ofAXTest calls 

in the test file, the passed test total, the number that failed, and the ratio of tests that 

passed to the total number of tests (% success rate). After capturing the output of 

the calls to AXTest, AXTests rewinds the file and displays these statistics at its 

beginning. 



Open module-name.results-file-naming-extension for output 
Set *standard-output* to module-name.results-file-naming-extension 
Load module-name.source-file-naming-extension 
Load module-name.test-file-naming-extension 
Rewind module-name.results-file-naming-extension to its beginning 
Display These Testing Results are for the module-name Module 
Display There Were (passed-counter + failed-counter) Total Tests 
Display The Number of Passed tests is = > passed-counter 
Display The Number of Failed tests is = > failed-counter 
Display For a = > (passed-counter divided by (passed-counter + failed

counter) * 100) % Success Rate 
Close module-name.results-file-naming-extension 
Reset *standard-output* 

(Note: all output is to *standard-output*) 
(Note: passed-counter and failed-counter are counters manipulated by AXTest) 

Figure B.4: AXTests Algorithm 
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AXTests creates a module.res file in the current directory containing the 

results of the calls to AXTest each time it is called. AXEnvironment compiles test 

suites as AXTest function calls. 

8.2 AXRelation 

A relational database prototype and then an object-oriented database were 

developed to make I/O and data handling clean and uniform. AXRelation is based 

on a slight modification of Codd's relational model, version I. AXOODB is based 

on OOPDB [Ha93]. The data-structures ofAXRelation are contained in Figure B.S. 

There are both compound and single types. The single types consisted are; name, 

modified flag, and saved to disk flag. The relation compound types are; relation 

structure, keys and the relation data (body). The relation structure is composed of 

column name-type pairs. The keys are list positions of the data elements in relation 
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AXRelatlon Data Structure 

Figure B.5: AXRelation Data Structures 

structure that are key fields. Relation data contains any number of rows, which are 

stored as key-data pairs. The data parts contain all the fields in the relation row, 

whereas the key contains key fields converted to strings and concatenated. The key 

provides a row's unique identifier. The key is composed of only atomic data types. 

The AXRelation algorithms are in Figure B.6. 

There are five main algorithm types; data-element, key-field, row, structure 

and relation. The three key field algorithms are make-keys, remove-key and get-keys. 

Data elements can be both located and updated -- these were the two access and 
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Figure B.6: AXRelation Algorithms 

editing algorithms for rows. Rows can be inserted and removed. The structure is 

accessible too. AXRelation has nine relation operation algorithms: project, restrict, 

set-relation, get-relation, set-relation-with-keys, get-relation-with-keys, save, load and 

sort. AXRelation's file format is in Figure B.7. 



; file name : schedule.dax 

; Relation Structure 
«columnl-name type) (column2-name float) (column3 integer» 

; Relation Data 
((key (key column2 column3))) 

; Keys 
(0) 

; Indexes 
((none yet» 

Figure B.7: AXRelation File Format 
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An AXRelation file contains the structure of the database, the data in this 

format, keys and stubs for indexes. Key fields are restricted to only number, 

character, string, and symbol types. The default is the Oth position, however anyone 

or more atomic data items in the object can serve as the key. AXRelation data is a 

sorted association list. 

A database file may be interesting to peruse through, however they are not 

intended to be highly readable. Checks are made for valid types when setting row 

elements and if an argument's type is different than that of the data field it is 

converted when possible and an error is signaled otherwise. 

8.3 AXOODB 

AXOODB is described in its entirety in Figure B.8 (both data structures and 

algorithms). AXOODB maintains information in attribute-type-value tuples, termed 

attributes. Thus, an AXOODB object contains any number of these tuples, and new 
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subtypes ofAXOOnB are defined in terms of adding new tuples as well as additional 

algorithms. 

IllrUCllJI'88 

Figure B.8: AXOOnB Attributes and Algorithms 

In its current state, AXOOnB has six major types of algorithms, all attribute 

oriented. Attributes can be located, inserted, removed, set to new values, and read 

and written from *input-stream* and * output-stream * . The specific default attributes 

provided by AXOOnB are: name, class, *output-stream*, and *input-stream*. Both 

name and class are symbols, initially bound to 'oodb and 'axoodb; and *output

stream * and *input-stream * are streams, initially bound to Common Lisp's *standard-
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output* and *standard-input*. 

Any subclasses ofAXOODB, such as our AXClass and AXKnowledge, may 

add any additional attributes, which are defined by the Generic type of attribute in 

Figure B.8. Each new attribute must have a name, which is a symbol, and can have 

either a single or compound type. The single value type can be a symbol, character, 

or one of four number types supported by Common Lisp: integers, ratios, floating 

point, or complex. The compound type can be any of 11 Lisp data types. A 

sequence type is either a list or a string. The other 10 are, arrays, hash tables, 

readtables, packages, structures, CLOS classes or objects, streams, pathnames, 

functions and random states. Binary data can be handled as byte streams. Any legal 

Common Lisp data type, according to the current standard [Ste90l, is a legal attribute 

type in AXOODB. 

8.4 AXClass 

AXClass is the container class for an object's algebraic axiom specification. 

AXClass uses either a number ofAXRelation or AXOODB objects to handle this 

information. The syntax, axioms, documentation and source information are 

maintained in either a number AXRelations files or a single AXOODB file. 

AXRelation's naming scheme appends a "d" suffix followed by two more characters. 

AXClass uses four AXRelations altogether, all stored in separate database files. 

These AXRelation database files and the AXOODB database file have Figure B.9's 

suffixes: 
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AXRelation Suffixes 

.dsp = > syntax parameter information relation 

.dsy = > syntax information relation 

.dax = > axiom information relation 

.ddo = > documentation information relation 

AXOODB Suffix 

.db = > contains in entirety the six AXRelation database files 

Figure B.9: AXClass's AXRelation and AXOODB File Suffixes 

AXClass's additional AXOODB attributes are in Figure B.1O. AXClass adds 

one single type, file-name, a string. File-name always ends with an .adx suffix as listed 

in Figure B.9. AXClass adds two compound attributes, super classes, a list of super 

class symbol names, and OODB lists, of which there are four types, syntax, syntax 

parameters, axioms, and documentation. Note: OODB lists and OODB list are 

naming abstractions, and like compound and single, they aren't actual attributes. 

AXClass adds algorithms to initiIize names; aggregate I/O, save and load; and 

OODB object editing, insertion and retrieval. These AXClass algorithms are in 

Figure B.11. They are named according to their behavior. Note: Algorithms are 

implemented as CLOS methods . 

•. 5 AXKnowledge 

AXKnowledge manages the AXClasses used in the algebraic axiom approach. 

Its data storage is based on AXClass -- which is based on AXOODB or AXRelation. 

AXKnowledge also interacts with a number of files and performs syntax, axiom 



AXClass Attribute 

Figure B.1O: AXClass Attributes 

and documentation inheritance for AXClass objects. 
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Once a specification is captured in the axiom formalism, AXKnowledge can 

generate CLOS generic functions and a test suite in Common Lisp. 

There are five files AXEnvironment expects the developer to deal with. These 

are in Figure B.12. The files must use the three to four letter suffixes in Figure B.12 

-- counting the ".". 
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AXClass Algorithms 

Aggregate Input and Output 

Insert & Retrieve ___ -'-'----------1 

Syntax Parameters Syntax Parameters 

Documentation Documentation 

Figure B.II: AXClass Algorithms 

.syn = > For the syntax information 

.ax = > For the axiom information 

.Isp = > For the Lisp source code files 

.tst = > For the test suite to run against the source file 

.res = > For the results of running the test suite against the source file 

.doc = > For the generic function documentation 

Figure B.12: Developer File Suffixes 

If we were developing a schedule module, we would then have the following 

six readable files for the developer to make use of: 

schedule.syn schedule. ax schedule.lsp schedule.tst schedule. res schedule. doc 



We would also have either the following AXRelation database files: 

schedule.dsp schedule.dsy schedule.dax schedule.ddo 

Or the single AXOODB database file: 

schedule. db 
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The attributes AXKnowledge adds to AXOODB are in Figure B.13. 

AXKnowledge adds five single and five compound attributes. 

Remaining AXClasses 

Query Result 

AXKnowledge Attribute 

Current Directory AXClasses 

Current AXClass 

Figure B.13: AXKnowledge Attributes 

The single attributes are: RAM AXClasses, Current Directory AXClasses, 

Remaining AXClasses, all integers; and Current AXClass, a symbol. The compound 
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attributes are; Current Directory, a pathname and Database Directories, a list of 

pathnames; two temporary database object lists, generic and query results, contain any 

of the AXObjects classes in Figure B.1; and AXClasses, an AXClass list. 

AXKnowledge Algorithms 

Figure B.14: AXKnowledge Algorithms 

The AXKnowledge algorithms are in Figure B.14. 

There are four main types; AXClass, code generation, user file I/O, and the 

methodology programming interface. There are two AXClass algorithm types, 

inheritance features and database storage. There are three AXClass inheritance 

algorithm types; syntax, axiom and documentation. There are two code generation 
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algorithms; test suites and source code -- CLOS generic functions and class 

definitions. There are three AXClass user file I/O algorithms; documentation, axioms 

and syntax. The AXClass methodology programming interface includes; insert and 

retrieve and AXClass OODB list editing (Fig. B.I0). 

A test suite is a sequence of calls to AXTest. For test suite generation, 

AXKnowledge only needs to know a few language specifics. The procedure calling, 

message passing and object creation conventions. In CLOS these are: 

(make-instance '<class-name> ... ), 

(method-name <object> <parameters> ... ) 

and 

(setf <name> <value> ... ) or (setq <name> <value> ... ). 

What we gain by compiling the test suite is the absence of having to write 

them, avoidance of typos and we ensure that each axiom's behavior is tested in our 

implementation. 

The code generator writes calls to AXTest using either 

(constructor calls query value ) 

or 

(constructor calls query value) (constructor calls query value) 

formats . 

•. 6 AXInterface 

The AXlnterface data structures and algorithms are shown in Figures B.15 
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AXlnterf809 Data structures 

Figure B.15: AXInterface Data Structures 

and B.16. AXInterface provides a graphical user interface (GUI) to AXKnowledge. 

AXInterface is composed of five single data structures, and a number of 

compound structures; windows. The five simple types are: name, current window, 

number of windows, number of dialogs, and number of menus. 

There are two window types; a shell, which contains menus and dialogs - help, 

file and query menus, and message dialogs; and editing windows, which are termed 

AXWindows. AXWindows are used to represent and interface to each AXClass 
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object managed by AXKnowledge. 

The five AXInterface algorithms are in Figure B.16. These are window 

management, help, file, queries and dialogs types. Some of the window management 

algorithms include shell related, tiling, cascading, scrolling for AXWindows, and 

AXInterfate AIgori 

Figure B.16: AXInterface Algorithms 

AXWindow object editing and creation. 

Help algorithms maintain the online manual. Queries locate AXClass 

attributes. Dialogs include error, query and information types. 
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a.7 Conclusion 

This appendix described the implementation of the algebraic axiom 

environment, AXEnvironment, according to the requirements and design of Appendix 

A. Both data structures and algorithms were presented for each AXEnvironment 

component. 
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APPENDIX C 

The AXEnvironment Interface 

This appendix contains a brief review of the algebraic axiom approach before 

describing the AXEnvironment programming and query interfaces. 

C.I Review 

Specification of a module using algebraic axioms involves defining the syntax 

of the operations and specifying axiomatic relationships among the operations -- the 

semantics [Fa85]. Once the relationships are specified we can generate a test suite. 

The approach consists of four components: a syntax, axioms, documentation, and test 

suite generation. 

I: SYNTAX; The syntax consists of interface routine names and their 

parameters. Syntax routines are categorized according to their functionality. Queries 

are routines that return a value and don't change a module's state. Upbuilding 

routines change the state of a module without returning a value and are necessary 

for a module to perform its function. Downbuilding routines don't return a value 

and are not needed to bring a module to any of its necessary states. Definitions are 

everything else, or routines stated in terms of existing routines. 
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2: AXIOMS; The axioms specify the interactions among the different 

routines. To provide a sufficiently complete set of axioms we must provide axioms 

by completing the right hand sides of each equation in Figure C.l for the syntax 

specification. 

Query routine - upbuilding routine = '[ 

Dwnbuilding routine - upbuilding routine = ? 

Definition routine = ? 

Figure C.l: Axiom Composition Equations 

Default values are provided by AXEnvironment for the right hand sides of Figure 

C.l, however, some editing of the axioms may be necessary. An axiom is composed 

of up to three parts, a left hand side, and a one to two part right hand side. This 

composition is represented by the axiom syntax in Figure C.2. 

Axiom = lhs + [simple-right I base-states + extended-states] 

Figure C.2: Axiom Syntax 

The right hand side of the axioms is filled in with either a value or a series of 

[queries . value] pairs. 

lhs = a sequence of statements from Figure C.l's equations. 

simple-right = either a value or a sequence of [query. value] 

base-states = either a value or a sequence of [query . value] pairs 

extended-states = either a value or a sequence of [query . value] pairs 
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3: DOCUMENTATION; Documentation is useful and optional for the 

module, its syntax routines and routine parameters. 

4: TEST SUITE GENERATION; With an adequate set of axioms this is done 

automatically. 

With software support for these four components, and from a high level view, 

the formal method of algebraic specifications fits in precisely as a back end tool to 

the systems design process. It helps to fill the gap between modular systems design 

in engineering and actual implementation of the design in software. 

An algebraic approach consists of mapping a module's interface routine set 

into syntax and axioms. These serve as a basis for implementing the module and 

generating its test suite. 

C.2 Programming Interface 

The algebraic axiom specification for an AXClass object can be developed 

either in batch or interactive modes. 

Ohject Creation 

An AXClass object's specification consists of syntax, syntax parameters, 
axioms, and documentation information. Syntax objects can be added to an 
AXClass object's existing set, which creates the need for possible subsequent 
syntax parameter generation, and and for certain new axioms and 
documentation objects to be generated. 

Ohject Editing 

Both batch and interactive editing facilities are provided for each of the 
AXClass object specification information objects. Since the syntax parameter, 
axiom and documentation information is only partially generated from a 
syntax specification, these objects need to be further edited to complete an 
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axiom specification. They can be completed by either writing a file with the 
appropriate additional information, or they can be completed working 
interactively with AXEnvironment. 

Syntax 

A syntax set for an AXClass object is typically specified all at once, 
however, syntax items can also be added, removed, and edited 
incrementally. When syntax items are added incrementally, their type 
must be specified, along with appropriate parameters. 

Syntax Parameters 

Syntax parameter objects for an AXClass object are usually created 
when a syntax set is specified. If syntax items are subsequently added, 
new syntax parameter objects need to be generated for any new 
parameters in the syntax items. 

Axioms 

The axioms, for the most part, are generated from a syntax set. If new 
syntax items have been added since the axioms were specified, then 
new axioms must be generated to include their information. Axioms 
base and extended right hand sides also have to be updated if new 
queries are added to the AXClass object's syntax set. 

Documentation 

AXClass 

The documentation objects are typically created with a syntax 
definition. If new syntax items have been added since the 
documentation was initially created, then new documentation objects 
must be added for these. 

There are primarily two aggregate categories ofAXClass functionality; 
inheritance and database. 

Illiteritance 

An AXClass object can inherit specification information from zero or more 
existing AXClass objects. Once a superclass has been specified, its 
information is inserted into the current object's specification. 
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Database 

The database functionality includes saving and loading a database from disk 
and the generation of a number of databases internally. Long term storage 
is provided for specification maintenance and later reuse. 

Database information is generated for the most part internally, other than 
when objects are created interactively. 

Code Generation 

AXEnvironment generates two types of code; test suite of calls to AXTest, 
and Common Lisp generic functions. 

User File Input and Output 

There are three main types of information that can be generated and 
interacted with through files; syntax, axioms, and documentation. 

The Programming Interface 

All interaction with AX..Environment occurs in the current working directory. To 
change the directory, the function set-working-directory takes one parameter, either 
a string or a Common Lisp Pathname, representing the absolute pathname of the 
desired working directory. 

Parameters following the &key option are unordered and in some cases optional. To 
specify a key parameter in a function call, for the add-parent function example, which 
is defined below, one calls the function as usual and places a colon followed by the 
parameter's name immediately followed by the parameter's value for that particular 
invocation. 

Example function: add.parent name &key parent 

Example call: (add-parent 'name :parent 'parent-name) 

add·axiom axclass-name &key name type Ihs rhs q-base q-extended qbrhs qerhs 

Adds an axiom to the axiom set in the axclass-name AXClass object. 
Individual axioms can be completed and or subsequently changed with this 
function. 
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Axclass-name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. Name is 
a quoted symbol for the axiom's name, type is a quoted symbol and is one of 
{'query-new 'down-new 'query-up 'down-up 'definition}. Lhs is a quoted list of 
symbols for each of the routines in the left hand side of our axiom, i.e '(push 
top?) for the stack axiom named top?-push. What the remaining parameters 
are depends upon which type of axiom we're adding. Note: generate-axioms 
writes an axiom set for a specification as calls to add-axiom. The axiom right 
hand sides have to be filled in, so getting the right parameters for the right 
axioms straight is handled by AXEnvironment, all the user has to do is fiII in 
the appropriate slots in a name.ax file. 

For query-new axioms the rhs is a Common Lisp value. For down-new axioms 
the rhs is a list of query-value pairs. For query-up axioms the q-base and q
extended parameters are Common Lisp values. For down-up axioms the rhs 
is a list of upbulding operation symbol names in left-to-right order of their 
execution, the qbrhs and qerhs parameters are quoted lists of query-value pairs. 
For definition axioms, the rhs parameter is a quoted list of symbols of existing 
operations the syntax routine is defined in terms of, the qbrhs and 'qerhs 
parameters are quoted lists of query-value pairs. 

For each of the above axiom descriptions, only those parameters discussed for 
each axiom type are used in a call to add-axiom, i.e. query-new axioms have an 
axiom-name, Ihs, and rhs only. Query-up axioms have only axiom-name, lhs, 
q-base and q-extended components, etc .. 

add-documentation axclass-name &key name type description exceptions results 

Adds documentation for syntax or paramater items to the axclass-name's 
AXClass specification. 

Axclass-name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. Name is 
a quoted symbol for the syntax routine's or parameter's name, type is a quoted 
symbol and must be one of {'object 'syntax 'parameter}, description is a quoted 
string, and exceptions and results are both quoted strings. 

If the documentation type is 'object, then only the description is used and the 
other parameters are ignored if specified. If the documenation type is 'syntax, 
then all the parameters are used. If the documentation type is 'parameter, then 
only the documentation-name and description parameters are used. 
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If the axclass-name AXClass exists in AXEnvironment or on disk the 
documentation item is added to it. Ifaxclass-name isn't an existing axclass, a 
new AXClass, axclass-name, is created and the documentation is added to it. 

An error message is signaled if name isn't an existing syntax routine or 
parameter. 

add.parameter axclass-name &key name type option high-range low-range relational
expression documentation 

Adds the parameter item name and documentation to the axclass-name 
AXClass specification. 

Axclass-name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. Name is 
a quoted symbol for the syntax routine's name, type is a quoted symbol 
representing the Common Lisp data type the parameter is. Option is a quoted 
symbol and is the Common Lisp lambda-list keyword and is one of {'optional 
'rest 'key 'aux} if left out the parameter is assumed to be required -- as they are 
in Common Lisp. The high-range, low-range and relational-expression 
information are what the names imply, but are currenlty not used for anything 
other than informational purposes. Documentation is a string. 

If the axclass-name AXClass exists in AXEnvironment or on disk the 
parameter item is added to it. Ifaxclass-name isn't an existing axclass, a new 
AXClass, axclass-name, is created and the parameter item name with the 
remaining parameter information is then added to it. If the name parameter 
alread exists it is replaced by the new value. 

An error message is signaled if name isn't an existing parameter for one of the 
syntax routines added using add-syntax . 

.w.parent name &key parent 

Adds the parent AXClass syntactic and axiom information to the name 
AXClass. 

Both name and parent are symbols, i.e. 'name 'parent. The parent AXClass 
must be in the current working directory. If the name AXClass exists in either 
AXEnvironment or the current working directory, it's information is saved, 
then re-Ioaded as appropriate after adding the parent's information. If the 
either or both the name or parent AXClass contains axioms, they are saved, 
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a set of axioms is then generated based on the combined name and parent 
syntax, the parent's and then name's axioms are then added back to the name 
specification. 

add-syntax axclass-name &key name type parameters documentation 

Adds syntax items and their documentation to the axclass-name AXClass 
specification. 

Axclass-name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. Name is 
a quoted symbol for the syntax routine's name, type is a quoted symbol and 
must be one of {'constructor 'query 'upbuilding 'downbuilding 'definition} and 
parameters is a list of unquoted symbols, i.e. '(paraml param2 ... paramn). 
Documentation is a string. 

If the axclass-name AXClass exists in AXEnvironment or on disk the syntax 
item is added to it. Ifaxclass-name isn't an existing axclass, add-syntax creates 
a new AXClass, axclass-name, and adds the syntax item to it. 

For each of the parameter symbols in each of the syntax routines, the add
parameter routine must be used to add its type and any other information to 
the AXClass specification. If type information is not later added, the default 
is 'lisp. 

axtests name 

Loads a name.lsp source file, loads a name.tst file and captures it's calls to 
axtest in a name. res file. 

Name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. 

aenerate-axioms name 

Generates the axioms for the name AXClass and writes them to a name.ax 
file. 

Name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. 

The axiom left hand sides and right hand sides are written from appropriate 
AXClass syntax information as calls to add-axiom. 
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If the 'name axc1ass is in AXEnvironment, axioms are generated from this. 
Else, if a 'name.syn syntax file is in the current directory it is loaded and 
axioms are then generated. Else if a 'name. db axc1ass database is in the 
current directory, it is loaded and axioms are then generated. Otherwise an 
error is signaled that syntax must be defined before axioms can be generated. 

IJenerate-test-suite name &key type 

Generates a test suite for the name AXClass and writes it to a name.tst file. 

Name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. 

Type is a quoted symbol and is either 'axclass or 'axfunction. 

The test suite is written from either the appropriate AXClass's syntax and 
axioms information or the appropriate AXFunction's syntax as calls to axtest. 

If the 'name axc1ass is in AXEnvironment, the test suite is generated from 
this. Else, if type = 'axclass, if a 'name. ax file is in the current directory it is 
loaded and the test suite is then generated, if type = 'axfunction, if a 'name.syn 
file is in the current directory it is loaded and the test suite is then generated. 
Else if type = 'axclass, if a 'name. db database is in the current directory, it is 
loaded and the test suite is then generated. Otherwise an error is signaled 
that syntax and/or axioms must be defined before a test suite can be 
generated. 

Ioad-axclass name 

Loads the name AXClass from disk if it exists to AXEnvironment. 

Name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. 

If the name AXClass is already in AXEnvironment, the user is prompted if 
they want to load anyway. Any previously saved AXClass database can be 
loaded into AXEnvironment. 
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Ioad-axenvironment 

Loads each of the AXClass specifications that were in AXEnvironment when 
it was saved in the current working directory using store-axenvironment. The 
set-working-directory function is usually called prior to this function. 

lead-file name &key type 

Loads a name.xxx file dending on the type parameter. 

Name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. Type is a quoted 
symbol and is one of {'syntax 'axioms 'test-suite 'source}. 

If type = 'syntax: Loads a name.syn file. 

If type = 'axioms: Loads a name.ax file. 

If type = 'test-suite: Loads a name.tst file. 

If type = 'source: Loads a name.lsp file. 

I9cate-item axclass-name &key name type specific-type 

Locates and displays the name item, if it exists, from the axclass-name 
specification and indicates its non-existance otherwise. 

Axclass-name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. Name is 
a quoted symbol for the item's name, type is a quoted symbol and is one of 
{'syntax 'parameter 'axiom 'documentation}. Specific-type is a quoted symbol 
whose values depend upon what the value of type is. 

If type = 'syntax: then specific-type is one of {'query 'upbuilding 'downbuilding 
'definition} . ' 

If type = 'parameter: then specific-type is ignored. 

If type = 'axiom: then specific-type is one of {'query-new 'query-up 'down-new 
'down-up 'definition}. 

If type = 'documentation: then specific-type is one of { 'object 'syntax 'parameter}. 
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An error is displayed if axe/ass-name is in neither AXEnvironment nor the 
current working directory. 

ftmove-axclass name 

Removes the name AXClass from AXEnvironment. This doesn't affect 
axcIasses stored on disk. 

Name is a quoted symbol, i.e. 'name. 

ftIIIOve-item axe/ass-name &key name type specific-type 

Removes the name item from the axe/ass-name specification. 

Axe/ass-name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. Name is 
a quoted symbol for the item's name, type is a quoted symbol and is one of 
{'syntax 'parameter 'axiom 'documentation}. Specific-type is a quoted symbol 
whose values depend upon what the value of type is. 

If type = 'syntax: then specific-type is one of {'query 'upbuilding 'downbuilding 
'definition} . 

If type = 'parameter: then specific-type is ignored. 

If type = 'axiom: then specific-type is one of {'query-new 'query-up 'down-new 
'down-up 'definition}. 

If type = 'documentation: then specific-type is one of { 'object 'syntax 'parameter}. 

An error is displayed if axe/ass-name is in neither AXEnvironment nor the 
current working directory. 

set-working-directory path 

Sets the current working directory in AXEnvironment to be the string path. 

Path is a string. 
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Microsoft Windows requires double back slashes for directory delimiters. 
ex: (set-working-directory "\ \thesis\ \axenv\ \sources\ \ ") 
sets the current working directory to \thesis\axenv\sources on the current drive. 

Unix requires simply puting quotes around the absolute path name. 
ex: (set-working-directory "/usr/users/chays/axenv/sources/") 
sets the current directory to /usr/users/chays/axenv/sources 

store-axclass name 

Saves the name AXClass in a name. db file in the current working directory. 

Name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. 

If the name AXClass is already on disk the user is prompted if they want to 
overwrite it first. 

ltoJIe-axenvironment 

This function saves the AXEnvironment state in the current directory. An 
AXEnvironment state consists of the AXClass objects currently in RAM. 
Store-axenvironment first stores each of the AXClass specifications in 
AXEnvironment using the store-axclass function and then writes an "axenv.ini" 
file in the current directory containing a list of the AXClass object names. 
These names are used by load-axenvironment to restore the state. 

working-directory 

Returns the current working directory in AXEnvironment. 

write-file name &key type 

Writes anyone of or all of various user-oriented files dending on the type 
parameter. 

Name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. Type is a quoted 
symbol and is one of {'documentation 'source 'all}. 

If type = 'documentation: Writes name. doc file for the name AXClass. 
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If type = 'source: Writes name.lsp file for the name module. Generic 
functions are generated for each of the name AXClass's syntax routines. 

If type = 'all: Writes both the documentation and source files for the name 
AXClass. 

C.3 Query Interface 

The query interface is composed of two routines for either detailed AXClass 
information, or for listing available AXClasses in AXEnvironment and the current 
working directory. 

axclass-information name &key where 

Displays detailed information for the name AXClass. 

Name is a quoted symbol for an AXClass object, i.e. 'name. Where is a quoted 
symbol which is either left out or 'file. 

If name = 'all: the information is displayed for each of the AXClasses in 
AXEnvironment. Othewise, name is expected to be either an AXClass in 
AXEnvironment or on disk in the current working directory. 

Ifwhere = 'file: the syntax, parameter, documentation, and axiom information 
is written to a name.in! file. If where is unspecified, the information is 
displayed to Common Lisp's *standard-output*. 

_class-names 

Shows a listing of both the AXClass objects currently in AXEnvironment and 
the ones in the current working directory. 

axenvironment-tnt &optional s 

Returns the total number of tests (TNT) that would be needed for exaustive 
testing of s states for each of the AXClass objects currently in 
AXEnvironment. s is an integer > = 1. Returns the actual number of tests for 
each of the AXClass objects in AXEnviornment if s is not specified. 
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C.4 Chapter 4's Stack AXClass Specification 

This section lists the information maintained for a stack module, an AXClass 

specified object in AXEnvironment. The AXClass information is contained in its 

entirety in a database file. Usually, the user writes a syntax file containing calls to 

add-syntax, add-parameter, and add-documentation. The routine generate··axioms then 

compiles a set of axioms from this syntax information. The routine generate-test-suite 

compiles a test suite from the syntax and axiom information. The routine write-file 

is used to generate documentation and sources. Store-axclass saves an AXClass 

specification in the database file name.db. AXelass-information was called to write 

the stack.inf information file. 

If a user is working on a number of specifications, store-axenvironment saves 

each of the existing AXClass specifications and a axenv.ini file in the working

directory which contains a list of their names. Load-axenvironment can then restore 

the AXEnvironment state to where it was when store-axenvironment was called by 

calling load-axclass for each of these names. 

The following stack information involved the user writing a syntax specification 

and AXEnvironment subsequently generating the remainer of the information. 

As can be seen from the examples, AXEnvironment saves an enormous 

amount of typing of information for a specification that would be needed if it were 

done manually. It also generates a test-suite which can be run once the source code 

has been completed which provides good coverage of a module's state space -

providing a consistent level of testing adequacy. 
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The specification information for a stack object is included in sections C.4.l 

through C.4.B. CA.l contains the AXClass database stack db. CA.2 contains the 

AXClass syntax specification stacksyn. CA.3 contains the AXClass axiom 

specification stackax. CAA contains the AXClass test suite stack.tst. CA.5 contains 

the AXClass source prototypes in stacklsp. CA.6 contains the testing results file 

stack.res -- output from loading stacklsp and stacktst. CA.7 contains the AXClass 

documentation stack doc. CA.B contains the AXClass information file stackinf. 

The only information actually maintained in an AXClass object is the syntax, 

axiom, parameter, and documentation information. Everything else is compiled from 

this. 

C.4.1 The axcIass file stack.db 

", 
;;; STACK.db 

", 
;;; AXClass information for the STACK Object 

'" 

;; Syntax Information 

;; Constructor Syntax 

(MAKE-STACK (NIL) 

;; Query Syntax 

( 
(EMPTY? «STK») 
(TOP? «STK») 
) 

;; UpbuiJding Syntax 



( 
(PUSH «ITM STK») 
) 

;; Downbuilding Syntax 

( 
(POP «STK») 
) 

;; Definition Syntax 

( 
) 

;; Parameter Syntax 

( 
(ITM (LISP NIL NIL NIL NIL» 
(STK (STACK NIL NIL NIL NIL» 
) 

;; Axiom Information 

;; Query-new Axioms 

( 
(EMPTY?-MAKE-STACK «EMPTY?) NIL» 
(TOP?-MAKE-STACK «TOP?) NIL» 
) 

;; Down-new Axioms 

( 
(POP-MAKE-STACK «POP) «EMPTY? NIL) (TOP? NIL»))) 
) 

;; Query-up Axioms 

( 
(TOP?-PUSH «PUSH TOP?) NIL NIL» 
(EMPTY?-PUSH «PUSH EMPTY?) NIL NIL» 
) 

;; Down-up Axioms 

( 
(POP-PUSH «PUSH POP) «EMPTY? NIL) (TOP? NIL» «EMPTY? NIL) (TOP? NIL»» 
) 
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;; Definition Axioms 

( 
) 

;; Documentation Information 

;; Object Documentation 

"A Stack Module" 

;; Syntax Documentation 

( 
(MAKE-STACK (NIL "Stack Constructor" 'None Defined" "None Defined"» 
(EMPTY? «STK) "Predicate for an empty stack" "None Defined" "None Defined"» 
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(TOP? «STK) "returns the top element of a stack non-destructively" "None Defined" "None 
Defined"» 
(POP «STK) "pops the top off a stack" "None Defined" "None Defined"» 
(PUSH «ITM STK) "pushes an item onto a stack" "None Defined" "None Defined"» 
) 

;; Parameter Documentation 

( 
(ITM (NIL "Any lisp data type" "None Defined" "None Defined"» 
(STK (NIL "A stack object" "None Defined" "None Defined"» 
) 

'" ;;; STACK.db 

'" 

C.4.2 The syntax file stack.syn 

'" ;;; STACK.syn 

'" ;;; Syntax Information for the STACK Object 

'" 

;; QUERY ROUTINES 

(add-syntax 'STACK 
:type 'query 
: name 'TOP? 
:parameters '(STK) 



) 

(add-syntax 'STACK 
:type 'query 
:name 'EMPTY? 
:parameters '(STK) 
) 

;; CONSTRUCTOR ROUTINE 

(add-syntax 'STACK 
:type 'constructor 
:name 'MAKE-STACK 
:parameters 'NIL 
) 

;; UPBUILDING ROUTINES 

(add-syntax 'STACK 
:type 'upbuiJding 
:name 'PUSH 
:parameters '(ITM STK) 
) 

;; DOWNBUILDING ROUTINES 

(add-syntax 'STACK 
:type 'downbuilding 
:name 'POP 
:parameters '(STK) 
) 

;; DEFINITION ROUTINES 

;; PARAMETERS 

( add-parameter 'STACK 
:name'STK 
:type 'STACK 
:option 'NIL 
:low-range NIL 
:high-range NIL 
:relational-expression NIL 
) 
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(add-parameter 'STACK 
:name'ITM 
:type'LISP 
:option 'NIL 
:low-range NIL 
:high-range NIL 
:reJationaI-expression NIL 
) 

;; DOCUMENTATION 

;; OBJECT DOCUMENTATION 

( add-documentation 'STACK 
:type 'object 
:description "A Stack Module" 
) 

;; ROUTINE DOCUMENTATION 

( add-documentation 'STACK 
:name'TOP? 
:type 'syntax 
:description "returns the top element of a stack non-destructively" 
:exceptions "None Defined" 
:results "None Defined" 
) 

(add-documentation 'STACK 
:name 'MAKE-STACK 
:type 'syntax 
:description "Stack Constructor" 
:exceptions "None Defined" 
:results "None Defined" 
) 

( add-documentation 'STACK 
:name 'EMPTY? 
:type 'syntax 
:description "Predicate for an empty stack" 
:exceptions "None Defined" 
:results "None Defined" 
) 

(add-documentation 'STACK 
:name 'POP 
:type 'syntax 
:description "pops the top off a stack" 
:exceptions "None Defined" 
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:results "None Defined" 
) 

(add-documentation 'STACK 
:name 'PUSH 
:type 'syntax 
:description "pushes an item onto a stack" 
:exceptions "None Defined" 
:results "None Defined" 
) 

;; PARAMETER DOCUMENTATION 

(add-documentation 'STACK 
:name'STK 
:type 'parameter 
:description "A stack object" 
) 

( add-documentation 'STACK 
:name'ITM 
:type 'parameter 
:description "Any lisp data type" 
) 

'" ;;; STACK.syn 

'" 

C.4.3 The axiom file stack. ax 

'" ;;; STACK.ax 

'" ;;; Axioms for the STACK Object 

'" 

;; QUERY-NEW AXIOMS 

(add-axiom'STACK 
:name'TOP?-MAKE-STACK 
:type 'query-new 
:Ihs '(TOP?) 
:rhs NIL 
) 

(add-axiom 'STACK 
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:name 'EMPTY?-MAKE-STACK 
:type 'query-new 
:Ihs '(EMPTY?) 
:rhs NIL 
) 

;; DOWN-NEW AXIOMS 

(add-axiom 'STACK 
:name 'POP-MAKE-STACK 
:type 'down-new 
:lhs '(POP) 
:rhs '«EMPTY? NIL) (TOP? NIL» 
) 

;; QUERY-UP AXIOMS 

(add-axiom'STACK 
:name 'EMPTY?-PUSH 
:type 'query-up 
:1hs '(PUSH EMPTY?) 
:q-base NIL 
:q-extended NIL 
) 

(add-axiom 'STACK 
:name'TOP?-PUSH 
:type 'query-up 
:Ihs '(PUSH TOP?) 
:q-base NIL 
:q-extended NIL 
) 

;; DOWN-UP AXIOMS 

(add-axiom'STACK 
:name 'POP-PUSH 
:type 'down-up 
:Ihs '(PUSH POP) 
:qbrhs '«EMPTY? NIL) (TOP? NIL» 
:qerhs '«EMPTY? NIL) (TOP? NIL» 
) 

;; DEFS AXIOMS 
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", 
;;; STACK.ax 

", 

C.4.4 The test-suite file stack.tst 

", 
;;; STACK.tst 

", 
;;; A Test Suite for the STACK Object 

", 

;;; Query-New Axiom Tests 

(axtest "EMPTY?-MAKE-STACK" ( 
(setq objectl (MAKE-STACK) ) 
(EMPTY? object 1 ) 
) 
t 
) 

(axtest "TOP?-MAKE-STACK" ( 
(setq objectl (MAKE-STACK) ) 
(TOP? objectl) 
) 
NIL 
) 

;;; Query-Up Axiom Tests 

;; Que!"'}-up on one upbuilding (base case) tests 

(axtest "TOP?-PUSH" ( 
(setq object 1 (MAKE-STACK) ) 
(PUSH 92 objectl) 
(TOP? objectl) 
) 
92 
) 

(axtest "EMPTY?-PUSH" ( 
(setq objectl (MAKE-STACK) ) 
(PUSH 48 objectl ) 
(EMPTY? objectl) 
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) 
NIL 
) 

;; Query-up on extended states tests 

(axtest "TOP?-PUSH" ( 
(setq object1 (MAKE-STACK) ) 
(PUSH 7 object1) 
(PUSH 2 object1) 
(PUSH 82 object1 ) 
(PUSH 17 object1 ) 
(PUSH 85 object1) 
(PUSH 43 object1) 
(PUSH 46 object1 ) 
(PUSH 77 objectl) 
(PUSH 28 object1) 
(PUSH 20 object1) 
(TOP? objectl) 
) 
20 
) 

(axtest "EMPTY?-PUSH" ( 
(setq object1 (MAKE-STACK) ) 
(PUSH 77 objectl) 
(PUSH 40 object1) 
(PUSH 87 object1 ) 
(PUSH 18 objectl) 
(PUSH 32 object1 ) 
(PUSH 17 object1 ) 
(PUSH 22 objectl ) 
(PUSH 98 object1 ) 
(PUSH 64 object1 ) 
(PUSH 72 object1 ) 
(EMPTY? object1) 
) 
NIL 
) 

;;; Down-New Axiom Tests 

(axtest "POP-MAKE-STACK" ( 
(setq object1 (MAKE-STACK) ) 
(POP object1 ) 
(EMPTY? object1) 
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) 
t 
) 

(axtest "POP-MAKE-STACK" ( 
(setq object1 (MAKE-STACK) ) 
(POP objectl) 
(TOP? object1) 
) 
NIL 
) 

;;; Down-Up Axiom Tests 

;; Down-up on one upbuilding (base case) tests 

(axtest "POP-PUSH" ( 
(setq object1 (MAKE-STACK) ) 
(PUSH 70 object1) 
(POP object1) 
(EMPTY? object1) 
) 
t 

) 

(axtest "POP-PUSH" ( 
(setq object1 (MAKE-STACK) ) 
(PUSH 26 object1) 
(POP object1) 
(TOP? object1) 
) 
NIL 
) 

;; Down-up on extended states tests 

(axtest "POP-PUSH" ( 
(setq object1 (MAKE-STACK) ) 
(PUSH 94 objectl) 
(PUSH 63 object1) 
(PUSH 5 objectl) 
(PUSH 30 objectl) 
(PUSH 30 object1 ) 
(PUSH 97 object1 ) 
(PUSH 17 object1 ) 
(PUSH 63 object1) 
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(PUSH 81 objectl) 
(PUSH 35 objectl) 
(PUSH 49 object1) 
(POP object1) 
(EMPTY? objectl) 
) 
NIL 
) 

(axtest "POP-PUSH" ( 
(setq object1 (MAKE-STACK) ) 
(PUSH 86 object1) 
(PUSH 71 object1) 
(PUSH 53 objectl) 
(PUSH 82 object1) 
(PUSH 57 object1) 
(PUSH 59 object1) 
(PUSH 71 object1) 
(PUSH 54 object1) 
(PUSH 59 object1) 
(PUSH 39 objectl) 
(PUSH 96 objectl ) 
(POP objectl) 
(TOP? object1) 
) 
39 
) 

;;; Definition Axiom Tests 

'" ;;; STACK.tst 

'" 

C.4.! The source file stack.lsp 

'" ;;; STACK.lsp 

'" ;;; Generic Functions for the STACK Object 

'" 

;; QUERY ROUTINES 

;( defgeneric EMPTY? (STK) ) 
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(defmethod empty? «stk list)) 
(null stk) 

) 

;(defgeneric TOP? (STK) ) 

(defmethod top? «stk list)) 
(first stk) 

) 

;; CONSTRUcrOR ROUTINE 

(defun MAKE-STACK 0 
(make-list 0) 

) 

;; UPBUILDING ROUTINES 

;(defgeneric PUSH (ITM STK) ) 
; in common lisp already 

;; DOWNBUILDING ROUTINES 

;(defgeneric POP (STK) ) 
; in common lisp already 

;; DEFINITION ROUTINES 

'" ;;; STACK.lsp 

'" 

C.4.' The testing results file stack.res 

These Testing Results are for the STACK Module 

There were 12 Total Tests 

The Number of Passed tests is 12 

The Number of Failed tests is 0 

For a 100.00 % Success Ratio 

[Testing ... ] 
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- Description - EMPTY?-MAKE-STACK 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (MAKE-STACK» (EMPTY? OBJECT1» 
- Value - T 
- Expected Value - T 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing .. oj 

- Description - TOP?-MAKE-STACK 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (MAKE-STACK» (TOP? OBJECT1» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing .. oj 

- Description - TOP?-PUSH 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (MAKE-STACK» (PUSH 92 OBJECT1) (TOP? OBJECT1» 
- Value - 92 
- Expected Value - 92 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing .. oj 

- Description - EMPTY?-PUSH 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (MAKE-STACK» (PUSH 48 OBJECT1) (EMPTY? OBJECT1» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing .. oj 

- Description - TOP?-PUSH 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTl (MAKE-STACK» (PUSH 7 OBJECT1) (PUSH 2 OBJECT1) 
(PUSH 82 OBJECT1) (PUSH 17 OBJECT1) (PUSH 85 OBJECTl) (PUSH 43 OBJECTl) (PUSH 
46 OBJECT1) (PUSH 77 OBJECT1) (PUSH 28 OBJECT1) (PUSH 20 OBJECT1) (TOP? 
OBJECT1» 
- Value - 20 
- Expected Value - 20 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing .. oj 

- Description - EMPTY?-PUSH 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (MAKE-STACK» (PUSH 77 OBJECT1) (PUSH 40 OBJECT1) 
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(PUSH 87 OBJECTl) (PUSH 18 OBJECTl) (PUSH 32 OBJECTl) (PUSH 17 OBJECTl) (PUSH 
22 OBJECTl) (PUSH 98 OBJECTl) (PUSH 64 OBJECTl) (PUSH 72 OBJECTl) (EMPTY? 
OBJECTl» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... J 

- Description - POP-MAKE-STACK 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT 1 (MAKE-STACK» (POP OBJECTl) (EMPTY? OBJECT!» 
- Value - T 
- Expected Value - T 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... J 

- Description - POP-MAKE-ST ACK 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT! (MAKE-STACK» (POP OBJECT!) (TOP? OBJECT!» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... J 

- Description - POP-PUSH 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT! (MAKE-STACK» (PUSH 70 OBJECT!) (POP OBJECTl) 
(EMPTY? OBJECTl» 
- Value - T 
- Expected Value - T 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... J 

- Description - POP-PUSH 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT! (MAKE-STACK» (PUSH 26 OBJECT1) (POP OBJECTl) 
(TOP? OBJECTl» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... J 

- Description - POP-PUSH 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT! (MAKE-STACK» (PUSH 94 OBJECTl) (PUSH 63 OBJECTl) 
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(PUSH 5 OBJECTl) (PUSH 30 OBJECT1) (PUSH 30 OBJECT1) (PUSH 97 OBJECT1) (PUSH 17 
OBJECT1) (PUSH 63 OBJECT1) (PUSH 81 OBJECT1) (PUSH 35 OBJECT1) (PUSH 49 
OBJECT1) (POP OBJECT1) (EMPTY? OBJECT1» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - POP-PUSH 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (MAKE-STACK» (PUSH 86 OBJECT1) (PUSH 71 OBJECT1) 
(PUSH 53 OBJECT1) (PUSH 82 OBJECT1) (PUSH 57 OBJECT1) (PUSH 59 OBJECT1) (PUSH 
71 OBJECT1) (PUSH 54 OBJECT1) (PUSH 59 OBJECT1) (PUSH 39 OBJECT1) (PUSH 96 
OBJECT1) (POP OBJECT1) (TOP? OBJECT1» 
- Value - 39 
- Expected Value - 39 
- Result - PASSED 

C.4.7 The documentation file stack.doc 

'" ;;; STACK.doc 

'" ;;; Documentation for the STACK Object 

'" 

OBJECT DOCUMENTATION 

STACK 

:description 
A Stack Module 

SYNTAX DOCUMENTATION 

MAKE-STACK 0 

:description 
Stack Constructor 
:exceptions 
None Defined 
:results 



None Defined 

EMPTY? (STK) 

:description 
Predicate for an empty stack 
:exceptions 
None Defined 
:results 
None Defined 

TOP? (STK) 

:description 
returns the top element of a stack non-destructively 
:exceptions 
None Defined 
:results 
None Defined 

POP (STK) 

:description 
pops the top off a stack 
:exceptions 
None Defined 
:results 
None Defined 

PUSH (ITM STK) 

:description 
pushes an item onto a stack 
:exceptions 
None Defined 
: results 
None Defined 

PARAMETER DOCUMENTATION 

ITM 

:description 
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Any lisp data type 

STK. 

:description 
A stack object 

'" ;;; STACK.doc 

'" 

C.4.8 The information file stack.in! 

'" ;;; STACK.inf 

'" ;;; Information for the STACK Object ... 
'" 
The STACK AXClass Object has: 

2 query routines 
They are named: EMPTY? TOP? 

1 upbuilding routines 
They are named: PUSH MAKE-STACK 

1 downbuilding routines 
They are named: POP 

o definition routines 
They are named: 

2 parameters 
They are named: ITM STK 

2 query-new axioms 
They are named: EMPTY?-MAKE-STACK TOP?-MAKE-STACK 

1 down-new axioms 
They are named: POP-MAKE-STACK 

2 query-up axioms 
They are named: TOP?-PUSH EMPTY'!-PUSH 

1 down-up axioms 
They are named: POP-PUSH 
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o definition axioms 
They are named: 

5 syntax routines documented 
These are: MAKE-STACK EMPTY? TOP? POP PUSH 

2 parameters documented 
These are: ITM STK 

Documentation for the STACK object is: 
A Stack Module 

'" ;;; STACK.inf 

'" 
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C.S Chapter 3's Counter AXClass Specification 

The specification information for a counter object is included in sections C.S.1 

through C.S.B. C.S.l contains the AXClass database counter. db. C.S.2 contains the 

AXClass syntax specification counter.syn. C.5.3 contains the AXClass axiom 

specification counter. ax. C.SA contains the AXClass test suite counter.tst. C.5.S 

contains the AXClass source prototypes in counter.lsp. C.S.6 contains the testing 

results file counter. res -- output from loading counter.lsp and counter.tst. C.S.7 

contains the AXClass documentation counter.doc. C.S.B contains the AXClass 

information file counter.inf. 

The only information actually maintained in an AXClass object is the syntax, 

axiom, parameter, and documentation information. Everything else is compiled from 

this. 

C.s.t The axcIass file counter.db 

'" ;;; COUNTER.db 

'" 
;;; AXClass information for the COUNTER Object 

'" 

;; Syntax Information 

;; Constructor Syntax 

(NEW (NIL» 

;; Query Syntax 

( 
(UNDERFLOW? «COUNTER))) 
(COUNT? «COUNTER))) 



(O? «COUNTER») 
) 

;; Upbuilding Syntax 

( 
(INCREMENT «COUNTER») 
(SET-COUNT «COUNTER N») 
) 

;; Downbuilding Syntax 

( 
(DECREMENT «COUNTER») 
) 

;; Definition Syntax 

( 
) 

;; Parameter Syntax 

( 
(N (INTEGER NIL NIL NIL NIL» 
(COUNTER (COUNTER NIL NIL NIL NIL» 
) 

;; Axiom Information 

;; Query-new Axioms 

( 
(UNDERFLOW?-NEW «UNDERFLOW?) NIL» 
(COUNT?-NEW «COUNT?) NIL» 
(O?-NEW «O?) NIL» 
) 

;; Down-new Axioms 

( 
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(DECREMENT-NEW «DECREMENT) «UNDERFLOW? NIL) (COUNT? NIL) (O? NIL»» 
) 

;; Query-up Axioms 

( 
(O?-SET-COUNT «SET-COUNT 01) NIL NIL» 
(O?-INCREMENT «INCREMENT O?) NIL NIL» 



(COUNT?-SET-COUNT «SET-COUNT COUNT?) NIL NIL» 
(COUNT?-INCREMENT «INCREMENT COUNT?) NIL NIL» 
(UNDERFLOW?-SET-COUNT «SET-COUNT UNDERFLOW?) NIL NIL» 
(UNDERFLOW?-INCREMENT «(INCREMENT UNDERFLOW?) NIL NIL» 
) 

;; Down-up Axioms 

( 
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(DECREMENT-SET-COUNT «SET-COUNT DECREMENT) «UNDERFLOW? NIL) (COUNT? 
NIL) (O? NIL» «UNDERFLOW? NIL) (COUNT? NIL) (O? NIL»» 
(DECREMENT-INCREMENT «INCREMENT DECREMENT) «UNDERFLOW? NIL) (COUNT? 
NIL) (O? NIL» «UNDERFLOW? NIL) (COUNT? NIL) (O? NIL»» 
) 

;; Definition Axioms 

( 
) 

;; Documentation Information 

;; Object Documentation 

"A counter Module" 

;; Syntax Documentation 

( 
(UNDERFLOW? «COUNTER) "Predicate to see if the current count is less than 0" NIL NIL» 
(COUNT? «COUNTER) "Returns the current count" NIL NIL» 
(O? «COUNTER) "Predicate to see if the current count is 0" NIL NIL» 
(DECREMENT «COUNTER) "Decrements the counter by 1" NIL NIL» 
(INCREMENT «COUNTER) "Increments the counter by 1" NIL NIL» 
(SET-COUNT «COUNTER N) "Sets the count to the n parameter" NIL NIL» 
(NEW (NIL "Creates a new instance of a counter" NIL NIL» 
) 

;; Parameter Documentation 

( 
(N (NIL "A Non-negative Integer" "None Defined" "None Defined"» 
(COUNTER (NIL "A counter object" "None Defined" "None Defined"» 
) 

'" ;;; COUNTER.db 

'" 



C.!.2 The syntax file counter.syn 

" ;; counter .syn 

" ;; counter syntax 

" 

(add-syntax 'counter 
:name 'new 
:type 'constructor 
) 

(add-syntax 'counter 
:name 'set-count 
:type 'upbuilding 
:parameters '(counter n) 
) 

(add-syntax 'counter 
:name 'increment 
:type 'upbuilding 
:parameters '(counter) 
) 

(add-syntax 'counter 
:name 'decrement 
:type 'downbuilding 
:parameters ' (counter) 
) 

(add-syntax 'counter 
:name 'O? 
:type 'query 
:parameters ' ( counter) 
) 

(add-syntax 'counter 
:name 'count? 
:type 'query 
:parameters '(counter) 
) 

(add-syntax 'counter 
:name 'underflow? 
:type 'query 
:parameters '(counter) 
) 
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(add-parameter 'counter 
:name 'counter 
:type 'counter 
) 

(add-parameter 'counter 
:name 'n 
:type 'integer 
) 

(add-documentation 'counter 
:type 'object 
:description "A counter Module" 
) 

(add-documentation 'counter 
:type 'syntax 
:name 'new 
:description "Creates a new instance of a counter" 
) 

(add-documentation 'counter 
:type 'syntax 
:name 'set-count 
:description "Sets the count to the n parameter" 
) 

(add-documentation 'counter 
:type 'syntax 
:name 'increment 
:description "Increments the counter by 1" 
) 

(add-documentation 'counter 
:type 'syntax 
:name 'decrement 
:description "Decrements the counter by I" 
) 

(add-documentation 'counter 
:type 'syntax 
:name 'O? 
:description "Predicate to see if the current count is 0" 
) 

(add-documentation 'counter 
:type 'syntax 
:name 'underflow? 
:description "Predicate to see if the current count is less than 0" 
) 
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(add-documentation 'counter 
:type 'syntax 
:name 'count? 
:description "Returns the current count" 
) 

(add-documentation 'counter 
:type 'parameter 
:name 'counter 
:description "A counter object" 
) 

(add-documentation 'counter 
:type 'parameter 
:name 'n 
:description "A Non-negative Integer" 
) 

;; counter .syn 

C.S.3 The axiom file counter.ax 

'" ;;; COUNTER.ax 

'" ;;; Axioms for the COUNTER Object 

'" 

;; QUERY-NEW AXIOMS 

(add-axiom 'COUNTER 
:name 'O?-NEW 
:type 'query-new 
:Ihs 'CO?) 
:rhs NIL 
) 

(add-axiom 'COUNTER 
:name 'COUNT?-NEW 
:type 'query-new 
:lhs '(COUNT?) 
:rhs NIL 
) 

(add-axiom 'COUNTER 
:name 'UNDERFLOW?-NEW 
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:type 'query-new 
:Jhs '(UNDERFLOW?) 
:rhs NIL 
) 

;; DOWN-NEW AXIOMS 

(add-axiom 'COUNTER 
:name 'DECREMENT-NEW 
:type 'down-new 
:Jhs '(DECREMENT) 
:rhs '«UNDERFLOW? NIL) (COUNT? NIL) (O? NIL» 
) 

;; QUERY-UP AXIOMS 

(add-axiom 'COUNTER 
:name 'UNDERFLOW?-INCREMENT 
:type 'query-up 
:Jhs '(INCREMENT UNDERFLOW?) 
:q-base NIL 
:q-extended NIL 
) 

(add-axiom 'COUNTER 
:name 'UNDERFLOW?-SET-COUNT 
:type 'query-up 
:lhs '(SET-COUNT UNDERFLOW?) 
:q-base NIL 
:q-extended NIL 
) 

(add-axiom 'COUNTER 
:name 'COUNT?-INCREMENT 
:type 'query-up 
:lhs '(INCREMENT COUNT?) 
:q-base NIL 
:q-extended NIL 
) 

(add-axiom 'COUNTER 
:name 'COUNT?-SET-COUNT 
:type 'query-up 
:Ihs '(SET-COUNT COUNT?) 
:q-base NIL 
:q-extended NIL 
) 
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(add-axiom 'COUNTER 
:name 'O?-INCREMENT 
:type 'query-up 
:lhs '(INCREMENT O?) 
:q-base NIL 
:q-extended NIL 
) 

(add-axiom 'COUNTER 
:name 'O?-SET-COUNT 
:type 'query-up 
:lhs '(SET-COUNT O?) 
:q-base NIL 
:q-extended NIL 
) 

;; DOWN-UP AXIOMS 

(add-axiom 'COUNTER 
:name'DECREMENT-INCREMENT 
:type 'down-up 
:lhs '(INCREMENT DECREMENT) 
:qbrhs '«UNDERFLOW? NIL) (COUNT? NIL) (O? NIL» 
:qerhs '«UNDERFLOW? NIL) (COUNT? NIL) (O? NIL» 
) 

(add-axiom 'COUNTER 
:name'DECREMENT-SET-COUNT 
:type 'down-up 
:lhs '(SET-COUNT DECREMENT) 
:qbrhs '«UNDERFLOW? NIL) (COUNT? NIL) (O? NIL» 
:qerhs '«UNDERFLOW? NIL) (COUNT? NIL) (O? NIL» 
) 

j; DEFS AXIOMS 

'" ;;; COUNTER ax 

'" 

C.S.4 The test suite file counter.tst 

,It 

;;; COUNTERtst 

'" ;;j A Test Suite for the COUNTER Object 
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'" 

;;; Query-New Axiom Tests 

(axtest "UNDERFLOW?-NEW" ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(UNDERFLOW? object1) 
) 
NIL 
) 

(axtest "COUNT?-NEW" ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(COUNT? object1) 
) 
o 
) 

(axtest "O?-NEW" ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(O? objectl) 
) 
t 
) 

;;; Query-Up Axiom Tests 

;; Query-up on one upbuilding (base case) tests 

(axtest "O?-SET-COUNT" ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(SET-COUNT object1 243 ) 
(O? object1) 
) 
NIL 
) 

(axtest "O?-INCREMENT' ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(O? object1) 
) 
NIL 
) 

(axtest "COUNT?-SET-COUNT' ( 
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(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 246 ) 
(COUNT? object1) 
) 
246 
) 

(axtest "COUNT?-INCREMENT" ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT object1 ) 
(COUNT? objectl) 
) 
1 
) 

(axtest "UNDERFLOW?-SET-COUNT" ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(SET-COUNT object1 277 ) 
(UNDERFLOW? object1) 
) 
NIL 
) 

(axtest "UNDERFLOW?-INCREMENT" ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT object1 ) 
(UNDERFLOW? objectl) 
) 
NIL 
) 

;; Query-up on one extended states tests 

(axtest "O?-SET-COUNT" ( 
(setq objectl (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(INCREMENT object1 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 28 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 220 ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 177) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 77 ) 
(O? object1) 
) 
NIL 
) 

(axtest "O?-INCREMENT" ( 
(setq objectl (NEW) ) 
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(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(INCREMENT object 1 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 240 ) 
(SET-COUNT object 1 287 ) 
(INCREMENT object 1 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 18 ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(01 object 1 ) 
) 
NIL 
) 

(axtest "COUNT?-SET-COUNT" ( 
(setq objectl (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT object 1 ) 
(INCREMENT object 1 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 32 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 217 ) 
(INCREMENT object 1 ) 
(SET-COUNT object 1 17) 
(SET-COUNT obje'ctl 222 ) 
(COUNT? objectl) 
) 
222 
) 

(axtest "COUNT?-INCREMENT" ( 
(setq objectl (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(SET-COUNT object 1 198 ) 
(SET-COUNT object 1 164 ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 72) 
(INCREMENT object 1 ) 
(COUNT? objectl) 
) 
73 
) 

(axtest "UNDERFLOW?-SET-COUNT" ( 
(setq objectl (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT object 1 ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 170 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 26 ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 194 ) 
(SET-COUNT object 1 177) 
(UNDERFLOW? objectl) 
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) 
NIL 
) 

(axtest "UNDERFLOW?-INCREMENT" ( 
(setq objectl (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT object 1 ) 
(INCREMENT object 1 ) 
(SET-COUNT object1 163 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 105 ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(SET-COUNT object 1 130 ) 
(INCREMENT objectl) 
(UNDERFLOW? objectl) 
) 
NIL 
) 

;;; Down-New Axiom Tests 

(axtest "DECREMENT-NEW" ( 
(setq objectl (NEW) ) 
(DECREMENT objectl) 
(UNDERFLOW? objectl) 
) 
t 
) 

(axtest "DECREMENT-NEW" ( 
(setq object 1 (NEW) ) 
(DECREMENT objectl) 
(COUNT? object 1 ) 
) 
-1 
) 

(axtest "DECREMENT-NEW" ( 
(setq object 1 (NEW) ) 
(DECREMENT objectl) 
(O? objectl) 
) 
NIL 
) 

;;; Down-Up Axiom Tests 

;; Down-up on one upbuilding (base case) tests 
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(axtest "DECREMENT-SET-COUNT" ( 
(setq objectl (NEW) ) 
(SET-COUNT object1 30 ) 
(DECREMENT object1) 
(UNDERFLOW? objectl) 
) 
NIL 
) 

(axtest "DECREMENT-SET-COUNT" ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 197 ) 
(DECREMENT object1 ) 
(COUNT? object1) 
) 
196 
) 

(axtest "DECREMENT-SET-COUNT" ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 117 ) 
(DECREMENT object1) 
(O? object1) 
) 
NIL 
) 

(axtest "DECREMENT-INCREMENT" ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(DECREMENT object1 ) 
(UNDERFLOW? object1) 
) 
NIL 
) 

(axtest "DECREMENT-INCREMENT" ( 
(setq objectl (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT object! ) 
(DECREMENT object1) 
(COUNT? object!) 
) 
o 
) 

(axtest "DECREMENT-INCREMENT' ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT object! ) 
(DECREMENT object! ) 
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(O? objectl) 
) 
t 
) 

;; Down-up on extended states tests 

(axtest "DECREMENT-SET-COUNT" ( 
(setq objectl (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(SET-COUNT object 1 163 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 181 ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 135 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 49 ) 
(DECREMENT objectl) 
(UNDERFLOW? objectl) 
) 
NIL 
) 

(axtest "DECREMENT-SET-COUNT" ( 
(setq objectl (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 186 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 171 ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 253 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 82 ) 
(DECREMENT objectl ) 
(COUNT? objectl) 
) 
81 
) 

(axtest "DECREMENT-SET-COUNT" ( 
(setq objectl (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 57 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 259 ) 
(INCREMENT objectl ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 171 ) 
(SET-COUNT objectl 154 ) 
(DECREMENT objectl ) 
(O? objectl) 
) 
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NIL 
) 

(axtest I1DECREMENT-INCREMENTI1 ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT object! ) 
(INCREMENT object! ) 
(SET-COUNT object! 59 ) 
(SET-COUNT object! 239 ) 
(INCREMENT object1) 
(SET-COUNT object! 296 ) 
(INCREMENT object1 ) 
(DECREMENT object!) 
(UNDERFLOW? object1) 
) 
NIL 
) 

(axtest I1DECREMENT-INCREMENTI1 ( 
(setq object1 (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT object1 ) 
(INCREMENT object1 ) 
(SET-COUNT object! 233 ) 
(SET-COUNT object! 69 ) 
(INCREMENT object1 ) 
(SET-COUNT object1 137 ) 
(INCREMENT object1 ) 
(DECREMENT object1) 
(COUNT? object!) 
) 
137 
) 

(axtest I1DECREMENT-INCREMENT" ( 
(setq object! (NEW) ) 
(INCREMENT object1 ) 
(INCREMENT object1 ) 
(SET-COUNT object! 201 ) 
(SET-COUNT object! 15 ) 
(INCREMENT object1 ) 
(SET-COUNT object1 183 ) 
(INCREMENT object1 ) 
(DECREMENT object1) 
(O? object1) 
) 
NIL 
) 

;;; Definition Axiom Tests 
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'" ;;; COUNTER.tst 

'" 

c.!.! The source file counter.lsp 

'" ;;; COUNTER.Isp 

'" ;;; Generic Functions for the COUNTER Object 

'" 

;; QUERY ROUTINES 

;(defgeneric UNDERFLOW? (COUNTER) ) 

(defun underflow? (counter) 
« counter 0) 

) 

;(defgeneric COUNT? (COUNTER) ) 

(defun count? (counter) 
counter 

) 

;(defgeneric O? (COUNTER) ) 

(defun O? (counter) 
(zerop counter) 

) 

;; CONSTRUCTOR ROUTINE 

(defun NEW 0 0) 

;; UPBUILDING ROUTINES 

j(defgeneric INCREMENT (COUNTER) ) 

(defmacro increment (counter) 
'(incf ,counter) 
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) 

;(defgeneric SET·COUNT (COUNTER N» 

(defmacro set·count (counter n) 
'(setf ,counter ,n) 

) 

;; DOWNBUILDING ROUTINES 

;(defgeneric DECREMENT (COUNTER) ) 

(defmacro decrement (counter) 
'(decf ,counter) 

) 

;; DEFINITION ROUTINES 

'" ;;; COUNTER.lsp 

'" 

C.!., The testing results file counter.res 

These Testing Results are for the COUNTER Module 

There were 30 Total Tests 

The Number of Passed tests is 30 

The Number of Failed tests is 0 

For a 100.00 % Success Ratio 

[Testing ... ] 

• Description. UNDERFLOW?·NEW 
• Sequence A· «SETQ OBJECfl (NEW» (UNDERFLOW? OBJECfl» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result • PASSED 
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[Testing .. oj 

- Description - COUNT?-NEW 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (NEW)) (COUNT? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - 0 
- Expected Value - 0 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing .. oj 

- Description - O?-NEW 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (NEW)) (O? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - T 
- Expected Value - T 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing .. oj 

- Description - O?-SET-COUNT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (NEW)) (SET-COUNT OBJECT1 243) (O? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Rel>ult - PASSED 

[Testing .. oj 

- Description - O?-INCREMENT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (NEW)) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (O? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing .. oj 

- Description - COUNT?-SET-COUNT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (NEW)) (SET-COUNT OBJECT1 246) (COUNT? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - 246 
- Expected Value - 246 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing .. oj 

- Description - COUNT?-INCREMENT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (NEW)) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (COUNT? OBJECT1)) 
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- Value - 1 
- Expected Value - 1 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - UNDERFLOW?-SET-COUNT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTI (NEW» (SET-COUNT OBJECTI 277) (UNDERFLOW? 
OBJECTl» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - UNDERFLOW?-INCREMENT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTI (NEW» (INCREMENT OBJECTl) (UNDERFLOW? 
OBJECTl» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - O?-SET-COUNT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTl (NEW» (INCREMENT OBJECTl) (INCREMENT OBJECTl) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTI 28) (SET-COUNT OBJECTI 220) (INCREMENT OBJECTl) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTI177) (SET-COUNT OBJECTI 77) (O? OBJECTl» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - O?-INCREMENT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTl (NEW» (INCREMENT OBJECTl) (INCREMENT OBJECTl) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 240) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl 287) (INCREMENT OBJECTl) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 18) (INCREMENT OBJECTl) (O? OBJECTl» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - CO UNT? -SET-CO UNT 
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- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTl (NEW» (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 32) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl 217) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl17) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl 222) (COUNT? OBJECT1» 
- Value - 222 
- Expected Value - 222 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... J 

- Description - COUNT?-INCREMENT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTl (NEW» (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 198) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl 164) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 72) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (COUNT? OBJECT1» 
- Value - 73 
- Expected Value - 73 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - UNDERFLOW?-SET-COUNT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTl (NEW» (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 170) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl 26) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl194) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl177) (UNDERFLOW? OBJECT1» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - UNDERFLOW?-INCREMENT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTl (NEW» (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 163) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl 105) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl130) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (UNDERFLOW? OBJECT1» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - DECREMENT-NEW 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTl (NEW» (DECREMENT OBJECT1) (UNDERFLOW? 
OBJECT1» 
- Value - T 
- Expected Value - T 
- Result - PASSED 
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[Testing ... ] 

- Description - DECREMENT-NEW 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (NEW)) (DECREMENT OBJECT1) (COUNT? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - -1 
- Expected Value - -1 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - DECREMENT-NEW 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (NEW)) (DECREMENT OBJECT1) (O? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - DECREMENT-SET-COUNT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (NEW)) (SET-COUNT OBJECT1 30) (DECREMENT 
OBJECT1) (UNDERFLOW? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - DECREMENT-SET-COUNT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (NEW)) (SET-COUNT OBJECT1 197) (DECREMENT 
OBJECT1) (COUNT? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - 196 
- Expected Value - 196 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - DECREMENT-SET-COUNT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (NEW)) (SET-COUNT OBJECT1 117) (DECREMENT 
OBJECT1) (O? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 
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- Description - DECREMENT-INCREMENT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (NEW)) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (DECREMENT OBJECT1) 
(UNDERFLOW? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... J 

- Description - DECREMENT-INCREMENT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTl (NEW)) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (DECREMENT OBJECT1) 
(COUNT? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - 0 
- Expected Value - 0 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... J 

- Description - DECREMENT-INCREMENT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTl (NEW)) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (DECREMENT OBJECT1) 
(O? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - T 
- Expected Value - T 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... J 

- Description - DECREMENT-SET-COUNT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTl (NEW)) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 163) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl 181) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 135) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl 49) (DECREMENT OBJECT1) 
(UNDERFLOW? OBJECT1)) 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... J 

- Description - DECREMENT-SET-COUNT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTl (NEW)) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 186) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl 171) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 253) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl 82) (DECREMENT OBJECT1) (COUNT? 
OBJECT1)) 
- Value - 81 
- Expected Value - 81 
- Result - PASSED 
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[Testing ... ] 

- Description - DECREMENT-SET-COUNT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTI (NEW» (INCREMENT OBJECTl) (INCREMENT OBJECTl) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTI 57) (SET-COUNT OBJECTI 259) (INCREMENT OBJECTl) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 171) (SET-COUNT OBJECTI 154) (DECREMENT OBJECTl) (O? 
OBJECTl» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - DECREMENT-INCREMENT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTI (NEW» (INCREMENT OBJECTl) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECT1 59) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl 239) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECT 1 296) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (DECREMENT OBJECT1) 
(UNDERFLOW? OBJECT1» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - DECREMENT-INCREMENT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECT1 (NEW» (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 233) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl 69) (INCREMENT OBJECTl) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECT1137) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (DECREMENT OBJECT1) (COUNT? 
OBJECTl» 
- Value - 137 
- Expected Value - 137 
- Result - PASSED 

[Testing ... ] 

- Description - DECREMENT-INCREMENT 
- Sequence A - «SETQ OBJECTl (NEW» (INCREMENT OBJECTl) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECTl 201) (SET-COUNT OBJECTl 15) (INCREMENT OBJECTl) 
(SET-COUNT OBJECT1 183) (INCREMENT OBJECT1) (DECREMENT OBJECTl) (O? 
OBJECTl» 
- Value - NIL 
- Expected Value - NIL 
- Result - PASSED 



C.!.7 The documentation file counter. doc 

'" ;;; COUNTERdoc 

'" ;;; Documentation for the COUNTER Object 

'" 

OBJECT DOCUMENTATION 

COUNTER 

:description 
A counter Module 

SYNTAX DOCUMENTATION 

UNDERFLOW? (COUNTER) 

:description 
Predicate to see if the current count is less than 0 
:exceptions 
NIL 
:results 
NIL 

COUNT? (COUNTER) 

:description 
Returns the current count 
:exceptions 
NIL 
:results 
NIL 

O? (COUNTER) 

:description 
Predicate to see if the current count is 0 
:exceptions 
NIL 
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:results 
NIL 

DECREMENT (COUNTER) 

:description 
Decrements the counter by 1 
:exceptions 
NIL 
:results 
NIL 

INCREMENT (COUNTER) 

:description 
Increments the counter by 1 
:exceptions 
NIL 
:results 
NIL 

SET-COUNT (COUNTER N) 

:description 
Sets the count to the n parameter 
:exceptions 
NIL 
: results 
NIL 

NEW 0 

:description 
Creates a new instance of a counter 
:exceptions 
NIL 
:results 
NIL 

PARAMETER DOCUMENTATION 

N 
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:description 
A Non-negative Integer 

COUNTER 

:description 
A counter object 

'" ;;; COUNTER.doc 

'" 

C.!.I The information tile counter.in! 

'" ;;; COUNTER.inf 

'" ;;; Information for the COUNTER Object 

'" 
The COUNTER AXClass Object has: 

3 query routines 
They are named: UNDERFLOW? COUNT? O? 

2 upbuilding routines 
They are named: INCREMENT SET-COUNT NEW 

1 downbuilding routines 
They are named: DECREMENT 

o definition routines 
They are named: 

2 parameters 
They are named: N COUNTER 

3 query-new axioms 
They are named: UNDERFLOW?-NEW COUNT?-NEW O?-NEW 

1 down-new axioms 
They are named: DECREMENT-NEW 

6 query-up axioms 
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They are named: O?-SET-COUNT O?-INCREMENT COUNT?-SET-COUNT 
COUNT?-INCREMENT UNDERFLOW?-SET-COUNT UNDERFLOW?-INCREMENT 



2 down-up axioms 
They are named: DECREMENT-SET-COUNT DECREMENT-INCREMENT 

o definition axioms 
They are named: 

7 syntax routines documented 
These are: UNDERFLOW? COUNT? O? DECREMENT INCREMENT SET-COUNT NEW 

2 parameters documented 
These are: N COUNTER 

Documentation for the COUNTER object is: 
A counter Module 

'" ;;; COUNTER.inf 

'" 
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